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Pranottara Ratna M€lik€
THE PRECIOUS NECKLACE OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

by ®a‰kara Bhagavatp€da

Verse 1

Eò& JÉ±ÉÖ& xÉÉ±ÉÆÊGòªÉiÉä où¹]õ-+où¹]õ-+lÉÇ-ºÉÉvÉxÉ {É]õÒªÉÉxÉÂ
+¨ÉÖªÉÉ Eòh`öÎºlÉiÉªÉÉ |É¶xÉ -=kÉ®ú-®úixÉ¨ÉÉÊ±ÉEòªÉÉ*
kaƒ khalu n€la‰kriyate d˜a-ad˜a-artha s€dhana pa˜iy€n
amuy€ kaŠ˜ha sthitay€ prana uttara ratna-m€likay€

Who will not adorn himself with this precious necklace of questions and
answers, by memorizing it for constant remembrance, since it is the best means
to obtain all visible and invisible successes in life!
Explanation
The poetic image of the precious necklace of gems (ratna-m€l€) is meant to
illustrate the wonderful qualities of this collection of questions and answers.
These teachings are compared to valuable gems for their richness and value,
brilliance and inalterability, and also for the beneficial influence on the life of
those who will honor them by keeping them constantly close to their hearts.
In fact, gems possess beneficial qualities which will neutralize the bad
influences of planets and bring well-being, beauty and splendor, health and
happiness to those who wear them. Similarly, questions and answers which
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pertain to spiritual life are a great source of benefits (artha), valuable and useful
things, both visible and invisible (d˜a-ad˜a). The visible benefits are
immediate and material and refer to the better quality of life in this world, while
those which are described as invisible are the future and spiritual blessings
which derive from personal growth and gradual realization of the reality of life.
Knowledge can be obtained in two ways — by ascending method and by
descending method — but undoubtedly the best way consists in listening to a
realized soul and asking sincere questions, and then carefully meditating on the
answers. In Vedic culture a great emphasis is given to the transmission of
knowledge through aural reception, as this implies a direct relationship with the
teacher and therefore a greater efficacy in the learning process and the
immediate verification of the proper understanding of the student. Also
Bhagavad-g…t€, the most important and accessible text on the philosophy of
sanatana-dharma, recommends to search the truth by asking many
comprehensive questions (paripranena) from those who have a clear vision of
reality (tattva-darinaƒ).
Another important word in this opening verse is s€dhana, which indicates a
regular practice, meant to develop spiritual life. Spiritual knowledge is never
only theoretical or academic, because without a sincere and dedicated spiritual
practice it is not possible to understand it. Therefore G…t€ (4.34) also
recommends a sincere attitude of service to the teacher, and the process of
initiation into spiritual practice: tad viddhi praŠip€tena paripranena sevay€,
upadekyanti te jñ€naˆ jñ€ninas tattva-darinaƒ, “You must study this
knowledge by approaching a master through submissive inquiries and rendering
service to him. Those who see the Truth will initiate you into Knowledge.”
Regular study, if possible by memorization, is a very important practice to
assimilate teachings, because it makes the teachings an important part of our life
as we dedicate a lot of our time and energy to them.

Verse 2

¦ÉMÉ´ÉxÉÂ! ÊEò¨ÉÂ ={ÉÉnäùªÉ¨ÉÂ?
bhagavan! kiˆ up€deyam?
O Lord! What should we accept?
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MÉÖ¯û´ÉSÉxÉ¨ÉÂ!
guru-v€canam
The words of the Preceptor.
Explanation
The word bhagav€n indicates a person who possesses perfection (bhaga) and is
generally used for a divine or great personality. According to Paraara Muni,
this perfection is manifested in six forms: wisdom or knowledge, beauty or
splendor, richness or opulence, fame, power and renunciation. The sincere
student must respect and serve the genuine Guru as the direct representative of
God. Bh€gavata Pur€Ša (11.17.27) says, €c€ryaˆ m€ˆ vij€n…y€n navamanyeta
karhicit, na martya-buddhy€s™yeta sarva-deva-mayo guruƒ, “One should
understand that the €c€rya is not different from Bhagav€n as he represents Him;
one should never disrespect the genuine spiritual master at any time by
considering him an ordinary human being. One should never be envious or
inimical to a genuine spiritual master, because he is the representative of all the
devas.”
In Vedic culture, the relationship with the genuine teacher (guru) is extremely
important. In order to progress in theoretical and practical knowledge, it is
essential to be blessed by the enlightened guidance of an expert and able person,
who can guide and support us along the slippery path of life. The word guru
literally means “heavy”, “solid”, and gives the picture of a person who possesses
great knowledge and experience, which give great weight and solidity to his
words and teachings. Vacam refers to the word: teachings and orders. One who
does not give sufficient respect to the teacher’s words by following his orders
will never be able to learn anything. Another meaning of vacam refers to the
mantras, the meditation formulas transmitted by the master to the disciple at the
moment of initiation, which are an essential part of the spiritual practice of all
followers of Vedas. Mantras should be properly received from a realized
teacher, otherwise they will not have the same effect — therefore it is very
important to listen carefully to the master when he speaks mantras and
instructions.

½äþªÉ¨ÉÊ{É ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
heyam api kim?
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What should we give up?

+EòÉªÉÇ¨ÉÂ*
ak€ryam
Actions which should not be done.
Explanation
The word ak€ryam specifically indicates “that which must not be done” and
refers to all the things which are not recommended by the master or by the
scriptures. There are many negative activities which bring bad results: among
them, consumption of non-vegetarian foods, consumption of intoxicants,
immoral behavior and all acts which are contrary to the principles of dharma
(religion). All this must be given up, otherwise our attempts in spiritual progress
and knowledge will be futile.

EòÉä MÉÖ¯û&?
ko guruƒ?
Who is a Preceptor?

+ÊvÉMÉiÉiÉk´É&* Ê¶É¹ªÉÊ½þiÉÉªÉ =tiÉ& ºÉiÉiÉ¨ÉÂ*
adhigata tattvaƒ, iya hit€ya udyataƒ satatam
One who has personally realized the truth and who is always acting for the
benefit of the disciple.
Explanation
There are many misconceptions and prejudices on the idea of the Master or
teacher (guru), often created by cultural and social expectations. Actually, a
guru is not qualified by academic titles, by the caste or family to which he
belongs, by the dress he wears or by his belonging to a specific social order or
even by a high position in a religious institution. The real definition of guru is
given in this verse by ®a‰kara šc€rya himself: someone who has directly and
deeply realized the truth he teaches (tattva) and acts always in a selfless way,
simply for the benefit of the disciple (iya hit€ya), is a real guru, not others.
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The word adhigata is very similar to a word which is used in Buddhist
philosophy to define an enlightened soul, tathagata (“one who has reached the
destination”).

Verse 3

i´ÉÊ®úiÉÆ ËEò EòiÉÇ´ªÉÆ Ê´ÉnÖù¹ÉÉ¨ÉÂ?
tvaritaˆ kiˆ kartavyaˆ viduam?
What should the wise hasten to do?

ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú -ºÉxiÉÊiÉSUäônù&
saˆs€ra-santat icchedaƒ
To end the cycle of birth and death.
Explanation
Vidua or vidvan is “someone who knows”, a person who has obtained
knowledge and has been able to reach wisdom through it. A person who
possesses knowledge has a supreme duty to perform: cutting the cycle of
repeated births and deaths created by material conditionings through attachment
and illusion.
The word saˆs€ra is very important because it illustrates the vicious circle of
births and deaths: all those who are born will have to die, and those who die
without having reached freedom from conditionings will be forced to take
another birth. Many people think that birth is a happy event and death is a
disaster, but in the light of knowledge we can see that birth in a material body
entails several years of sufferings and difficulties, while death is often a
liberation. But as long as we continue to desire what is existing on the material
platform, we will have to take birth again and again innumerable times, going
through endless sufferings, like a prisoner who is moved from one cell to
another without ever being able to get out of jail. How to get release from this
prison?

ËEò ¨ÉÉäIÉiÉ®úÉä& ¤ÉÒVÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ moka-taroƒ b…jam?
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What is the seed of the tree of liberation?

ºÉ¨ªÉMYÉÉxÉÆ ÊGòªÉÉÊºÉrù¨ÉÂ*
samyag jñ€n€m kriy€ siddham
Proper knowledge, acquired through action.
Explanation
Liberation (moka) is compared here to a tree, a solid and living plant which
grows from a seed, sprouts and takes roots, growing and becoming stronger and
stronger until it gives fruits. One who wants to obtain liberation must therefore
search for knowledge with a sincere heart, applying it always through personal
experience and practice (kriy€, “what must be done”).
Another meaning of this verse implies that knowledge is acquired through direct
experience, by performing those actions which are right and necessary, by
completing and overcoming them just as different courses of academic studies
must be attended practically and then completed through examinations, tests and
discussion of thesis. The same principle applies in life and in the acquisition of
the knowledge that takes us to freedom from material conditionings and illusion;
only in this way we shall be able to attain a solid and genuine detachment.

Verse 4

Eò& {ÉlªÉiÉ®ú& ?
kaƒ pathyataraƒ?
What is the most beneficial thing?

vÉ¨ÉÇ&*
dharmaƒ
Doing the right thing.
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Explanation
The word dharma has a very deep meaning, and cannot be translated with a
simple English word.
The Upaniads state: dharmasya tattvam nihitam guhay€, “the essence and
significance of dharma is subtle and hidden.” Often dharma is translated with
“religion” or “duty”, sometimes with “righteousness”, “virtue”, or “justice”,
because it contains all these meanings. Actually, dharma refers to the inherent
quality of the subject, through which perfection is attained, and perfection itself
as complete harmony with all others aspects of existence in the material and
spiritual universes. In this sense, dharma is also tattva and satyam, Reality itself,
as the same time the means and the end. Now, just like the word €tm€ (“self”)
can be interpreted in various ways according to the level of identification of the
subject (it can therefore be applied to the body, to the mind or to the soul, who is
the real self), the word dharma can also be applied at different levels.
If we consider the social position of a person, dharma indicates social duties,
which are “religious” in regard to the social position itself, of various groups of
people: intellectuals and teachers, administrators and soldiers, entrepreneurs and
merchants, laborers and servants, in the system of varŠas. If we consider the
family position and lifestyle, there is a different definition of dharma for a
married man, for a woman, for those who are in the orders of brahmacarya or
sanny€sa and so on. At the cultural level, dharma refers to the different religious
traditions followed by one’s group and community.
All this still remains on a social level, which is temporary, subject to change just
like one’s position, from one life to another and even in this same lifetime.
However, there is an eternal dharma, a sanatana dharma, which never changes,
and which consists in applying and defending the essence of religion —
something we can call also “virtue”, “religiousness” or “dedication to the
Supreme Whole”.
This is always the right thing to do for anyone, the most beneficial thing. In any
social, religious, familiar or cultural position we find ourselves, the foundations
of dharma are always the same, and allow the universal community (considered
as the Body of the Godhead, the vira˜) to function in harmony and develop
towards a general progress generating benefits to the whole universe (viva
kaly€na). Anything which is contrary to these principles is defined as adharma
(contrary to dharma). Manu-smti explains that dharma is manifested in 10
forms: satyam (truthfulness), dhti (courage), kama (tolerance and patience),
dama (self-control), asteya (avoidance of stealing and cheating), indriya11
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nigraha (control of the senses), dh… (intelligence or meditation), vidya
(knowledge acquired through study), akrodha (freedom from anger), aucam
(internal and external cleanliness).
Other Vedic scriptures sum up dharma in only four basic principles: satyam
(truthfulness), d€ya (mercy), aucam (cleanliness) and tapas (austerity).

Eò& ¶ÉÖÊSÉ& <½þ?
kaƒ uciƒ iha?
Who is clean and pure in this world?

ªÉºªÉ ¨ÉÉxÉºÉÆ ¶ÉÖrù¨ÉÂ*
yasya m€nasaˆ uddham
One who has a clean and pure mind.

Explanation
Cleanliness or purity is one of the fundamental pillars of personal progress and
religious practice. A person who is contaminated or dirty will tend to
contaminate others, therefore the Vedas recommend to avoid contact with such
people, especially when we want to progress on the path of spiritual realization.
Asat-sa‰ga is one of the worst diseases, which comes from lack of spiritual
hygiene, because dirtiness and contamination cover our faculty of proper
perception and perpetuate our illusory beliefs, obstructing our true vision. For
this reasons the Vedas recommend that contaminated things or people should
not be allowed to come in contact with objects, places or persons closely
connected with religion, rituals and meditation. Those who have no faith in
religious life or live in a way which is contrary to its principles should not be
admitted in the most sacred areas of religion, otherwise they will contaminate
the general atmosphere by creating difficulties to those who try to elevate
themselves spiritually.
The problem is, however, how to determine who is pure and who is not. Many
people think that purity can be judged from a particular type of physical body,
from the social or familiar position (varŠa or €rama), from the caste of birth or
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past experiences or similar considerations, but ®a‰kara šc€rya reveals here that
this is not the real point: the purity of a person can be judged only from the
purity of mind, from intentions, desires and mental habits. Only by knowing this
can we judge the purity of a person, otherwise we will lack in correct
discrimination.

Eò& {ÉÎhb÷iÉ&?
kaƒ paŠitaƒ?
Who is wise and learned?

Ê´É´ÉäEòÒ
vivek…
An intelligent person with power of discrimination.
Explanation
The word paŠit or paŠa is widely used in Indian culture to define a “wise
man” or “sage”, a learned and respectable person who knows the Scriptures and
therefore can teach and guide people on the path of spiritual progress and ritual
ceremonies. In this sense, a paŠit is the guide and teacher of society. Due to
illusion, conditioned living beings see themselves and others according to
material terms relevant to the body, by judging the social group according to
birth in a specific family (j€ti). According to Bhagavad-g…t€ the actual position
of each person should be evaluated according to the level of individual
awareness and consciousness, externally determined by qualities and activities
demonstrated in practice (c€tur varŠyaˆ may€ s˜am guŠa karma vibh€gaaƒ,
G…t€, 4.13).
The Vedas explain that there are four major categories in society, created by the
Lord Himself: br€hmaŠas (teachers and priests), katriyas (government and
administration people), vaiyas (entrepreneurs of all kinds), and ™dras (laborers
who only have manual abilities). According to the Vedas, a religious teacher is
also called paŠit (sage), vipra (learned), dvija (twice born, a person who has
received the spiritual birth of initiation), and br€hmaŠa (brahma-jana, a person
who knows Brahman, spirit, and lives according to spiritual awareness).
These qualities are confirmed in Bhagavad-g…t€ (5.18): vidy€-vinaya-sampanne
br€hmaŠe gavi hastini, uni caiva va-p€ke ca paŠit€ƒ sama-darinaƒ, “the
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wise who possesses real knowledge sees with equal vision a br€hmaŠa, a cow,
an elephant, a dog and a c€Šala (dog-eater).”
The “discriminating intelligence” described in this verse of Pranottara Ratna
M€lik€ does not contradict the “equal vision” described by Bhagavad-g…t€;
rather it further defines it in a specific way, allowing the sage to relate with
different living beings with compassion and respect but at the same time with
intelligence, by engaging each and every one according to their natural qualities
and activities (guŠa and karma) on the material platform (temporary dharma)
and to their eternal position (sanatana-dharma).

ËEò Ê´É¹É¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ viam?
What is poison?

+´ÉvÉÒ®úhÉÉ MÉÖ¯û¹ÉÖ*
avadh…raŠ€ guruu
Disrespecting the Preceptors.
Explanation
Even on the level of common activities, a student who disrespects his teachers,
does not listen to them carefully and does not follow their instructions, or
transgresses their orders, has very little chances to progress and obtain real
knowledge. The guru always acts for the benefit of the disciple, but no Scripture
enjoins him to insist in giving instructions and teachings to those who
demonstrate no interest in listening respectfully and sincerely: for this reason, a
lack of respect for the teacher will automatically bring about the loss of
opportunity for progress.
In Bhagavad-g…t€ it is recommended to approach the Preceptor in a very
respectful manner, to serve him humbly and sincerely (tad viddhi praŠip€tena
paripranena sevay€) in order to be able to obtain his blessings and knowledge.
The guru should even be worshiped as the personification of knowledge and the
representative of Godhead (gurur brahm€ gurur viŠuh guru devo mahevaraƒ,
guru sak€t parambrahma tasmai r… gurave namaƒ) and considered as our real
friend, parent and master.
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It is also said: dhy€na mulam guror murtiƒ, puj€ mulam guroh pad€m, mantra
mulam guror vaky€m, moka mulam guroh kpa, “the image of the Preceptor is
the root of meditation, the lotus feet of the Preceptor are the root of ritual
worship, the word of the Preceptor is the root of the mantra, and the kindness
and mercy of the Preceptor are the root of liberation”.

Verse 5

ËEò ºÉÆºÉÉ®úä ºÉÉ®ú¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ saˆs€re s€ram?
What is the essence of material life?

¤É½Öþ¶ÉÉä%Ê{É ÊSÉxiªÉ¨ÉÉxÉÆ <nù¨Éä´É*
bahuo ‘pi cintayam€naˆ idam eva
This is something on which we must meditate many times.
Explanation
The word saˆs€ra is not easy to understand, because it constitutes the very
foundation of the doctrine of spiritual liberation. When we speak of liberation,
the first question is: “liberation from what?” Every living being aspires for
happiness, knowledge and eternity, and on the material platform we are
constantly baffled in this search by various kinds of sufferings, ignorance and
impermanence of our own body and of everything else around us. Naturally this
contrast causes a deep frustration, similar to the feelings of a prisoner who
would like to do many things and to find happiness, but is constantly restrained.
The Vedas teach that the root of such frustration is the illusion of duality, the
mistaken identification with matter instead of spirit. As long as we remain in
material illusion, our own identification and the objects of our attachments will
continue to generate suffering, ignorance and impermanence. Unfortunately, due
to his attachment to what is temporary, a conditioned soul is constantly running
after the mirage of material happiness, and at the end of the time allotted to this
material body, he is forced to take a new birth to continue his mad race. This
cycle of births and deaths is called saˆs€ra, the wheel of material life, and can
be compared to the shackles which keep a prisoner bound even when he is
dragged from cell to cell. How to break free from the cycle of repeated births
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and deaths? If we do not understand deeply and clearly the essence or cause of
our imprisonment, it is impossible to attain liberation: the key to open our
shackles must be earned through knowledge — and this requires constant and
repeated meditation.
By meditating again and again we will constantly remember the goal of our
work towards liberation and at the same time we will be able to understand
better and better the meaning of spiritual knowledge; in facts, knowledge grows
on the foundations (or roots) of previous knowledge, becoming wider and
higher, and in this process we become able to see and understand different
explanations of the same issue, explanations which will be more complex and
complete.

ËEò ¨ÉxÉÖVÉä¹ÉÖ <¹]õiÉ¨É¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ manujeu i˜atamam?
What is most desirable for human beings?

º´É-{É®ú-Ê½þiÉÉªÉ =tiÉÆ VÉx¨É*
sva-para-hit€ya udyataˆ janma
A life dedicated to the benefit of oneself and others.
Explanation
This verse expands the explanation of the meaning of liberation by applying it to
the free choice of accepting a birth or life (janma) to work for the benefit of
oneself and others. Manuya janma is a real boon and not a sentence for forced
labor, and it becomes a great blessing and an opportunity for liberation if we
dedicate our work to the real benefit of all beings, including ourselves.
Many people think that in consecrating one’s life to the benefit of others we
should neglect ourselves, or that it is much more desirable and profitable to
work for one’s own benefit instead of caring for others, but this verse clearly
states that the welfare of others should be kept on the same level as our own
personal welfare or benefit. This vision frees us from duality and is founded on a
deep understanding of the spiritual nature of all beings: the spiritual welfare of
one is the spiritual welfare of all, because there is no conflict of interests on the
level of Brahman (the supreme and absolute spirit). Active and caring work for
the spiritual benefit of oneself and others is a valuable opportunity offered by
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life in a human body, and we should not underestimate or waste it away in the
name of detachment and renunciation.
Often people think that in order to become free from illusion and attachment it is
necessary and sufficient to retire from the world, from relationships and work,
but this is not a fact: a person who spends his days in idleness and indifference
for the sufferings of others, in the name of religion and renunciation, is actually
wasting a valuable opportunity and disrespecting the teachings of the great
Preceptors.

Verse 6

¨ÉÊnù®äú´É ¨ÉÉä½þVÉxÉEò& Eò&?
madireva moha-janakaƒ kaƒ?
What generates delusion, like liquor?

ºxÉä½þ&*
snehaƒ
Attachment.

Explanation
After recommending active and caring work for the benefit of oneself and
others, we must clarify the nature of the needed work and the ways in which it
must be executed. The word madir indicates an intoxicating substance, like
liquor or opium, which creates confusion and madness, covering intelligence
and vision and preventing the inebriated person from understanding things,
working properly and keeping the right direction.
One who calculates his own benefit and the benefit of others on the basis of
material attachment to the sense objects (money, property, social position,
control over others, prestige and other material benefits) is confused like a
drunk, who does not even know who he is, where he stands and what he is
doing, therefore he cannot execute a good work or get benefit from the
opportunities which are offered to him.
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It is important here to distinguish attachment from affection and love, sometimes
also defined with the same term, sneha. While love is a sincere desire to work
for the benefit of one’s object of love (sva-para-hit€ya, as the previous verse
recommends), attachment entails trying to use others for one’s own pleasure and
material personal advantage, seeing them as sense objects and personal
properties we can use and exploit. Love free from attachment produces
liberation, happiness and real benefit for everyone, while attachment in the name
of love creates illusion and suffering for everyone.

Eäò SÉ nùºªÉ´É&?
ke ca dasyavaƒ?
Who are the thieves?

Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉ&*
viay€ƒ
The sense objects.
Explanation
A thief is one who takes something from the lawful owner without giving
anything in exchange. When our energies, our time, our intelligence and our
opportunities are absorbed by sense objects, we do not get any lasting benefit;
thus we should rather dedicate all our resources to work for the true spiritual
benefit of ourselves and others. Another definition of “thief” includes cheaters,
those who make promises and will never keep them. Thus sense objects are also
cheaters because in spite of all their nice promises of pleasure and satisfaction
they cannot give more than flimsy feelings which bring about joy and sorrow at
the same time.
Vedic scriptures list the sense objects as r™pa (form), abda (sound), rasa
(taste), gandha (smell), spara (touch).
We should not mistake the sense objects with the objects in themselves, which
have no responsibility in the creation of our problems: nice-looking things or
bodies, music, good food, sweet smelling flowers and soft and smooth things
exist on a separate level from our perception and desire, and must be respected
and even utilized for a higher purpose, without attachment to our personal
pleasure.
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EòÉ ¦É´É´É±±ÉÒ?
k€ bhava-vall…?
What is the creeper of birth?

iÉÞ¹hÉÉ*
tŠ€
Thirst for pleasure.
Explanation
A valli is a creeper, a plant which grows by leaning on a tree or some other solid
support. Birth and rebirth, or the ties with the cycle of material life, grow by
leaning on real existence, which is eternal. Due to illusion and thirst for material
pleasure, the conditioned living being is constantly searching material contact
with sense objects, something that requires a material body — hence the
automatic result of repeated births.
This creeper of birth is watered and nurtured by habits: in this sense the word
tŠ€ is particularly meaningful, as physiologically speaking many needs, like
thirst, hunger and addictions dramatically grow when we indulge in their
pleasure without control. For example, if we develop the habit of drinking a lot,
we will gradually need more and more drinks; if we eat salty foods for their
taste, our craving for salt will become excessive, forcing us to consume too
much salt — actually our real need would be much less, and our health is also
damaged by excess consumption of salt. The same applies to allopathic
medicines such as painkillers and other similar drugs that easily give addiction.
By cutting or uprooting this craving, which is inexhaustible and always growing
from itself, it is possible to eliminate the need for a new birth, with all its
entailed sufferings.

EòÉä ´Éè®úÒ?
ko vair…?
Who is the enemy?

ªÉºiÉÖ +xÉÖtÉäMÉ&*
19
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yastu anudyogaƒ
The only enemy is idleness.
Explanation
Anudyoga literally means “not being engaged”. To better clarify the concept of
renunciation to cravings and thirst of pleasure, which could bring many people
to indifference and idleness, we need to explain how dangerously destructive is
the idea of simply abstaining from action. For a materialistic person who will
work only to get a personal selfish benefit, the idea of giving up craving for
pleasure and material acquisitions will naturally mean giving up all activities
and living without responsibilities and engagements, in a sort of perennial
vacation, thus becoming a parasite for society.
Real renunciation, however, is quite different, and consists in sincerely engaging
in action while remaining detached from the desire of enjoying its fruits. Those
who have not reached this level yet will progress by working for the benefit of
themselves and others, but those who simply indulge in laziness will not get
anything, thus wasting the precious opportunity offered by a human birth.
For a human being there are no enemies — persons, events, ignorance or bad
qualities — which cannot be neutralized by careful and sincere work, but
idleness is the only real enemy who constantly plunders and destroys our life,
our happiness, our assets and our progress.

Verse 7

Eòº¨ÉÉiÉÂ ¦ÉªÉ¨ÉÂ <½þ?
kasm€t bhayaˆ iha?
What is the origin of fear in this world?

¨É®úhÉÉiÉÂ
maraŠ€t
Death.
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Explanation
The fear of death is present in all living beings, who instinctively react by
fighting for survival at any cost. For a human being, death is the final test of life,
which will decide his next destination; for those who do not believe in the
permanence of the soul death takes even a more sinister meaning, as it implies
the dissolution of being, non-existence, the loss of everything we believe we
possess, including our own identity. In order to conquer the fear of death it is not
sufficient to avoid thinking about our own mortality as materialistic people often
do; we should rather try to understand the nature of real existence (sat), which is
eternity, knowledge and happiness. Bhagavad-g…t€ (2.17) explains that the spirit
pervading the body is imperishable and indestructible (avin€i tu tad viddhi
yena sarvam idaˆ tatam, vin€am avyayasy€sya na kacit kartum arhati). What
is eternal and real (brahma satya) can never cease to exist.
Those who identify with the body are overwhelmed by panic at the idea of
losing it, while one who has deeply understood his own spiritual nature (aham
brahm€smi) is not bound by material laws and has no need to fear death.
Bhagavad-g…t€ (2.13) teaches: dehino ‘smin yath€ dehe kaumar€ˆ yauvanaˆ
jar€, tath€ deh€ntara-pr€ptir dh…ras tatra na muhyati, “A wise man is not
confused at the moment of death, because he knows that death is not different
from the natural passage from childhood to youth to old age”.
While passing through childhood to youth to old age we must undergo a change
of body, although much more gradual, and if we apply this knowledge at the
moment of death we will be free from fear. Bhagavad-g…t€ (2.22) offers another
easy example: giving up old and torn clothes to wear new ones, v€s€ˆsi j…rŠ€ni
yath€ vih€ya nav€ni ghŠ€ti naro ‘par€Ši, tath€ ar…r€Ši vih€ya j…rŠ€ny any€ni
saˆy€ti nav€ni deh…. In itself, the death of the physical body does not even
imply cessation of personality, which, still tied to the material platform, brings
back the living entity to take a new birth by developing another body to continue
his travel on the reincarnation cycle.

+xvÉÉiÉÂ <½þ EòÉä Ê´ÉÊ¶É¹ªÉiÉä?
andh€t iha ko viiyate?
Who is worse than a blind man?
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®úÉMÉÒ
r€g…
Someone who is attached.
Explanation
Spiritual blindness is much worse than material blindness, which did not prevent
great sages and saints of different ages to attain full realization. One who is led
by attachment and sense of possession cannot see anything else, is not aware of
his benefit or others’ benefit, and is not able to act in a proper way.

Eò& ¶ÉÚ®ú&?
kaƒ ™raƒ?
Who is heroic?

ªÉ& ±É±ÉxÉÉ-±ÉÉä±ÉxÉ-¤ÉÉhÉè& xÉ SÉ ´ªÉÊvÉiÉ&*
yaƒ lalan€-lolana-b€Šaiƒ na ca vyadhitaƒ
One who does not fall ill because of the arrow-like glances of lusty women.
Explanation
The word ™ra means “hero” or “warrior”, and indicates a man of great strength
and determination. Facing external enemies is much easier than facing internal
enemies like lust, which easily ignites when coming in touch with similar
qualities in the environment around us. According to the physical principle of
resonance, when an object vibrates at a certain frequency (as a diapason) it
causes similar vibrations in other surrounding objects which have its same
nature.
Thus a person who is afflicted by carnal desires creates waves of lust which
strike those who are nearby like arrows, awakening similar vibrations. In
particular, glances can transmit feelings and thoughts very well and can reveal a
person’s inner states of mind, inspiring similar desires and emotions. A man
who is not shaken by such an attack and remains steady in his duty without
falling down or “becoming ill” with debilitating hankerings is certainly a strong
and brave hero, and deserves glory and victory.
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Due to the biology of body and mind a man is attracted by the female form, just
like a woman is attracted by the male form; therefore it is necessary to regulate
contacts between men and women according to superior principles that can help
everyone to progress in spiritual life. Relationships and contacts which are not
based on sincere work for the benefit of oneself and others (sva-para hit€ya) are
as dangerous as a battle field where sharp and pointed arrows are shot, but the
spiritual warrior sticks to his principles and struggles to upkeep dharma in
society, in spite of all kinds of attacks coming from materialistic people.

Verse 8

{ÉÉiÉÖÆ EòhÉÉÇ\VÉÊ±ÉÊ¦É& ÊEò¨ÉÂ +¨ÉÞiÉ¨ÉÂ <½þ ªÉÖVªÉiÉä?
p€tuˆ karŠ€ñjalibhiƒ kiˆ amtaˆ iha yujyate?
What should be listened to like nectar?

ºÉnÖù{Énäù¶É&
sad-upadeaƒ
Good teachings.

Explanation
The beautiful poetic image of this verse prompts us to receive with respect and
care the teachings of good and saintly people. KarŠa means “ears” and añjali
means “with folded hands”. One who comes forward to receive something with
folded hands shows respect and attention, and a desire to receive as much as
possible. We should therefore use our hearing power (ears) with an attitude of
prayer and attention to absorb the nectar of good teachings.
The word amtam literally means “nectar of immortality”, the elixir which
prevents all disease and gives eternal life to the gods. As long as we drink this
nectar we do not need to fear death or decaying: in the same way, as long as we
listen respectfully and eagerly to the teachings of good and saintly people, we do
not need to fear death and degradation. Sat indicates that teachings should be of
spiritual nature or at least good nature, truthful and beneficial for everyone.
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ËEò MÉÖ¯ûiÉÉªÉÉÆ ¨ÉÚ±É¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ gurut€y€ˆ m™lam?
What is the root of greatness?

ªÉiÉÂ BiÉiÉÂ +|ÉÉlÉÇxÉÆ xÉÉ¨ÉÂ*
yat etat apr€rthanaˆ n€ma
What is defined as not asking for personal favors.
Explanation
The second verse of Pranottara Ratna M€lik€ stated: ko guruƒ? iya hit€ya
udyataƒ satatam, “who is guru? One who always acts for the benefit of the
disciple.”
This verse stresses the same concept, by explaining that gurut€y€m, the
greatness of a realized person, a guru, consists in acting in a selfless way, free
from all personal motivations. For a great and powerful personality it would be
very easy to take advantage of one’s elevated position to get personal benefits,
but those who are swept away from the right path by the winds of personal profit
are certainly not guru, “heavy, solid”, but laghu, “light, superficial”: they have
no roots and are easily destroyed. A spiritual preceptor never asks for personal
favors, otherwise his personal motivations will denounce his lack of real
qualifications. The only business in the life of a spiritual preceptor should be
constantly, carefully and expertly acting for the benefit of his disciples and of
society at large. A disciple can offer anything and everything to his teacher if
prompted to do so by his own affection and gratitude, but a teacher who
materially depends on his followers or disciples, expecting to receive material
benefits from them, has failed in his mission.

Verse 9

ËEò MÉ½þxÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ gahanam?
What is difficult to understand?
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ºjÉÒSÉÊ®úiÉ¨ÉÂ*
str…-caritam
The behavior of women.
Explanation
The word gahana means “deep, difficult to understand”. The activities of
women are particularly difficult to understand for male mentality because they
are often based on the emotional component of human personality more than on
rationality; usually one who has a female body will develop the creative and
emotional hemisphere more, while one who has a male body will tend to
develop rationality and mechanistic and philosophical thought. The human brain
is composed by two hemispheres, presiding one over rational activities (as
mathematics, philosophy etc.) and the other over emotional activities (as
creativity, beauty and so on); this is confirmed also by the science of yoga which
speaks about two parallel energy currents, the female and the male, which must
be harmonized to reach the “mystical marriage” of yoga.

Eò& SÉiÉÖ®ú&?
kaƒ caturaƒ?
Who is intelligent?

ªÉÉä xÉ JÉÎhb÷iÉ& iÉäxÉ*
yo na khaŠitaƒ tena
One who is not confused by them.
Explanation
Usually women are not inclined to discipline and austerity, therefore they are
not required to take up a renounced life. Those persons who are born in a female
body but have a strong inclination to austerity and renunciation, spiritual
knowledge and religious life are not considered “women” by Vedic civilization,
but rather yoginis and sadhvis and respected as such. Women who live in family,
taking care of the house, husband, children and relatives, tend to develop a
mentality centered on bodily identification under the social pressure and
expectations of materialistic people, but this is contrary to spiritual progress —
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both for these women and for their family members. The allurement of bodily
relationships, the idea of being lord and master of one’s house and family, and
the pleasures of conjugal life stimulate the male’s ego attracting it towards an
illusory whirlpool of false identifications and expectations, throwing him into
the “dark well of family life”.
Therefore Vedic scriptures recommend that as soon as husband and wife reach
the age of 50 (pañcaordhvaˆ vanaˆ vrajet), when their children are grown up
and capable of continuing the religious and social traditions of the family, it is
time to enter the vanaprastha €rama. ®r… Prahl€da teaches in ®r…mad
Bh€gavatam (7.5.5): hitv€tma-p€taˆ gham andha-k™pam vanaˆ gato yad
dharim €rayeta. “One should go to the forest and take shelter of Hari, leaving
the dark well of asat-grah€t, the temporary identification where he has fallen
due to the illusory nature of material family life.”
An intelligent person will not allow him/herself to be confused by material
games and remains well aware of his/her own nature and of the nature of
everything around him/her, keeping his/her concentration on his/her prescribed
duty without losing him/herself in what is temporary and simply based on
emotions.

ËEò nÖù&JÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ duƒkham?
What is unhappiness?

+ºÉÆiÉÉä¹É&
asa‰toaƒ
Inability to get satisfaction.

Explanation
The word duƒkha means “lack of happiness” or “suffering”, while asantoa
means “being unable to get satisfaction”. Tu˜i, satisfaction, should be searched
in the self, because there is no limit to the mind’s material desires: the more we
have, the more we want, until we become crazy for the megalomaniac craving of
possessing or dominating the entire world.
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A materialist will never be able to attain satisfaction, because pleasures offered
by sense objects are temporary and illusory, and dearly paid for. Joy and sorrow
are both relative and temporary, therefore we must learn to tolerate both by
happily accepting whatever destiny sends us and using it in the best possible
way. A person who learns to become satisfied with a simple life, striving to raise
his consciousness level, attains peace and happiness even in this life, otherwise
there is no hope of permanent happiness.

ËEò ±ÉÉPÉ´É¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ l€ghavam?
What is cause of dishonor?

+vÉ¨ÉiÉÉä ªÉÉS\ÉÉ*
adhamato y€cñ€
Asking for favors from low class people.
Explanation
When we ask for a favor from a degraded person we take the risk of getting
manipulated and blackmailed. Searching for help from bad people could seem
easy and comfortable, because such people are always keen to show their own
greatness and power and obtain fame and popularity (as well as personal profit),
but there is always a hidden price, because we will get caught in their game
thereby losing our freedom and honor. And on top of that, we are very likely to
become exploited and trapped in a degrading situation. Real dishonor does not
amount to being poor or being persecuted and slandered by envious and wicked
people, but to choosing to depend on those who have a petty, mean and wicked
mind.

Verse 10

ËEò VÉÒÊ´ÉiÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ j…vitam?
What is life?
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+xÉ´Ét¨ÉÂ*
anavadyam
That which is immaculate.
Explanation
Life in itself is a great gift and constitutes the pure existence we can utilize in a
perfect way by dedicating our time and energies to good activities. Problems and
sufferings are created by our own conception of life: when we purify our vision,
we become able to see the spotless splendor of existence in itself, which is
nothing less than the eternal manifestation of the Supreme Brahman.

ËEò VÉÉbªÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ j€ayam?
What is dullness?

{É`öiÉÉä%Ê{É +xÉ¦ªÉÉºÉ&*
p€˜hato pi anabhy€aƒ
Not repeating or practicing what we have learned.
Explanation
When we take time and efforts to learn something, it would be normal to apply
such knowledge to our practical life. Knowledge given to a fool is like a seed
sown in a barren field, which will give no fruit, but we should not blame the
seed, rather we should know that it is the dull and rocky field which is not able
to receive it properly. J€a also means “stone”, and “dull matter”. Merely
theoretical knowledge is not going to help us. For example, if we have learnt
ahaˆ brahm€smi and tat tvam asi, and at the same time we continue to maintain
a gross bodily identification for ourselves and for others and to behave on the
materialistic platform, our learning is useless and superficial.

EòÉä VÉÉMÉÌiÉ?
ko j€garti?
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Who is awakened?

Ê´É´ÉäEòÒ*
vivek…
One who is able to discriminate.
Explanation
A proper understanding of the meaning of intelligence and lack of intelligence is
a crucial point to progress on the path of knowledge and liberation; therefore it
is important to further clarify the concept. Lack of intelligence is like deep sleep,
where a person is lost and does not remember who he is, where he is or what he
should do. Intelligence should bring us to be well awake and attentive to life and
things, to be able to discriminate what is good from what is bad, what should be
done from what should not be done. One who thinks he is intelligent but cannot
distinguish between such things is actually dreaming in deep slumber.

EòÉ ÊxÉpùÉ?
k€ nidr€?
What is sleep?

¨ÉÚføiÉÉ VÉxiÉÉä&*
m™hat€ jantoƒ
People’s foolishness.
Explanation
If lack of intelligence and discrimination can be equated with slumber, we can
say that sleep is contagious and easily spreads in society when there are no
attentive persons to wake people up. Just like someone who is asleep cannot
understand what is going on around him and often replies in irrational and
inconsistent ways to those who try to wake him up, the mass of people in
general is not very evolved and prefers to follow their own dreams or even
nightmares rather than listening to wake up calls. Besides, it is a very well
known fact that sleeping people do not like to be awakened and may react
unpleasantly when someone tries to wake them up, so often giving good
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teachings and advice to fools can be a very dangerous task. M™h€ is one who
blindly trudges on a path which does not lead anywhere, panting and sweating
under a useless burden, and has no time to listen about the real purpose of life.
This definition also applies to those who carry a heavy burden of scholarship
without applying it in life: they are not different from a donkey that carries a
load of books.

Verse 11

xÉÊ±ÉxÉÒ-nù±É-MÉiÉ-VÉ±É´ÉiÉÂ iÉ®ú±ÉÆ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
nalin…-dala-gata-jalavat taralaˆ kim?
What is temporary like water on a lotus leaf?

ªÉÉè´ÉxÉÆ vÉxÉÆ SÉ +ÉªÉÖ&
yauvanaˆ, dhanaˆ ca €yuƒ
Youth, wealth, health and life.
Explanation
This poetic image of a water droplet on the leaf of a lotus flower depicts the
flimsiness of our position in this world — at any moment it can roll and slide
away with the movements of the wind and with the ripples of the water surface.
A mere frog leaping nearby, and there!, our water droplet is gone. Therefore we
should not wait for our old age to start studying and practicing spiritual
knowledge: we do not know if we will actually attain old age, and if such
retirement years will be free from the serious impediments created by bad health
and financial insecurity. In particular, the meaning of €y™ƒ includes life (in the
sense of duration of life) as well as well-being and health, according to the
philosophical concepts of medicine taught in šyur Veda, where health is
something more than lack of disease: it is vital force, long duration of life and
well-being.

EòlÉªÉ {ÉÖxÉ& Eäò ¶ÉÊ¶ÉxÉ& ÊEò®úhÉºÉ¨ÉÉ& ?
kathaya punaƒ, ke ain€ƒ kiraŠa-sam€ƒ?
Tell me again, what is similar to the moon rays?
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ºÉVVÉxÉÉ B´É*
sajjan€ eva
Only good people.
Explanation
Here is another poetic image inspired by the observation of nature: after a long
and exhausting summer day, the pleasing and refreshing moon rays soothe the
mind and brighten the night without hurting our eyes. Good people (sat-jana)
who have a spiritual consciousness and are faithful to the principles of religion
(dharma) irradiate peace and freshness because they are not out to exploit others
for their own personal profit; they are satisfied in themselves and always want to
work for the benefit of everyone. Their company is a real pleasure and brings
blessings and tranquility to the souls wounded and fatigued by the struggle for
survival.

Verse 12

EòÉä xÉ®úEò& ?
ko narakaƒ?
What is hell?

{É®ú´É¶ÉiÉÉ
para-vaat€
Being under someone else’s control.
Explanation
The concept of hell (naraka) as a place of punishment for sinners is found in
Vedic scriptures as opposed to paradise or heaven (svarga) as a place of
pleasure for good and pious people. However, both these places are not eternal,
and simply constitute a stage in our general journey of life. Just like heaven
essentially means enjoying great power and freedom, the sufferings of hell
consist mainly in being subjected to others’ control, and having to suffer all
kinds of miseries and pains without being able to fight back or escape. Being
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under someone else’s control means having to put up with blackmailing, to be
forced to betray truth, to lose oneself and to humiliate and annihilate one’s self
even to complete degradation. It is important to make a distinction between a
free, healthy and mature relationship with other people and a relationship based
on dependence and control, born from attachment and fear. While the former
brings benefit and happiness for all, the second is only a source of suffering and
degradation.

ËEò ºÉÉèJªÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ saukhyam?
What is well-being?

ºÉ´ÉÇºÉÆMÉ-Ê´É®úÊiÉ& ªÉÉ*
sarva-sa‰ga-viratiƒ y€
Detachment from all kinds of contacts.
Explanation
Sukha means “happiness” and saukhyam “well-being”. As stated in the previous
verse, depending on others causes suffering and anxiety, because we are not free
to follow the right path for our personal progress. On the contrary, being
detached from any relationship brings peace and well-being, because we are free
to engage in the real work of life. Rati means “attachment” and virati is its
contrary, i.e. detachment. Sa‰ga is “contact”, “relationship”, “being near”.
When we are spontaneously free from attachment towards material relationships
we finally attain peace and tranquility in solitude, where we can work without
disturbances for our benefit and the benefit of others. G…t€ (6.10, 13.11) also
recommends that one should live alone (vivikta dee, ek€k…) in order to avoid the
disturbance of people who are not interested in the cultivation of yoga and
spiritual life.

ËEò ºÉÉvªÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ s€dhyam?
What should be done?
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¦ÉÚiÉÊ½þiÉ¨ÉÂ*
bh™ta-hitam
The work for the benefit of creatures.
Explanation
To further clarify the meaning of the two previous verses, which encourage us to
break free from material ties and from attachment for worldly relationships, this
verse stresses that renouncing attachments does not mean indifference or lack of
love for others. Rather, detachment from a limited circle of material
relationships constitutes the best opportunity to act in a positive way for the
benefit of all. A sanny€s… has the greatest family of all: the family of Jagann€tha,
V€sudeva’s ku˜umbakam!
Bh™ta indicates all those who exist, and this means that a realized person sees
equally all living entities as parts of his own universal family. All the living
entities, in whatever bodily form, are part of the Supreme Whole and therefore
are worthy of our affection and consideration. To show indifference or even
cruelty towards some living entity is contrary to the principles of saintly
behavior (sad€cara) and renunciation.

Ê|ÉªÉÆ SÉ ÊEò¨ÉÂ |ÉÉÊhÉxÉÉ¨ÉÂ?
priyaˆ ca kim pr€Šinaˆ?
What is dear to all creatures?

+ºÉ´É&*
asavaƒ
Life.
Explanation
Pr€n indicates a living being in general, a definition which includes animals and
plants. A wise person who has renounced all forms of attachment must work
actively for the benefit of all creatures, and the most precious and dear asset for
all living beings is naturally life itself.
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This verse enjoins that we should never kill any living being unnecessarily, and
directly sustains the importance of vegetarianism and non-violence in the
spiritual and cultural life of human beings.

Verse 13

EòÉä +xÉlÉÇ¡ò±É&?
ko anartha-phalaƒ?
What brings evil fruits?

¨ÉÉxÉ&
m€naƒ
Pride.
Explanation
Anartha means “something which should not be pursued”, “a negative thing”, or
“something unwanted”. Pride and arrogance, born from a material position
(social, economic, academic and so on), cause innumerable unnecessary
problems and serious damage to ourselves and others, because a proud person
takes a position he is not actually fit for, and mistreats others with the idea of
being superior to them. Living apart from others and dedicating to religious or
spiritual pursuits rather than ordinary occupations, should never be done out of
pride and conceit. In the Vedic social system the excellence of great persons is
manifested in their humbleness in front of the Supreme Lord, of the spiritualists
and other good people, and not in defying the religious principles, while in the
jungle of material relationships the biggest and most ruthless and ferocious
animal becomes the leader. Unfortunately an animal leader is continuously
challenged by others who are similar to him, and his life is short and full of
problems and anxieties. One who climbs higher than the others is the favorite
target for the angry crowd, and when he falls down, his sufferings are terrible.
On the contrary, in a society where spiritualists and teachers, elders and
superiors are naturally respected and each person behaves in a decent and
respectful way, arrogance consists mainly in assuming for oneself the right to
bully others in the name of a so-called superior position. In other words, when
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people show respect to us, we could start thinking we are really great, so
gradually we lose contact with reality. This brings about several problems and
defects for our personal life and degradation in society.

EòÉ ºÉÖJÉnùÉ?
k€ sukha-d€?
What brings happiness?

ºÉÉvÉÖVÉxÉ-¨ÉèjÉÒ*
s€dhu-jana maitr…
Friendship with good and saintly people.
Explanation
Although renunciation and detachment, as well as a peaceful life in solitude, are
a source of well-being, freedom, progress and joy, we must not neglect the
importance of positive relationships with good and saintly people, the s€dhus,
those who are situated on the path of spiritual progress and whose friendship
constantly encourages us to proceed in spite of inevitable difficulties. Of course,
the meaning of s€dhu is not defined by a dress or religious affiliation, but by
genuine qualities and activities. Those who believe that relationships must
always come with material attachment have a limited intelligence. Real
friendship and love should actually be free from material attachment and meant
for the ultimate benefit of everyone — for ourselves and for others. In
relationships, we must avoid the two extremes of searching only for the benefit
of others and searching only for one’s own benefit — both are detrimental and
dangerous, ultimately creating suffering for all the people involved. Balanced
and progressive relationships are actually a blessing, because friends help and
support one other, are a source of inspiration and often of verification of each
others personal realizations and defects. Being free and detached is extremely
important, but being unable to keep good relationships with good people is a
problem.

ºÉ´ÉÇ´ªÉºÉxÉ-Ê´ÉxÉÉ¶Éä EòÉä nùIÉ& ?
sarva-vyasana-vin€e ko dakaƒ?
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Who is expert in destroying all sorrow?

ºÉ´ÉÇnùÉ iªÉÉMÉÒ*
sarvad€ ty€g…
One who is always renounced.
Explanation
Ty€ga, renunciation and detachment, is again recommended in this verse as the
antidote to all sufferings. One who accepts everything with an open and
detached mind, giving up expectations and illusions, will never be disappointed
and unhappy, because he will positively appreciate whatever Providence sends
him. Everything is temporary here, so we should always be ready to let go good
things and bad things when they naturally disappear in the course of time.
In his famous song Bhaja Govindam, ®r… Adi ®a‰kara reminds us: y€vad
vittop€rjana-sakta st€vad nija-pariv€ro raktaƒ, pacat jivati jarjaradehe,
v€rt€m ko ‘pi na pcchati gehe, “When a man is wealthy and able to support his
family, everyone shows him affection and care, but when life’s sunset arrives,
not even his nearest kin will approach him to ask about his well-being.”
And, arthamanartham bh€vaya nityam, n€sti tataƒ sukhaleaƒ satyam,
putr€dapi dhanabh€jam bhitiƒ sarvatrai€ vihit€ ritiƒ, “Remember, material
possessions and achievements are illusory and bring suffering: they do not give
any real happiness. A rich man even fears his own son: this is happening
everywhere.”
However, we should not confuse genuine renunciation with false renunciation.
As Git€ (6.1) explains, an€ritaƒ karma-phalaˆ k€ryaˆ karma karoti yaƒ, sa
sanny€s… ca yog… ca, na niragnir na c€kriyaƒ, “The real sanny€s… and the real
yog… is one who selflessly performs all his duties in society and takes the proper
actions where required, without any attachment to enjoy the fruits of his
activities — not one who escapes from action in the name of some rules and
renunciation. It is important to clarify the difference between a neutral
detachment, recommended by this verse, and negative detachment, which is
nothing but rejection — merely another form of attachment: that is, attachment
to the contrary of what we reject, or to being free from what we reject.
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Verse 14

ËEò ¨É®úhÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ maraŠam?
What is death?

¨ÉÚJÉÇi´É¨ÉÂ*
m™rkhatvam
Foolishness.
Explanation
In verse 10 the dullness of blockheads was compared to slumber, while this
verse even compares it to death. Sleep is a kind of minor death, which makes us
inert and insensitive and prevents us from taking proper action. One who is a
fool beyond any hope of awakening is actually not better than a dead man — we
cannot expect anything good from him.

ËEò SÉ +xÉPÉÇ¨ÉÂ*
kiˆ ca anargham?
What is priceless?

ªÉnù´ÉºÉ®úä nùkÉ¨ÉÂ*
yad avasare dattam
What is given at the proper time.
Explanation
Among all the precious things in the world, the one which has most value is
something we actually need at that time. If we were lost in the desert, hungry
and thirsty, all the gold in the world would have no value compared to water and
simple food. The real value of a thing is not in its market quotations, but in its
real utility for us at any given time: what is the value of amassing material
possessions we are not really using? Something which was purchased at a high
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price but has no real use is only good for the garbage bin, while finding a useful
piece of old string or a simple stick on the street in an emergency situation will
make us rejoice as if we had found a priceless treasure.

+É¨É®úhÉÉiÉÂ ËEò ¶ÉÉ±ªÉ¨ÉÂ?
€maraŠ€t kiˆ €lyam?
What pricks us until death?

|ÉSUôzÉÆ ªÉiÉÂ EÞòiÉÆ {ÉÉ{É¨ÉÂ*
pracchannaˆ yat ktaˆ p€pam
A sin committed in secrecy.
Explanation
An action committed with full awareness of its negativity and kept secret gets
stuck in our conscience like a thorn and constantly scratches our thoughts and
our hearts, even if no one else is blaming us. Actually we are the most severe
judges we will ever have and the staunchest executioners to punish our crimes,
because we know perfectly well what we have done and why. We are the first to
pronounce the verdict and execute the sentence, in this life and the next, until we
feel we have paid for our crimes and are liberated from the ignorance which
generated them. This also applies to those who seem to be impervious to guilt
and keep committing horrible actions without any hesitation: sooner or later they
will come to their proper senses and realize the enormity of their wrongdoings
and be willing to atone for them, usually after having been beaten into reason by
the karmic reactions of their crimes.

Verse 15

EÖòjÉ Ê´ÉvÉäªÉÉä ªÉixÉ&?
kutra vidheyo yatnaƒ?
Where should we direct our efforts?
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Ê´ÉvÉÉ¦ªÉÉºÉä, ºÉnùÉè¹ÉvÉä nùÉxÉä*
vidy€bhy€se, sad-auadhe, d€ne
In the acquisition of knowledge, in proper medicines and in charity.
Explanation
When we speak of active work for the benefit of oneself and others (sva-parahit€ya udyataˆ janma, verse 5), it is important to understand properly what this
work is about. It is very important that Dharmic people direct all their efforts to
the protection and assistance of more vulnerable people for their own welfare,
too, because we all live in society, including those who officially adopt the order
of renunciation. Neglecting the weaker sections of society is never a good
policy, because others will take advantage of our weakness and exploit these
most vulnerable people for their adharmic purposes. To effectively work for the
benefit and progress of society, we must concentrate our efforts on precise
objectives:
1. Literacy campaigns and culture diffusion; this will bring a greater sensitivity
and intelligence in the mass of people, a greater freedom of choice and more
chances of cultivating the most elevated qualities and improve the quality of
life. Culture and education will also help developing the principles of religion,
hygiene and cleanliness, and respect among individuals, thus creating peace,
cooperation and prosperity in society. Within this crucial assistance work we
must include the spreading of spiritual culture, publications that raise the
awareness level of people and general knowledge, public discussions to improve
the individual and social understanding of the reality of life and the teachings of
the scriptures.
2. Proper medical assistance is another basic factor in social work; however, it is
important to qualify this medical assistance as sat, “good”, proper, nonoffensive, non-toxic and possibly preventive. Bad medicines which have many
bad side effects or are given without discrimination or respect for the patient, do
not really help those who suffer and therefore should be substituted with “good”
medicines that actually solve the health problems without creating more and
more serious health problems in future.
3. Charitable assistance in emergencies constitutes a form of help to those
members of the human family who are in difficulty, not simply referring to
money (which is often badly managed by corrupt people or badly utilized by
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ignorant but needy people), but to true loving assistance and care which wins
people’s hearts and elevates their feelings. Charity comes from the Latin word
charitas, meaning “fraternal love”; it is not enough to give charity to the needy
without respect and affection (see verse 25).

+´ÉvÉÒ®úhÉÉ C´Éò EòÉªÉÉÇ?
avadhiraŠ€ kva k€rya?
Where should we show lack of interest?

JÉ±ÉÖ, {É®úªÉÉäÊ¹ÉiºÉÖ {É®úvÉxÉä¹ÉÖ*
khalu, para-yoitsu, para-dhaneu
Towards bad people, the wife of another, and the property of another.
Explanation
The word avadhuta defines a person who does not want anything, is not
concerned by social conventions or attracted by material benefits. The lack of
interest recommended in this verse refers to lack of attraction and means that we
are not interested in obtaining something. The tendency to see everything around
us as a possible source of personal pleasure should be curbed very carefully: we
should not turn to bad people to ask for favors, we should not think fondly about
the wife of another or the things which belong to others.

Verse 16

EòÉä +½þÌxÉ¶É¨ÉÂ +xÉÖÊSÉxiªÉ:?
ko ahar-niam anucintayah?
What should we think about, day and night?

ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú-+ºÉÉ®úiÉÉ , xÉ iÉÖ |É¨ÉnùÉ*
saˆs€ra-as€rat€, na tu pramad€
About the futility of material life, and certainly not about what is inebriating our
senses and mind.
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Explanation
This verse and the next one explain very nicely the meaning of the previous
verse. A person who often thinks of bad people who hurt or wronged him, of
other people’s wives and others properties gets lost in unhealthy fantasies of
vengeance, jealousy, envy and lust, which do no good to anyone and cause him
loss of contact with reality and hence to madness. Pramada means in facts
“madness” or “intoxication”.
On the contrary, by meditating on the futility and impermanence of material life
we get cured from the inebriety of material desire and become able to live in a
real and healthy way. The wicked who now prosper and bully others are doomed
to fall sooner or later, and they will pay for their sins even without our
intervention. The wives of others will soon become old and lose their attraction
even if today they look beautiful and desirable. Furthermore, no pleasure comes
without a price: one who steals another man’s wife will only have troubles.
Other people’s properties are also temporary and limited: wealth and property
come and go very quickly, and at the time of death we should leave them behind
anyway — no one can take property or money beyond the threshold of death.

EòÉ |ÉäªÉºÉÒ Ê´ÉvÉäªÉÉ?
k€ preyas… vidhey€?
What should we cultivate with love?

Eò¯ûhÉÉ nùÒxÉä¹ÉÖ * ºÉVVÉxÉä ¨ÉèjÉÒ*
karuŠ€ d…neu, sajjane maitr…
Compassion and kindness to those who suffer or have been neglected, and
friendship with good and saintly people.
Explanation
The lack of interest (avadhiraŠ€) recommended in the previous verse certainly
does not contradict the need for compassion and kindness to those who are
suffering (d…na). Taking care of people out of pure selflessness and compassion
(even of formerly wicked people or the wives of others who are suffering or find
themselves in emergency) is a charitable act free from selfish material
motivations, and therefore it should not be condemned.
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Rather, compassion for those who suffer and friendship for good people should
actually be very dear to us (preyas…). Even compassion and kindness for the
neglected or suffering properties of others is a commendable act, provided it is
free from personal attachment of all kinds from our part. Good people (sat-jana)
have sufficient understanding, wisdom and compassion to help us to see when
we should care and for what, therefore if we keep friendship with them we will
always benefit from their good advice and guidance, without falling on either
side of excess and mistake. The positive concept of relationships already
mentioned in verse 13 is here repeated to help us understand its importance,
further clarifying the need of selflessness and detachment from material gains.
A true sanny€s… is not one who mistreats and neglects others, or teaches such
kind of behaviors. Rather, he is a friend for all good people and a compassionate
benefactor for those who suffer.

Verse 17

Eòh`öMÉiÉè®úÊ{É +ºÉÖÊ¦É& EòºªÉ Ê½þ +Éi¨ÉÉ xÉ ¶ÉCªÉiÉä VÉäiÉÖ¨ÉÂ?
kaŠ˜hagatair api asubhiƒ kasya hi €tm€ na akyate jetum?
Who can never be reformed, even at the cost of life?

¨ÉÚJÉÇºªÉ ¶ÉÎRÂóEòiÉºªÉ SÉ Ê´É¹ÉÉÊnùxÉÉä ´ÉÉ EÞòiÉPxÉºªÉ*
m™rkhasya a‰kitasya ca vi€dino v€ ktaghnasya
A fool, a doubter, a morose person and the ungrateful.
Explanation
A teacher or reformer must know how to channel his efforts in spreading
knowledge, and concentrate mostly where his work is most useful and effective.
Just as it is not easy to find a good teacher, it is also very rare to find a good
student or disciple -- one who is intelligent, sincere and ready to listen and apply
teachings to his life without reservations. If the student does not accept the
teachings properly, all our efforts will be fruitless, even if we were ready to die
in the attempt of giving the knowledge or if the student himself was about to die.
One who has no intelligence may listen carefully and try to put teachings in
practice, but the results will be disastrous. More likely, a fool will not even be
able to realize the importance of the teachings and therefore he will have no
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interest for learning. In this case, insisting in trying to reform such a fool is a
mere loss of energy and could even be dangerous.
A cynical person will constantly argue about everything without ever accepting
anything, he is full of doubts and hesitations and never decides to try and put
teachings into practice. His position is really miserable. Indeed, the world is full
of cheating and cheaters, but one who doubts everything and everyone will
never have any chance to discover truth and therefore he has already lost all
opportunities of finding something of value, engaging in a good path and find
happiness.
Git€ (4.40) says, ajña c€raddadh€na ca saˆay€tm€ vinayati, n€yaˆ loko
‘sti na paro, na sukhaˆ saˆay€tmanaƒ, “Fools who have no knowledge or
faith in scriptures and always doubt of everything will meet with destruction; in
this world or in the next, a cynic never finds happiness.”
Trying to reform a cynic is like pouring water in a broken vessel: nothing
remains, in spite of all our efforts. One who is always morose and depressed has
no interest in life or in progress. Some difficult and depressing periods may
happen to anyone, but those who build their lifestyle on depression and selfdefeat make very bad candidates for progressive knowledge.
For these people ignorance and self-destructive patterns are a solid reference
point in the universe which gives them a false sense of security and steadiness,
therefore it is not possible to move them from that position by good teachings
and advice. One who enjoys suffering (a masochist), real or imaginary, can not
and will not listen to anyone.
The fourth class of hopeless cases consists of ungrateful people, those who do
not appreciate good teachings and the path of spiritual progress, and rather
suffer from a deeper cynical nature and a lack of ethical values than those who
declare themselves as cynics.
Actually these people are not interested in learning anything; rather their
motivation is in materially exploiting the teacher in some way or another: when
such a thinking pattern has become a habit, it is very difficult to change it or
learn something really useful. Thus, a teacher should become detached from
these types of people and not waste time on them, when there are many sincere
and eager souls who may be instructed instead.
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Verse 18

Eò& ºÉÉvÉÖ&?
kaƒ s€dhuƒ?
Who is a good and saintly person?

ºÉnùPÉkÉ&
sad-ghatta
One who does good.
Explanation
The word s€dhu is widely used in Vedic culture, and in contemporary Indian
society it often defines celibate and renounced monks who loiter here and there
without a fixed residence or live in some temple by begging. Sometimes,
however, they are just false renunciates, people who do not have any culture or
practical ability, who choose the life of a beggar as a livelihood and find it
materially convenient to clad themselves in saffron clothes in order to increase
their income by exploiting the religious feelings in the mass of people. Such
people can easily be recognized by the fact that they do not care for the benefit
of others. Rather, they behave selfishly and shamelessly, always ready to use
their alms or received benefits for their own personal sense gratification — often
even trying to fight for a higher position of power and prestige by bullying or
creating problems for those who are humble and modest. The bad example of
these people causes the society to disrespect real renunciates who tirelessly work
for the benefit of all, therefore they should be exposed for the benefit of the
entire society. Actually a s€dhu is a good and saintly person, who works
according to the religious principles and always aspires for the benefit of
everyone (viva-kaly€na). In this sense s€dhu is a synonym of sat-jana (a good,
spiritual person). Verses 13 and 16 recommend friendship with saintly people
(s€dhus) as a source of happiness and a valuable asset, because by associating
with people we learn their ways and develop their qualities.
What is good? An act done for individual and collective spiritual progress, as
verse 5 teaches. Verse 15 also explains that good activities are centered on
acquisition and spreading of knowledge, on developing and distributing “good”
medicine and assisting those in need. Verse 12 explains that we should always
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dedicate our efforts to the benefit of all creatures, starting from protecting them
from unnecessary violence. Sadly, there is a necessary violence or force, which
however must be applied with knowledge and detachment, without hostility or
hate for anyone, as ahiˆs€ actually means lack of hate or hostility, not
abstention from the application of force. When a dangerous living being (a tiger
or a criminal, for example) is seriously threatening the life of innocent people,
the force applied to prevent and stop such danger is not considered real violence,
because it is necessary to protect the innocent. It is actually to be considered real
€hiˆsa, non-violence.

Eò¨ÉÂ +vÉ¨É¨ÉÂ +ÉSÉIÉiÉä?
kaˆ adhamaˆ €cakate?
Who is a low-class person?

iÉÖ +ºÉuùkÉ¨ÉÂ*
tu asad-ghattam
Certainly someone who commits evil actions.
Explanation
Here is the completion of the previous answer: if a good and saintly person is
someone who does good, certainly one who does bad or commits evil actions is
exactly the contrary of a good person — in other words, a low-class person.
Many people think that social position is the proper measuring rod to evaluate
the class of a person, his elevation or degradation, but actually an intelligent and
knowledgeable person has a much better way to evaluate people. One who acts
in a bad and wicked way is a degraded low-class person, even if he is at the top
of the social ladder, or in a very prestigious place in politics, institutionalized
religion or academic culture. In fact, these degraded people who occupy a high
social position are a real disease for the whole social body, because from their
prestigious material positions they give a bad example to the masses and become
directly responsible for the collective disasters in society. G…t€ (3.21) explains,
yad yad €carati re˜has tat tad evetaro janaƒ, sa yat pram€Šaˆ kurute lokas
tad anuvartate, “The general mass of people imitate the behavior of the
prominent figures of society by considering them as role models. Whatever
these prominent people do is automatically considered good by society and
worthy to be imitated.”
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EäòxÉ ÊVÉiÉÆ VÉMÉnäùiÉiÉÂ?
kena jitaˆ jagad etat?
Who will conquer this world?

ºÉiªÉ-ÊiÉÊiÉIÉÉ´ÉiÉÉ {ÉÖÆºÉÉ*
satya-titik€vat€ puˆs€
A man who has truthfulness and tolerance.
Explanation
To establish the principles of religion in society and overcome the opposition of
irreligion it is necessary to possess truthfulness and tolerance at the same time.
In fact, nothing really solid and valuable can be built without truthfulness,
because sooner or later lies and untruth will become apparent, creating great
embarrassment for everyone and destroying the work we thought we had done.
Even if such lies were foolishly intended to attract ignorant people to a good
path or “improving the public image”, nonetheless their effect will be negative,
because whatever is built on falsity is like a house built on sand — at any
moment it can collapse and slide away.
Defending truthfulness and maintaining the principles of religion requires a
great deal of tolerance. First of all, because in the world there are many liars and
cheaters and many cynics: one who proclaims the truth will often be neglected,
disrespected and even persecuted, and therefore he needs to be very tolerant.
Furthermore, not everyone likes to hear the truth: many prefer to go on sleeping,
deeply immersed in ignorance or untruth.
Secondly, truth requires constant work in order to be protected against bad
influences, and must constantly be deepened and widened, because it has many
facets according to the positions of different people and is all-encompassing. For
example, the true vision of the horizon is different while we progress in
climbing a mountain: can we say that the vision of those who are still at the
foothills is not true? What is true and right for a person may not be applicable to
another: an elephant has a different “truth” from an ant’s, and sees and
understands the world differently. If we want to establish truthfulness in the
world we must consider the qualities and tendencies of every single group or
individual and offer them a path which is suitable for them, for the benefit of all.
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Right and proper activities for a soldier are true for him, while they would be
wrong and false for a farmer, a priest or a child. Not everyone is able to
understand truth in the most complete and vast sense, therefore we must apply
tolerance by widening our mental vision, embracing the vision of others,
appreciating their personal sincerity and truthfulness and encouraging them in
the most useful way.

Verse 19

Eòº¨Éè xÉ¨ÉÉËºÉ näù´ÉÉ& EÖò´ÉÇÎxiÉ ?
kasmai nam€ˆsi dev€ƒ kurvanti?
To whom the gods offer their homage?

nùªÉÉ-|ÉnùÉxÉÉªÉ*
day€-prad€n€ya
To a compassionate person.
Explanation
The devas, celestial beings appointed by the Supreme Lord, Ÿvara, for
managing the universe, belong to the category of j…vas, but they should never be
disrespected or neglected because they are our superiors.
They are the partial manifestations of Ÿvara Himself, powerful and saintly
divine beings who live at a much higher level than humans. Nevertheless, they
appreciate human beings who try to perform good deeds and help others who are
in difficulty. Day€ means “mercy”, “compassion”, “charity” and defines the
loving feelings for those who need help — a feeling which must also translate
into practical and sincere action.

Eòº¨ÉÉiÉÂ =uäùMÉ& ºªÉÉiÉÂ?
tasm€t udvegaƒ sy€t?
What should make us shudder?
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ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú-+®úhªÉiÉ& ºÉÖÊvÉªÉ&*
saˆs€ra-araŠyataƒ sudhiyaƒ
One who has a noble mind shudders in front of the jungle of material life.
Explanation
To expand the teaching of the previous answer, this verse reveals material life
(saˆs€ra) as a jungle (araŠya) full of dangers and predators, where mercy and
compassion (day€) is very rare indeed (and therefore worthy of admiration even
from the gods). Birth, death, disease and suffering are the basic pillars of life in
the material world, and this is certainly a horrible condition. The law of the
jungle favors the strongest, cleverest and most ruthless, who survives and preys
on weaker victims, and establishes that every living being must feed on other
beings. When we live in the middle of animals, humbleness and meekness may
be mistaken for weakness, and we are quickly shown that the weak are
mistreated and picked at by everyone. A jungle is a home for tigers, lions and
wolves but also for jackals, vultures, hyenas, snakes, monkeys and frogs.
There are not only dangerous carnivorous predators, but mean and wretched
animals too, who are always ready to prey on others’ disgraces and sufferings,
venomous and sneaky beings who bite and poison those who have benefited
them, shameless and foolish beings who insult, harass and challenge others as a
habit and a way of life, noisy beings always croaking around with no idea or
understanding of what they are saying. A noble-minded person, with sufficient
intelligence, will shudder at the sight of such a way of living, because he feels
compassion and affection for all living entities.
Therefore, if we live in the jungle of the material world, we should at least try to
keep contact with civilized and good people (verses 11, 13, 16, etc.) whose
company will relieve and soothe our inevitable sufferings born from the contact
with the animalistic and degraded people who inhabit the jungle of material life.

Verse 20

EòºªÉ ´É¶Éä |ÉÉÊhÉMÉhÉ&?
kasya vae pr€Ši-gaŠaƒ?
Who can control all creatures?
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ºÉiªÉ-Ê|ÉªÉ¦ÉÉÊ¹ÉhÉÉä Ê´ÉxÉÒiÉºªÉ*
satya-priyabh€iŠo vin…tasya
One who is devoid of pride and tells the truth in a kind and pleasing manner.
Explanation
Someone who must live in the jungle of the material world can however
establish good relationships with animals by learning how to deal with them. An
intelligent person does not need to be aggressive: truth can also be told with
kindness, by choosing the best way to present things — although this verse does
not recommend flattering others by saying false things or giving up the
principles of religion to propitiate animalistic creatures. If one is kind and
affectionate, avoids falsity, is free from self-conceit, and does not try to impose
his presence or control, he can obtain much from others, even from materialistic
people. In fact, often animals react out of fear, even when they attack. The life
of a jungle animal is steeped in fear, suffering and anxiety, while all living
entities naturally need affection, compassion and kindness — so if someone is
able to give affection, compassion and kindness, he becomes able to control
others through love. However, to control others we must have a positive
motivation, worthy of the principles of religion, otherwise we will lose the right
path.

C´Éò ºlÉÉiÉ´ªÉ¨ÉÂ?
kva sth€tavyam?
To what should we stick?

xªÉÉªªÉä {ÉÊlÉ où¹]õ-+où¹]õ-±ÉÉ¦ÉÉnø¬ä*
ny€yye pathi d˜a-ad˜a-l€bh€daye
To the right path, where we can obtain many visible and invisible advantages.
Explanation
Patha is the path which leads us through the forest of material life, by supplying
us at the same time with guidance, nourishment and shelter. The visible and
invisible advantages mentioned in this verse are exactly those described in the
introductory verse of the Pranottara Ratna M€lik€ (1).
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This verse suggests that we should not only be interested in visible advantages
(pravtti), but also to the invisible ones (nivtti). A gross materialist is unable to
see those benefits that go beyond the immediate selfish advantage and selfaggrandizement, while a dharmic person is able to see also what is usually
“invisible” to the ordinary and attached persons.
A person who possesses the real vision (drata) can see the future consequences
of karmic actions, the glorious Param€tm€ residing in the hearts of all living
entities and in every atom, and the eternal Truth of Dharma.
The poetic image of the path also brings us to meditate on personal progress and
evolution, as the path of progress, the right path, should take us upwards,
towards light (asato m€ sad gamaya, tamaso m€ jyotir gamaya, mtyor m€
amtam gamaya). As we proceed on this path our vision gets better and better,
wider and more complete, so we become “seers” rather than blind blunderers.

Verse 21

EòÉä +xvÉ&?
ko andhaƒ?
Who is blind?

ªÉÉä +EòÉªÉÇ®úiÉ&*
yo ak€rya-rataƒ
One who is attached to performing bad deeds.
Explanation
While walking on a path in the middle of a forest, it is necessary to have
sufficient power of sight, hearing and expression, otherwise we will find
ourselves in difficult and dangerous situations.
Real blindness, described in this verse, is the spiritual blindness of those who
enjoy bad deeds and are attached to adharmic activities. Ak€rya means “what
should not be done”, as explained in verse 2, and the negative results of material
attachment are described in verses 6, 7, 12, 13. One who has attachment for bad
deeds in themselves is especially blind, because he cannot see where he is going
and will surely fall in some ditch as a result of bad karma. Many know that bad
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habits — like smoking, drinking liquors etc. — are harmful, but giving them up
is a totally different thing; we must have a proper sight to be able to see their
future results, the waste of energy, money, time and the sufferings caused to
ourselves and others. Therefore, it is very important to make the decisive step
from theory to practice, especially in spiritual life.

EòÉä ¤ÉÊvÉ®ú& ?
ko badhiraƒ?
Who is deaf?

ªÉÉä Ê½þiÉÉÊxÉ xÉ ¶ÉÞhÉÉäÊiÉ*
yo hit€ni na Šoti
One who does not listen to good advice given for his benefit.
Explanation
Good advice is given for the benefit of the concerned person and for the benefit
of the entire society too, because everyone is connected to all others in this
world, and each action of each person has a reaction that affects the entire
community. Advice is always a difficult merchandise to sell and buy, even when
it is given with good intentions.
Many people are too proud to accept advice, but this is not a good policy.
C€Šakya, in his H…topadea (15), teaches: vi€d apy amtaˆ gr€hyam amedhy€d
api k€ncanam, n…c€d apy uttamaˆ jñ€nam str… ratnaˆ dukul€d api, “One
should skim nectar even from a pot of poison, accept gold even when coming
from a contaminated place, consider good advice even when coming from an
unqualified person, and marry a good woman even if she comes from a bad
family.”
On the other side, we need to use discrimination in accepting the advice of
others, as not all “advice” is “good advice”: one who gives advice may not know
all the data of the problem and therefore he may not have a complete vision of
the situation of those who are supposed to follow the advice. Furthermore,
giving theoretical advice may be very easy, while following it practically in a
difficult situation could be another story altogether. In any case, an intelligent
person should listen to all the suggestions he gets, because in each and every one
(even in apparently foolish ideas) he may find a valuable truth.
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One who does not listen to good people’s advice is really deaf, because he has
no way of becoming aware of the dangers in the forest. Physical defects such as
loss of sight and hearing power are not as dangerous and real as the spiritual
defects of those who willingly indulge in nefarious activities and do not heed
good people.

EòÉä ¨ÉÚEò& ?
ko m™kaƒ?
Who is dumb?

ªÉ& EòÉ±Éä Ê|ÉªÉÉÊhÉ ´ÉHÖÆò xÉ VÉÉxÉÉÊiÉ*
yaƒ k€le priy€ni vaktuˆ na j€n€ti
One who does not know how to say the proper kind words at the right time.
Explanation
Certainly one who has no speaking power will have much difficulty in
expressing himself and helping others with affectionate and kind words, but if
this is only due to a physical defect, one can express himself by writing, bodily
language or in other ways, without the need of speaking. However, someone
who does not know what to say or does not have anything to say when the
proper opportunity arises is wasting his God-given power of speech that should
be used for saying beneficial and useful things when required.
Many people talk and some people talk too much, but if they are devoid of
compassion and affection for others all their talking will remain useless, because
the words of those who do not act for the benefit of the creatures do not have
real power or relevance.

Verse 22

ËEò nùÉxÉ¨ÉÂ*
kiˆ d€nam?
What is charity?
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+xÉÉEòÉÆIÉ¨ÉÂ*
an€k€ˆkam
Not expecting anything in return for what we give or do.
Explanation
Real charity is not giving or doing something in order to obtain a material
benefit: this would amount to a commercial transaction, a business investment.
“Electoral” charity that is done only for a show is not real charity, rather it can
become a sinister form of exploitation where the expenditures incurred are
certainly smaller than the material benefits one can obtain by alluring ignorant
and gullible people, who are usually forgotten by the “benefactor” when he has
obtained his scope from them.
One who gives in charity to acquire glory, respect from society, gratitude or
worship, fame, advertisement or profit of any kind is already receiving his
retribution, while one who gives without expecting anything in return — out of
affection and compassion, for sense of justice or faith in a good cause — is
really praiseworthy and is working for the real benefit of himself and others.

ËEò Ê¨ÉjÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ mitram?
Who is a friend?

ªÉÉä ÊxÉ´ÉÉ®úªÉÊiÉ {ÉÉ{ÉÉiÉÂ*
yo niv€rayati p€p€t
One who saves us from sin.
Explanation
Friendship with good people (s€dhu or sat-jana) saves us from sin because it
keeps our mind and our activities engaged in a positive way and helps us in the
difficult times when we might be tempted to give up the proper path. Sinful and
wrong activities (p€p€) are described as “sins” because they stain the
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consciousness of the performer and create bad consequences. Sometimes fools
get angry with those who try to dissuade them from committing sins; we should
rather thank such friends and love them dearly.

EòÉä +±ÉÆEòÉ®ú&?
ko ala‰k€raƒ?
What is an ornament?

¶ÉÒ±É¨ÉÂ*
…lam
Good character.
Explanation
Character and good behavior are much more valuable than riches and jewels; we
cannot judge the value of a person from the money he owns or from his social
position instead of considering his real personal qualities.
All good qualities are based on knowledge, as C€Šakya suggests: nakatra
bh™aŠaˆ candro, n€riŠaˆ bh™aŠaˆ patiƒ, pthiv… bh™aŠaˆ r€j€, vidy€
sarvasya bh™aŠaˆ, “The moon is the ornament of the constellations, a good
husband is the best ornament for a woman, a good king is the best ornament for
the earth, and knowledge is the supreme ornament of everything and everyone.”
(Hi˜opadea, 18)

ËEò ´ÉÉSÉÉÆ ¨Éhb÷xÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ v€caˆ maŠanam?
What is the ornament of speech?

ºÉiªÉ¨ÉÂ*
satyam
Truth.
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Explanation
In Vedic culture, ornaments are considered a mark of auspiciousness. Many
speakers love the act of speaking for itself, for the fame and profit it gives, or
talk with the aim to impress others with their learning and brilliance, but if their
speeches are not centered on truth all decorations and ornaments, metaphors and
rhetorical figures will be valueless. Even worse, if such speeches are specifically
engineered to cover a lack of knowledge or distort truth, they become extremely
inauspicious.
Word jugglery and an empty show of scholarship are not really going to help us
when we come to face the supreme test of life: bhaja govindam bhaja
govindam, bhaja govindam m™ha-mate, sampr€pte sannihite k€le, nahi nahi
rakati ukñ karaŠe, “Worship Govinda, serve Govinda, glorify Govinda, you
fools! Grammatical erudition and academic scholarship will not be able to
protect you once the hour of death comes.”

Verse 23

Ê´ÉtÖÊuù±ÉÊºÉiÉ-SÉ{É±ÉÆ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
vidyud vilasita-capalaˆ kim?
What disappears as quickly as lightening?

nÖùVÉÇxÉºÉRÂóMÉÊiÉ& ªÉÖ´ÉiÉªÉ¶SÉ*
durjana-sa‰gatiƒ yuvataya ca
Bad company and young people.
Explanation
Young and immature people are generally not very trustworthy; they can easily
change their minds because they are still searching for a personal sense of
identity. During adolescence we go through a serious crisis as we need to create
an independent image of ourselves but we still do not know what we should do
in life and we need to learn patience and perseverance in order to succeed in life.
Generally, youthful enthusiasm is essentially attracted to new things, and came,
when the object of interest becomes “old”.
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In particular, the sentimental interest of youngsters — especially of young men
who have ample choices of marital partners — is easily attracted and distracted.
In a twinkling, a young materialist can jilt and dump us to run after new ideas
and discoveries, new people and relationships, new things to do and to
experience. In this regard we must explain, however, that according to Vedic
culture “young” and “old” does not simply refer to physical age, but it should be
rather considered as referring to the intellectual, cultural and emotional age, as
we will see in verse 43. A person who is very young in physical age may be an
“elder” in wisdom and determination, while a person who has attained physical
old age may still be an immature and ignorant child in his understanding and
behavior. So we must always be careful not to identify people with their
physical bodies and appearance.
As far as bad company is concerned, it is a very well known fact that false
friends disappear as quickly as lightning have decreased or as soon as they see
some difficulties or feel that advantages for them are becoming less attractive.
When you really need friendly help in difficult times, you will never be able to
find these false friends, because they regularly disappear with some pretext or
even without bothering to give a pretext. After exploiting you and even getting
you into troubles, they dump you without a second thought, because such people
are simply interested to get some personal benefit and have no intention to
cultivate a sincere and honest relationship.

EÖò±É¶ÉÒ±É-ÊxÉ¹|ÉEò¨{ÉÉ& Eäò EòÊ±ÉEòÉ±Éä +Ê{É?
kula-…la-niprakamp€ƒ ke kali-k€le api?
Who is not shaken from his noble family traditions and from proper behavior,
even in Kali-yuga?

ºÉVVÉxÉÉ& B´É*
saj-jan€ƒ eva
Only good and saintly people.
Explanation
According to the Vedas, the world constantly goes through a cycle of four ages:
Satya, Treta, Dv€para and Kali, and in this cycle the principles of religion and
opulence gradually weaken.
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In fact in Kali-yuga (which is said to have started about 5000 years ago) the
duration of life decreases, intelligence dwindles as well as fortune, wealth and
health. Life becomes more and more difficult and maintaining the lofty Vedic
principles becomes a great effort, so much that the vast majority of the noble
families who used to have high principles become degraded and forget or
pervert religious and spiritual traditions, choosing to engage rather in unbound
sense gratification, social prestige, and hoarding of material wealth.
In such a degraded society, where teachers and heads of the society are ignorant
and do not follow the precepts of scriptures or even distort them for petty
material gains, it is not at all easy to remain faithful to family traditions of
nobility, culture, purity, spiritual awareness and kindness taught and practiced
by one’s ancestors.
Family traditions that follow Vedic culture should be protected with loyalty and
determi nation by its descendants, because moral values learnt through direct
example from the people who always loved and cared for us are extremely
valuable. However, such family traditions must be noble. Low-class family
traditions and the bad example of parents or forefathers do not need to be
preserved and followed; such an attachment is foolish and self-destructive and
contrary to the progress of society.
Unfortunately, in Kali-yuga it is very difficult to find families with noble
principles who follow Vedic injunctions, therefore we should trust only those
people who are actually good and sincere in their spiritual practices (saj-jana or
s€dhu) as they are the only ones who can maintain the principles of religion. In
case our family had degraded in the course of generations, its present
descendants have the duty to reestablish the noble principles of their ancestors,
no matter how distant.
Following and preserving the family tradition in character and behavior (kula-…
la) as explained in this verse also applies to the spiritual tradition (parampar€)
of a genuine disciplic succession (guru-kula). C€Šakya also says, putr€ˆ ca 
iy€ˆ ca, “there is no difference between a son and a disciple”.
If our ancestors were not particularly noble, instead of following their bad
example we should rather start our own noble family tradition, by learning the
principles of religion from a qualified Preceptor and entering his tradition. This
course of action has been honorably followed by great persons in the past, like
Valmiki and many others, and it has been approved by Vedic tradition.
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Verse 24

ËSÉiÉÉ¨ÉÊhÉÊ®ú´É nÖù±ÉÇ¦É¨ÉÂ <½þ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
ci‰t€maŠir eva durlabhaˆ iha kim?
What is rare like touchstone?

EòlÉªÉÉÊ¨É iÉiÉÂ* SÉiÉÖ¦ÉÇpù¨ÉÂ*
kathay€mi tat, catur bhadram
I will tell you: it is good fortune in its four forms.
Explanation
In the alchemical language, a touchstone (ci‰t€maŠi) is a substance capable of
transforming base metal into pure gold: such a gem (maŠi) is made of pure
spiritual energy or consciousness (citt€). Indeed, it is difficult even to imagine
the nature and existence of such a treasure... what to speak of finding it and
possessing it!
Especially in Kali-yuga, when all good qualities of human beings seem to be
lost, it is very rare to find people with auspicious characteristics. The word
bhadra means “good fortune”, “auspiciousness”, “good thing”. The explanation
of these four forms of fortune is given in the next verse.

ËEò iÉuùnùÎxiÉ ¦ÉÚªÉÉä Ê´ÉvÉÚiÉ-iÉ¨ÉºÉÉä Ê´É¶Éä¹ÉhÉ ?
kiˆ tad vadanti bh™yo vidh™ta-tamaso vieaŠa?
What is constantly recommended by those who have vanquished the darkness of
ignorance?
Explanation
Those who have overcome the darkness of ignorance have a clear vision of what
is good and important in life, and want to alleviate the sufferings of this
confused and misled humanity. For this reason they continue to speak (vadanti)
presenting genuine knowledge from many different perspectives (vieaŠa),
hoping that their words will fall on a fertile soil and give fruit.
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Verse 25

nùÉxÉÆ Ê|ÉªÉ´ÉÉEÂòºÉÊ½þiÉÆ , YÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ +MÉ´ÉÈ , IÉ¨ÉÉÎx´ÉiÉÆ *
¶ÉÉèªÉÇ¨ÉÂ, Ê´ÉkÉÆ iªÉÉMÉºÉ¨ÉäiÉÆ nÖù±ÉÇ¦ÉäiÉiÉÂ SÉiÉÖ¦ÉÇpù¨ÉÂ **
d€na‰ priya-v€k sahitaˆ, jñ€naˆ agarva‰, kam€nvitaˆ
auryam, vittaˆ ty€ga sametaˆ durlabhetat catur bhadram
Charity united with sweet words, knowledge united to lack of conceit, courage
united with patience, wealth united with renunciation. These four fortunes are
difficult to achieve.
Explanation
Usually rich people behave very arrogantly with others and think they are great
men who do not need to show kindness to anyone, so one who offers charity or
gifts is thinking, more or less consciously, that he is on a superior platform and
he does not need to show any affection for those who receive the gift. On the
other hand proper charity accompanied by sweet words means that the gift is
given to a worthy recipient, by qualities or need.
Knowledge and academic education can make people proud and arrogant, and
sometimes lead them to elaborate artificial theories with the hope of becoming
famous and respected. Lack of conceit, united with knowledge, allows us to
continue learning and utilize our knowledge in the best way for the benefit of
ourselves and others. In this case, however, lack of conceit and humbleness does
not mean fear, cowardice, low self-esteem, false modesty, sense of unworthiness
or lack of ethnic values as in betrayal of truth for selfish motivation.
Courage and patience are also two qualities which rarely go together; one who
has courage is often impulsive and rash in behavior, while one who has patience
rarely has the guts needed to take action at the proper time. Courage and
patience, united together, can give glorious results.
Wealth and renunciation even appear as contradictory ideas for most people.
Usually one who “renounces” gives up everything and chooses — more or less
voluntarily — to live in poverty, while a rich man is very attached to his wealth.
Calling “renounced” one who lives honorably by earning his livelihood without
depending on others for his own maintenance may seem absurd to some, but this
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verse clearly states that real renunciation does not consist in throwing away
money and properties, but rather in using them without attachment, for the
ultimate good of oneself and others, while living in a simple and virtuous way.

Verse 26

ËEò ¶ÉÉäSªÉ¨ÉÂ*
kiˆ ocyam?
What should we grieve about?

EòÉ{ÉÇhªÉ¨ÉÂ
k€rpaŠyam
Narrow-mindedness.

Explanation
KpaŠa, or dur€tm€, is the precise contrary of br€hmaŠa or mah€tm€.
KpaŠa is one who has a narrow, mean and avaricious mind, no matter how
much wealth he possesses. The rich miser who does not use his money properly
and does not have a wide vision of life is no different from the beggar who is
attached to his old broken bowl and torn clothes, and is not able to see anything
else. This kind of mentality should be avoided as a veritable disease and
disgrace, for which we should grieve.

ºÉÊiÉ Ê´É¦É´Éä ËEò |É¶ÉºiÉ¨ÉÂ?
sati vibhave kiˆ praastam?
What is praiseworthy in affluent people?

+ÉènùÉªÉÇ¨ÉÂ*
aud€ryam
Compassion and respect for others.
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Explanation
Generosity (aud€ryam) is the most praiseworthy quality of affluent people, as it
indicates a noble soul, who is not tainted by pride and conceit. This quality is
always accompanied by compassion and respect for others, by which one is
ready to give whatever is needed without making any difference between
oneself and the person in distress.

Eò& {ÉÚVªÉ& Ê´ÉuùÊ¦É&?
kaƒ p™jyaƒ vidvabhiƒ?
Who should be honored by learned people?

º´É¦ÉÉ´ÉiÉ& ºÉ´ÉÇnùÉ Ê´ÉxÉÒäiÉÉä ªÉ& *
sva-bh€vataƒ sarvad€ vin…to yaƒ
One who is always humble by nature.
Explanation
Vidvan or vidua is “one who knows”, a person who possesses culture,
knowledge and wisdom. A person who is always humble by nature (i.e. free
from conceit) is blessed and honored by intelligent people who are able to see
qualities without any need for advertisement.

Verse 27

Eò& EÖò±ÉEò¨É±ÉÊnùxÉä¶É& ?
kaƒ kula-kamala dineaƒ?
Who is the sun who makes his family blossom like a lotus flower?

ºÉÊiÉ MÉÖhÉÊ´É¦É´Éä%Ê{É ªÉÉä xÉ©É&
sati guŠa-vibhave ‘pi yo namraƒ
One who is not conceited, in spite of possessing great qualities.
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Explanation
The poetic image of a lotus flower in connection with the family shows beauty,
splendor, purity fragrance coming from a good lineage, which become manifest
in a worthy descendant. A lotus flower grows in muddy water but blossoms
above the water level and is never tainted by dirt; for this reason it is considered
a symbol of sanctity.
In India, lotus flowers grow in great numbers at the end of the rainy season,
when at last the sun again appears warm and bright in the sky. Ancient noble
traditions can also remain hidden in murky waters during stormy times, but
when the sun appears — a descendant who possesses great qualities and is free
from arrogance — they blossom again, manifesting their pristine beauty and
fragrance. This verse expands the explanation of previous verses.

EòºªÉ ´É¶Éä VÉMÉnäùiÉiÉÂ?
kasya vae jagad etat?
Who can control this world?

Ê|ÉªÉÊ½þiÉ´ÉSÉxÉºªÉ vÉ¨ÉÇÊxÉ®úiÉºªÉ*
priya hita vacanasya dharma-niratasya
One who speaks kindly and for a good purpose, and who is faithful to Dharma.

Explanation
This verse continues to explain the meaning of verse 20, by substituting the
word satya (“truth”) with dharma (“justice”, “religious principles”).
Actually satya and dharma are synonyms, as a real and true thing is naturally
just and good. Satyam is the main principle of religion, that can still be practiced
easily in Kali yuga when all other principles become more difficult to follow.
All problems in our personal life and in society arise only from our behavior
against truth and dharma. If we are able to present satyam and dharma in a
pleasing and acceptable way, we will achieve success because there are many
sincere people in the world who are searching for truth.
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Verse 28

Ê´Éuùx¨ÉxÉÉä½þ®úÉ EòÉ?
vidvan manohar€ k€?
What enchants the heart of the learned?

ºÉiEòÊ´ÉiÉÉ ¤ÉÉävÉ´ÉÊxÉiÉÉ SÉ*
sat-kavit€ bodhavan…t€ ca
Poetry that inspires noble feelings, and the Lady called Knowledge.

Explanation
Here again we find the word vidvan, “one who has knowledge and wisdom”. A
learned and wise person is attracted by knowledge (defined as understanding
things and enlightenment) and by poetic works that inspire noble sentiments,
like Vedic scriptures, the descriptions of the l…l€ (play or adventures) of the Lord
in His different incarnations, the narration of Mah€bh€rata or R€m€yaŠa, or the
adventures of heroes who struggle to establish the principles of religion, to
protect good and innocent people and destroy miscreants. Literature which deals
with spiritual topics, knowledge, personal growth and progress is always
attractive and pleasing to good people. Knowledge is described here as a
beautiful and noble lady, sweet and powerful, who can give all blessings: ®r…
Vidy€, Cit ®akti, the Mother of the Universe, also called Sarasvat… or Lakm….

EÆò xÉ º{ÉÞ¶ÉÊiÉ Ê´É{ÉÊkÉ?
kaˆ na spati vipatti?
Who is not touched by disaster?

|É´ÉÞrù´ÉSÉxÉÉxÉÖ´ÉÌiÉxÉÆ nùÉxiÉ¨ÉÂ*
pravddha vacan€nurvartitaˆ d€ntam
One who follows his superiors’ advice and has controlled his own senses.
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Explanation
Even in the midst of disaster we can still save ourselves by maintaining control
over our senses and mind (considered by Vedic culture as “the sixth sense”) and
by carefully following the advice of the most expert and wisest persons. Panic is
extremely dangerous in critical situations and should be avoided at all costs.
Learning how to control one’s senses is a long and gradual work but gives
excellent results all along one’s life, in all circumstances.
In Vedic culture children are given education in sense control starting from the
age of five, under the guidance of the Preceptor, thus becoming mature and
responsible adults, whose work is very valuable for the society.

Verse 29

Eòº¨Éè º{ÉÞ½ªÉÊiÉ Eò¨É±ÉÉ?
kasmai sphayati kamal€?
Who is blessed by the Goddess of Wealth?

+xÉ±ÉºÉÊSÉkÉÉªÉ xÉÒÊiÉ´ÉÞkÉÉªÉ*
tu analasacitt€ya n…ti-vtt€ya
One who is industrious and never lazy, but behaves with honesty and justice.

iªÉVÉÊiÉ SÉ EÆò ºÉ½þºÉÉ?
tyajati ca kaˆ sahas€
Who is immediately abandoned by the Goddess of Fortune?

ÊuùVÉ-MÉÖ¯û-ºÉÖ®ú-ÊxÉxnùÉEòÉ®Æú SÉ ºÉÉ±ÉºªÉ¨ÉÂ*
dvija-guru-sura-nind€karaˆ ca s€lasyam
One who is lazy and offends the br€hmaŠas, the preceptors, the Devas and good
people.
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Explanation
Kamal€ is the Goddess of fortune and wealth, also called Lakm… or ®r…; she
appears on a lotus flower and holds in her hand a lotus flower, symbol of
blessing. Everyone wants to be blessed by the Goddess of fortune, but in order
to obtain such favor we must earn it, by working with intelligence and zeal,
avoiding idleness as well as physical and mental laziness. The same idea is
expressed in many other verses (6, 10, etc.)
One who does not like to work and expects to become rich and happy by hook
or by crook, by cheating or stealing, and furthermore offends those who try to
correct him, is doomed to be abandoned by fortune, very soon. In this regard we
can say that many people behave like the demon R€vaŠa, who wanted to snatch
away by deception and forcibly keep S…t€, the Goddess of fortune, in his hands,
but was soon destroyed together with his family and kingdom.
Dvija literally means “twice-born” and indicates a person who has received
initiation in the study of spiritual science; it is therefore a synonym of br€hmaŠa
(“one who knows Brahman”).
Guru is the master or spiritual Preceptor, while sura means “good” or “pious”
and indicates both the gods and noble and generous people, who always work
for the benefit of all. Sura is the contrary of a-sura, which indicates demoniac
beings and wicked persons.
Nind€ means “offence” and can be of three types: mental, verbal or physical
(naturally each one is more serious than the previous). By offending those who
selflessly work for the benefit of all, one commits a very heinous crime and
immediately loses the blessings of fortune.

Verse 30

EÖòjÉ Ê´ÉvÉäªÉÉä ´ÉÉºÉ&?
kutra vidheyo v€saƒ?
Where should one live?
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ºÉVVÉxÉ-ÊxÉEò]äõ +lÉ´ÉÉ EòÉ¶ªÉÉ¨ÉÂ *
saj-jana nika˜e athav€ k€y€m
Near good and saintly people, or in K€….
Explanation
In several other verses before this, it was recommended to always keep company
with good and saintly people (sat jana or sadhus); without their company and
support it is very difficult to progress on the right path, even for someone who is
sincere, qualified and intelligent.
Living in a holy place is a great boon for spiritual progress as we are constantly
surrounded by memories of the Lord and by people who want to progress and
purify their existence. The influence of environment can greatly speed up or
hamper our progress by offering a kind of resonance where vibrations become
much stronger. However, if we live in a holy city without taking advantage of
good and saintly people, we are wasting a valuable opportunity.
Those who visit holy places only to take bath, travel or see new places like
ordinary tourists or because “it is our tradition to do so” can not obtain the full
benefit of a pilgrimage because they are afflicted with a very strong material
identification that prevents them from recognizing the true purpose of a holy
pilgrimage.
Bh€gavata Pur€Ša (10.84.13) affirms, yasy€tma-buddhiƒ kuŠape tri-dh€tuke
sva-dh…ƒ kalatr€diu bhauma ijya-dh…ƒ, yat t…rtha buddhiƒ salile na karhicij
janev abhijñeu sa eva go-kharaƒ, “Those who identify themselves with the
gross material body, believe they are the lords and masters of their wives and
families, and consider their own native places or countries as intrinsically
worthy of worship, also visit the holy places only to take a bath in the water
there. These are foolish people, and the benefit they get is not greater than the
benefit that cows and donkeys could get from such journey.”
This verse from the Bh€gavatam shows a strong connection between gross
bodily identification, material attachment to enjoyment of family life, the
inability of obtaining the real advantages of holy places, and a mistaken
approach in considering the place where one should live.
A materially identified person who was born in a particular place or country will
have a strong attachment for his native place and will strongly identify with his
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nationality or ethnic group. However, this is a serious mistake and seriously
obstructs one’s spiritual progress. The entire Earth is worthy of worship, and if
we want to consider a particular place as more worshipable, we should choose a
holy place where spiritual progress is facilitated by the congenial atmosphere
and the good company of sadhus. An intelligent person will not hesitate to leave
one’s native place or country and establish his residence in such a sacred place,
even if this choice involves some difficulties.
The real purpose of pilgrimage, as well as the real purpose of choosing a place
of residence, is coming in contact with saintly people, making friends with them
and listening to good teachings about spiritual life, asking to be engaged in the
service of the Lord — which certainly purifies the mind, as verse 34
recommends. On the other hand, any place becomes sacred and auspicious due
to the presence of good and saintly people, as this verse clearly states.
The city of K€…, also called V€r€n€… or Benares, is particularly indicated
because it is the residence of Lord ®iva, the greatest among good and saintly
personalities (saj-jana). However, the name of K€… can be applied to all the
residences of Lord ®iva, such as Uttara K€…, Dakina K€…, Ekamra
(Bhubaneswar) and other places. Of course, all the holy places are ®iva’s
residence, as ®iva is ketra-pala.
Some people believe that one should remain in his native place for his entire
life, but this is not confirmed by Vedic scriptures or by genuine spiritual
authorities. The real purpose of life is about pursuing spiritual realization and
dharmic life, therefore each and every human being has the right and duty to
choose to live in the place that is most conducive for such progressive life.

Eò& {ÉÊ®ú½þÉªÉÉæ näù¶É&?
kaƒ parih€ry€ˆ deaƒ?
Which place should we avoid?

Ê{É¶ÉÖxÉªÉÖiÉÉä ±ÉÖ¤vÉ¦ÉÚ{É¶SÉ*
piunayuto lubdha-bh™pa ca
The place where many bad people live, and where the governor (or landlord) is
greedy.
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Explanation
In Kali-yuga — the age of ignorance, hypocrisy and quarrel — places like the
one described in this verse abound everywhere. For a peace-loving person who
simply wants to engage in some honest occupation for a living and dedicate all
possible time and energy to a progressive spiritual life, it is not easy to find a
suitable place to live. Greedy government officers, kings, prime ministers,
ministers, vice-ministers, bureaucrats, legislators or politicians of all sorts make
life very problematic for everyone because they are always intent on
manufacturing new systems, new artificial laws, new taxes and new difficulties
in order to extract as much money as possible from people.
Taxes and the cost of life artificially grow larger and heavier, because the lords
of the land do not really care for the benefit of the people; rather, they just want
to amass as much as possible in their own secret accounts, in their name or in
the name of some family members, before losing their positions. Besides taxes
proper, greedy officers manufacture a series of artificial and bureaucratic
difficulties to complicate and hamper the normal dealings of everyday life, in
order to squeeze as much as possible from those who are forced to pay bribes to
obtain something which would be a normal right.
Furthermore, greedy politicians encourage with their laws an artificial and
disastrous lifestyle based on non-renewable energy sources like petrol,
unnecessary consumerism and waste, excessive militarization and the
production and utilization of toxic substances, as all these supply them juicy
shares in the profits of large companies and government agencies and even
bribes, while in the process innocent people are exploited and harmed, the
environment is polluted and culture is destroyed.
A greedy and degraded government head constitutes a disastrous example for
the mass of people, who learn to behave in a similar way because, as it is stated
in Bhagavad-g…t€ (3.21), great people on the public scene become a role model
for the masses: yad yad €carati re˜has tat tad evetaro janaƒ, sa yat pram€Šam
kurute lokas tad anuvartate.
Seeing that the “best people” in the nation shamelessly cheat and exploit yet
continue to be respected and acclaimed, ignorant people learn that greed and
cheating, prevarication and arrogance are desirable qualities which enable one to
reach a respected and elevated position — in this way a hellish society is
created, where a noble-minded person finds life impossible, in spite of all his
tolerance and good will.
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Bad people in general are very unpleasant neighbors. Those who have no good
sentiments, culture, respect and noble values, compassion for suffering and
innocent people and animals create a hellish environment, where physical and
mental pollution contaminates the whole area.
In such a situation a pacific and honest person is constantly disturbed and
distracted from spiritual progress and good work and forced to fight for mere
survival, just like in a jungle full of ferocious and uncivilized animals.

Verse 31

EäòxÉ +¶ÉÉäSªÉ& {ÉÖ¯û¹É&?
kena aocyaƒ puruaƒ?
In which way can a man remain free from grief?

|ÉhÉiÉEò±ÉjÉähÉ vÉÒ®úÊ´É¦É´ÉäxÉ*
praŠata-kalatreŠa dh…ra-vibhavena
One who enjoys his wife’s respect and a steady financial situation has nothing to
worry about.
Explanation
One who is able to create and maintain intimate relationships based on respect
and affection will never have reason to worry or grieve. Verse 38 explains that a
good wife must be carefully protected and verse 49 states that a married man’s
best and true friend is his wife. In Vedic culture marriage is based on mutual
cooperation, where the husband has the duty to protect the family and provide
money for the maintenance of all its members, while the wife has the duty to
manage the house and take care of the practical needs of all family members. In
other words, the man provides and brings home, and the woman utilizes. Within
such a practical co-operation friendship, respect and loyalty are extremely
important.
Besides the basic considerations of respectful and loyal cooperation in the
practical work to maintain the family, we also need to respect and consider the
emotional needs of each person in the family.
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Within the relationship between husband and wife, a woman has the natural
tendency to depend emotionally on her husband and a man has the natural
tendency to protect his wife. When a man acts in such a way as to inspire
admiration and respect in his wife the balance in the relationship is perfect, but
if a man’s behavior destroys such respect there will be reasons for worries in the
future. A stupid, wicked, mean, cowardly, weak or ignoble man can keep a
respectable mask in front of the public, but he will not be able to hide his true
nature from his wife, who constantly lives with him and watches him every
minute. A wife who cannot respect her husband will naturally feel frustrated,
anxious, irritable and unhappy, and such a situation creates sufferings for the
whole family.
Respect cannot be demanded, it must be commanded. A bad person trying to
artificially obtain respect from others will only create sufferings for himself and
for everyone else. In the ancient Vedic civilization marriage was considered a
very important event, where the girl’s father made sure that the boy would be of
good nature and temper, and of good compatible qualities so that the girl would
like and respect him. Furthermore, the father gave a dowry to the girl so that she
could always have some personal money or valuable objects she could sell in
case of personal need; in this way she would not be forced to depend on her
husband’s family. This tradition was considered very valuable and auspicious,
giving the greatest religious merit to a father.
Unfortunately, in modern India the whole system has been corrupted and
degraded and in most cases arranged marriages become a real social disease,
where the girl becomes “an accessory” to the dowry and often a bride is tortured
and pushed to suicide, burnt alive with kerosene or sold as a sex slave in some
distant place (i.e. going “missing”) so that the boy’s family can arrange another
marriage and lay hands on another dowry.
To avoid paying the enormous sums required by greedy in-laws, many people
kill their baby girls at birth or even before they are born (99% of abortions are
female children). In this regard it is particularly useful to remember an important
teaching contained in verse 63: the cause of degradation in the family is what
nauseates and horrifies good and saintly people.
Certainly the murder and mistreatment of innocent children and women qualify
for this description.
The problem of financial stability is a constant cause of worry for all and a very
real situation to be addressed.
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Verse 36 teaches that greed destroys all good qualities, while verse 41 says that
debts are the most serious contamination — and that the greatest cause of worry
and fear is money (its lack, the best way to preserve and invest it, how to earn it
etc.). The two ideas are not contradicting each other. We need to find a proper
balance where we can live peacefully in order to progress in spiritual life.
A person who is able to keep a steady financial situation by working with energy
and intelligence and without squandering money unnecessarily is really
intelligent and deserves all good fortune.

<½þ ¦ÉÖ´ÉxÉä EòÉä ¶ÉÉäSªÉ&?
iha bhuvane ko ocyaƒ?
For whom should we grieve in this world?

ºÉiªÉÊ{É Ê´É¦É´Éä xÉ ªÉÉä nùÉiÉÉ*
satyapi vibhave na yo d€t€
For one who does not give anything, in spite of being really rich and powerful.
Explanation
A rich and powerful person who does not give or do anything for others or for
the progress of society is actually consuming his past merits and is not
depositing anything in the “karmic bank”. For this reason, even if ignorant
people may consider him clever or lucky, a man who uses all his properties only
for his own personal pleasure is building a sad future for himself, and therefore
he should inspire pity and sorrow in wise and intelligent people. Greed and lack
of money are two extremes we need to avoid, but also narrow-mindedness and
isolation in our own small world is to be avoided. Vibhu actually means
“powerful”, which indicates that the amount of wealth and power may also be
modest and simply related to “having the power” to help others. Even a person
who does not possess much wealth or power may be in a position to help others,
and if he does not do so, he is to be grieved for.

Verse 32

ËEò ±ÉPÉÖiÉÉªÉÉ ¨ÉÚ±É¨ÉÂ?
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kiˆ laghut€y€ mulam?
What is the cause of disgrace?

|ÉÉEÞòiÉ{ÉÖ¯û¹Éä¹ÉÖ ªÉÉS\ÉÉ*
pr€kta purueu yacña
Running after materialists to get favors from them.
Explanation
Verse 9 explained that asking help and favors (yacña) from degraded people is a
source of dishonor and suffering. Here the point is further stressed in connection
with the previous verse (one who is rich and powerful, but does not give
anything, should be pitied) because anyone could find himself in an emergency
situation, forced to ask for help and cooperation. Even a religious person who
wants to execute some welfare work must sometimes ask for the cooperation of
those who have sufficient funds. However, it is advisable to cultivate
relationships and solicit support only from good people who are inclined to
spiritual life and have a spirit of selfless service. One should always avoid
insisting for favors or help from materialistic people, because they do not give
anything for free, and any favor they give comes at a high price.

®úÉ¨ÉÉnùÊ{É Eò& ¶ÉÚ®ú&?
r€m€d api kaƒ ™raƒ?
Who is even more heroic than Lord R€ma?

º¨É®ú¶É®úÊxÉ½þiÉÉä xÉ ªÉ& SÉ±ÉÊiÉ*
smara-ara-nihato na yaƒ calati
One who does not waver even under the blows of Kandarpa’s arrows.

Explanation
Lord R€ma, whose adventures are narrated in the famous R€m€yaŠa, is
considered the perfect model of hero, a powerful and brave warrior who always
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faced all difficulties with a steady and noble mind. The only occasion when
R€macandra showed pain and confusion was the kidnapping of His beloved S…t€,
the faithful and devoted wife who had followed Him in the forest exile.
Of course, this apparent pain and confusion is only a l…l€, a transcendental
pastime enacted for the purpose of educating the mass of people: therefore we
should take advantage of this practical demonstration through the example of
Lord R€ma described in R€m€yaŠa.
This verse repeats the same words of verse 7 (™raƒ, “hero”, ara which is an
exact synonym for b€Ša, “arrows”, calati which is the exact equal of vyadhitaƒ,
“wavering”). In Vedic culture, Kandarpa is known as Smara (as he obsesses his
victims with the memories of material attachment) and An€‰ga (“bereft of
body”), relating to the incident when Kandarpa’s body was burnt to ashes by the
wrathful glance of Lord ®iva. Many translate Kandarpa with “Cupid” as in
Western culture there was also a “small god of love” who went around with a
bow shooting arrows at people to make them fall in love. Cupid’s arrows are
generally identified as women’s passionate glances but we should understand
that desires may suddenly prick the heart of a man even if the woman has done
nothing to stimulate them (and sometimes would actually prefer not to be the
object of the attentions of that particular man. Who is to blame in this case?
This is why it is said that a person who falls in love unexpectedly “has been hit
by Cupid’s arrows.”

Verse 33

ÊEò¨ÉÂ +½þÌxÉ¶ÉÆ +xÉÖÊSÉxiªÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ ahar-niaˆ anucintyam?
What should we contemplate day and night?

¦ÉMÉ´ÉSSÉ®úhÉ¨ÉÂ, xÉ ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú&*
bhagavac caraŠam, na saˆs€raƒ
The Lord’s lotus feet, and not this world’s material life.
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Explanation
Kandarpa’s arrows nail the unfortunate victim to the wheel of material life
(saˆs€ra), forcing him to suffer the repetition of material pains and illusions.
How to become free from such a situation? Constant meditation on material life
is not the best way to get out of it (even if verse 5 recommends to regularly
meditate on its causes) because we risk to increase our attachment for its ties.
Bhagavad-g…t€ (2.62-63) teaches that by contemplating the sense objects we end
up developing attachment, then desire to possess them, until we lose
consciousness of our situation (dhy€yato viay€n puˆsaƒ sa‰gas te™paj€yate,
sa‰g€t sañj€yate k€maƒ k€m€t krodho ‘bhij€yate, krodh€d bhavati sammohaƒ
sammoh€t smti-vibhramaƒ, smti-bhraˆ€d buddhi-n€o buddhi-n€€t
praŠayati). Now, when we contemplate something in our mind, we are in a
very close contact with the object of our meditation.
To meditate constantly, day and night, on the lotus feet of the Lord (bhagav€n)
keeps us in touch with the divine platform and quickly purifies our heart.
Such meditation should be done both on the transcendental form of the Lord
(vapu) and on His instructions (vani): bhagavad g…t€ kiˆcidadhit€ ga‰g€-jala
lava kanik€ p…t€, sakdapi yena mur€ri-samarc€ kriyate tena yamena na carc€,
“Simply by reading something from Bhagavad g…t€, drinking a little Ganges
water, and sincerely worshiping ®r… Mur€ri even once, one will never have to
fear Yamar€ja any more.”
By meditating on the divine instructions of KŠa in G…t€ one contemplates the
lotus feet of the Lord in the form of His instructions. By drinking the pure water
of Mother Ga‰ga, that washed the lotus feet of the Lord in His V€mana-l…l€, one
contemplates the feet of the Lord in humility and service. Serving Mother Ga‰ga
is not different from serving the Lord.
The sincere worship of the beautiful form of ®r… Mur€ri, who destroys all
ignorance and obstacles to the path of self-realization, is performed in the
correct way by one who humbly serves His lotus feet first as a mark of respect
and submission. The practice of arcana, the ritual worship of the arc€-vigraha,
always includes the offering of Tulas… leaves and Ga‰ga water to the feet of the
Lord. This verse balances the previous statement that presented Lord R€ma’s
apparent defect in being afflicted by love’s pangs in the separation of His wife.
We should never make the mistake of judging the activities of divine
incarnations according to the standards of material life.
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G…t€ (9.11, avaj€nanti m€ˆ m™h€ m€nu…ˆ tanum €ritam, paraˆ bh€vm
aj€nanto mama bh™ta-mahevaram) reveals that fools attribute material qualities
and behaviors to the divine manifestations and their activities, and recommends
a proper understanding of the divine appearances and activities in order to attain
liberation from the cycle of births and deaths (4,9, janma karma ca me divyam
evaˆ yo vetti tattvataƒ, tyaktv€ dehaˆ punar janma naiti m€m eti so ‘rjuna).

SÉIÉÖ¹¨ÉxiÉÉä%Ê{É +xvÉÉ& Eäò ºªÉÖ&?
cakumanto ‘pi andh€ƒ ke syuƒ?
Who is blind, in spite of having good eyes?

ªÉä xÉÉÎºiÉEòÉ& ¨ÉxÉÖVÉÉ&*
ye n€stikaƒ manuj€ƒ
One who has no faith.

Explanation
One who does not believe in anything and does not trust anyone is actually
refusing to look at the truth, therefore he will never be able to see. In spite of a
brilliant result at the eye exam, he will remain blind in front of life’s reality.
There is a difference between real faith and blind faith. Blind faith does not care
to verify through personal experience and does not ask questions because one
does not want to find out that his beliefs are wrong, so there is not much
progress. It is exactly like the case of a cynic who does not care to verify
through personal experience because he does not want to believe.
Real faith, on the other hand, is for intelligent persons who can discriminate
between a trustworthy source and a source that has no authority and who are
willing to personally experiment and verify. Vedic knowledge is different from
the so-called “revealed religions” of the “exclusive type” because it can be
verified directly.
G…t€ (9.2) declares, r€ja-vidy€ r€ja-guhyaˆ pavitram idam uttamam,
pratyak€vagamaˆ dharmyaˆ su-sukhaˆ kartum avyayam: “Sanatana Dharma
is the imperishable King of all knowledge and secrets; it is perfectly pure and
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transcendental to all material considerations, it is directly verifiable through
direct experience and its practice brings great happiness.”
The words pavitram and guhyam are particularly important in this regard, as
they define the necessity of initiation, that purifies the candidate and connects
him/her intimately with Truth and Dharma, giving a new birth (dvi-j€) that
transcends all previous material identifications and beliefs.
By studying the Vedas under the tutelage of a qualified preceptor, a sincere
person will easily develop intelligent faith by verifying the truth of their
knowledge. However, nothing can be learned by one who maintains a
challenging attitude from the start. In any school, whenever we want to learn
something, we need to start by accepting what the teacher says as truth, and our
questions must be presented in a submissive spirit, with the sincere desire to
understand the subject.
For example, a first grade student who is beginning to learn arithmetic cannot
challenge the teacher to “demonstrate” that 2 plus 2 equals 4, or refuse to
“believe” such a statement, otherwise he will not be able to learn anything.
G…t€ explains: tad viddhi praŠip€tena paripranena sevay€, upadekyanti te
jñ€naˆ jñ€ninas tattva-darinaƒ, “You should endeavor to learn this science by
respectfully approaching a qualified teacher, rendering him service, and
submissively ask questions. Those who have directly experienced Truth will
initiate you into Knowledge.”
Here the main qualification for a teacher of the transcendental science is clearly
explained: he must be a tattva-dari, a person who “sees” the truth, having its
direct experience. Studying with theoretical academicians who have never
practiced what they teach, or with armchair philosophers who consider
knowledge as an intellectual exercise only, will not help a sincere student to
actually realize Truth.
The particular term €stika refers to those schools of philosophy that recognize
the authority of Vedic scriptures, such as Uttara m…m€ˆs€, Karma m…m€ˆs€,
Yoga, S€‰khya, Ny€ya and Vaieika. In opposition to these, the n€stika schools
are the Bauddha, Jaina and the other groups that do not recognize the authority
of the Vedas. Some people believe that Buddhists and Jains are more eligible to
be included in the definition of “Hindu” than sincere people who have
developed a deep faith in Vedic knowledge through initiation and s€dhana. This
verse proves them wrong.
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Verse 34

Eò& {ÉRÂóMÉÖ& <½þ |ÉÊlÉiÉ&?
kaƒ pa‰ghuƒ iha prathitaƒ?
Who must be considered lame in this world?

µÉVÉÊiÉ SÉ ªÉÉä ´ÉÉrÇùEäò iÉÒlÉÇ¨ÉÂ
vrajati ca yo v€rddhake t…rtham
One who waits for old age to start going to pilgrimage places.
Explanation
Many people think that religion and spirituality are things we can pursue when
we have no more chances to get satisfaction in other ways; according to this
idea, old people have nothing else to do, therefore they can “kill time” with
pilgrimages and similar stuff, such as watching religious channels and attending
spiritual gatherings. It is true that towards the end of our life we begin making
some “budget assessment” of what we have done in our allotted time, and we
feel the urgency of understanding the futility and impermanence of things in this
world. But it is also true that, at that time, it is too late to change one’s past or to
start doing something really meaningful for our spiritual progress.
Git€ (8.6) explains that the level of consciousness at death is the sum total of all
the acts of consciousness we have cultivated during the entire course of our
lifetime and will automatically determine our next birth: yaˆ yaˆ v€pi smaran
bh€vaˆ tyajaty ante kalevaram, taˆ taˆ evaiti kaunteya sad€ tad-bh€vabh€vitaƒ.
It is not at all easy to keep our consciousness on the spiritual level in old age or
at the time of death when we have been cultivating a material consciousness for
the greatest part of our lives, when we shaped our existence and karma with our
choices. It is better to cultivate our spiritual self while we are young and able to
perform good activities, otherwise we will waste our life.
A lame man is not able to walk; he cannot go to important places and do what is
beneficial for him: if our legs are used only to move from home to office to
cinema theaters or shopping malls, they are not really working properly for our
benefit.
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In his instructions to his school friends (Bh€gavatam 7.6.1) Prahl€da says,
kaum€ra €caret prajño dharm€n bh€gavat€n iha, durlabhaˆ m€nuaˆ janma
tad apy adhruvam arthadam, “An intelligent person should learn and practice
Bh€gavata Dharma already from childhood, taking full advantage of this human
birth that is very rarely achieved, extremely valuable and very temporary.”
Again, Prahl€da says (7.6.5), tato yateta kualaƒ kem€ya bhavam €ritaƒ, ar…
raˆ pauruaˆ y€van, na vipadyeta pukalam, “An intelligent person should
strive to obtain the real benefit of life while his human body is still stout and
strong and not embarrassed and weakened by old age.”

ËEò iÉÒlÉÇ¨ÉÊ{É SÉ ¨ÉÖJªÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ t…rtham api ca mukhyam?
Which is the most important pilgrimage place?

ÊSÉkÉ¨É±ÉÆ ªÉÊzÉ´ÉiÉÇªÉÊiÉ?
citta-malaˆ‚ yan nivartayati
The one that washes away the mind’s impurity.
Explanation
As we have seen in previous verses, a pilgrimage must purify our consciousness
in contact with the divine level of existence and good saintly people. If we don’t
attain this goal, our pilgrimage has not been very effective. A fresh and clean
mind, enriched by knowledge and understanding about the purpose of life, is an
invaluable asset in anyone’s life, irrespective of age. A society composed by
such people is certainly happy and prosperous in all senses.
Those who live in holy pilgrimage places have the duty and responsibility to
maintain such sacred places in cleanliness and purity, both materially and
spiritually, so that pilgrims will actually obtain the benefit of pilgrimage.
Unfortunately we see that today in India the t…rthas are seriously neglected and
even polluted, and instead of serving the holy places with devotion and respect,
many local residents actually take advantage of the holy places for their selfish
material profit, without even caring for the proper maintenance of temples,
sacred rivers and tanks etc.
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Holy rivers like Ga‰ga and Yamun€ are insulted by gross materialists who
misuse them to produce electricity through artificial dams or to carry away their
sewage. The sacred waters of the Yamun€, that were still sweet and pure in the
1980s are now so polluted that they are considered unfit even for agricultural
purposes. The ocean is also polluted by petrol spills, toxic waste disposal, and
sewage discharge. Sacred lakes and ponds, where people are supposed to take a
purificatory bath, are suffocated by garbage of all kinds. In such a situation, the
minds of those who visit the pilgrimage places become polluted rather than
purified, and the dhama-vas…s are particularly responsible for this disaster.

Verse 35

ËEò º¨ÉiÉÇ´ªÉÆ {ÉÖ¯û¹Éè&?
kiˆ smartavyaˆ puruaiƒ?
What should people remember?

½þÊ®úxÉÉ¨É ºÉnùÉ, xÉ ªÉÉ´ÉxÉÒ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ*
harin€ma sad€, na y€van… bh€€
Always the name of Hari, and not the useless chattering of materialistic people.
Explanation
Verse 33 recommended to constantly meditate on the Lord (bhagavan) and this
verse helps in broadening the concept. How to meditate on the Lord? The first
step consists in remembering His name. In order to remember the name of Hari
(N€r€yaŠa), the best course of action is hearing and reciting it often: from
hearing and repeating we will naturally remember. Bhan-n€rad…ya Pur€Ša
recommends: harer n€ma, harer n€ma, harer n€ma eva kevalam, kalau n€sti
eva, n€sti eva, n€sti eva gatir anyath€, in the age of Kali the only means of
liberation and progress consists in hearing, chanting and remembering the name
of Hari.
It is also said, n€ma-smaraŠ€ danya mup€yam, na hi pay€mo bhava-taraŠe,
“There is no other way to cross the ocean of material life, except for the
remembrance and chanting of the holy names of the Lord.”
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EòÉä Ê½þ xÉ ´ÉÉSªÉ& ºÉÖÊvÉªÉÉ?
ko hi na v€cyaƒ sudhiy€ƒ?
What should not be uttered by an intelligent person?

{É®únùÉä¹É¶SÉ, +xÉÞiÉÆ iÉuùiÉÂ*
para-doa ca, antaˆ tadvat
A wise person should abstain from talking about other people’s defects and from
uttering untruth.

Explanation
The words na v€cyaƒ mean “what should not be said”. If truthfulness is a
fundamental quality for a noble soul, we should not forget that the purpose of
truth is giving benefit to all living entities. For this reason verse 47 explains that
in extraordinary cases, even a lie (anta) can be innocent and commendable: this
happens only when the untruth is uttered in order to protect the religious
principles — compassion, austerity, tolerance. For example, a person having a
noble mind does not commit any sin toward truth when he tells a lie to save
innocent creatures.
Another meaning of the word anta, “untruth”, relates to mental speculations —
imagining or manufacturing artificial meanings of things. This is another very
dangerous habit, which must be avoided because it contaminates truth with our
personal or collective illusions. Truth must be realized and confirmed through
the voice of our conscience (antary€mi), the teachings of scriptures, the
explanations of the spiritual Preceptor and of good and saintly people. Whatever
does not align with these parameters will not be beneficial for us and for the
society.
As far as other people’s defects or mistakes are concerned, it is always advisable
to mind one’s own defects and mistakes, and not other people’s. The tendency to
criticize others is very negative and does not benefit anyone. If we want to
explain the bad effects of a wrong way of acting, it is always better to avoid
mentioning the name of the concerned person. Broadcasting news on defects or
bad behavior of other people also hampers that person’s efforts to correct and
reform himself, as bad reputation is a serious obstacle.
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Verse 36

ËEò ºÉÆ{ÉÉtÆ ¨ÉxÉÖVÉè&?
kiˆ saˆp€dyaˆ manujaiƒ?
What is opulence in human beings?

Ê´ÉtÉ, Ê´ÉkÉÆ , ¤É±ÉÆ, ªÉ¶É&, {ÉÖhªÉ¨ÉÂ*
vidy€, vittaˆ, balaˆ, yaaƒ, puŠyam
Knowledge, wealth, strength, fame and spiritual merits.

Explanation
Saˆp€da means “opulence”, “glory”, and it is compared to bh€ga, although
bh€ga has a more auspicious meaning. A person’s true opulence is judged not
only by wealth, fame or power, but by spiritual merits as well. All these things
are valuable and should not be rejected when they come spontaneously.

Eò& ºÉ´ÉÇMÉÖhÉÊ´ÉxÉÉ¶ÉÒ?
kaƒ sarva-guŠa-vin€i?
Who destroys all good qualities?

±ÉÉä¦É&*
lobhaƒ
Greed.

¶ÉjÉÖ¶SÉ Eò&?
atru ca kaƒ?
Who is the real enemy?
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EòÉ¨É&*
k€maƒ
Lust.

Explanation
Greed and lust (lobha and k€ma) are the desire to possess for one’s own
personal pleasure, which brings to anger and prevarication. Bhagavad-g…t€
(3.37, 39) confirms that this strong desire to possess is the greatest enemy for the
living entity and covers his intelligence, consuming him like an insatiable fire:
k€ma ea krodha ea rajo-guŠa-samudbhavaƒ, mah€ano mah€-p€pm€ viddhy
enam iha vairiŠam, €vtaˆ jñ€nam etena jñanino nitya-vairiŠ€, k€ma-r™peŠa
kaunteya dup™reŠ€nalena ca.
Just like a raging fire destroys anything and kills very easily, lust destroys all
fortune and opulence: knowledge, wealth, strength, fame and spiritual merits —
as described in the previous answer.
The uncontrolled desire to possess and enjoy something destroys knowledge and
intelligence, because one loses the power to understand what is right or wrong.
It destroys wealth, because in order to gratify our senses we are ready to spend
any amount of money. It destroys strength, because our senses and energies are
exhausted in the unending and illusory race after pleasure. It destroys fame
because a greedy and lusty person loses the respect of good people. Finally, it
destroys spiritual merits because an insatiable thirst for pleasure consumes our
good karmic results, even pushing us to do stupid things which create big karmic
debts.
We should not think, however, that lust and greed only apply to sex pleasure and
acquisition of money and material possessions.
As explained in the previous verse, opulence does not just mean wealth —
although it is certainly one of the most popular and evident — and thus greed
and lust can be also directed to other opulences as well: knowledge, strength,
fame and religious merits. Bhagavad-g…t€ (3.40) confirms that lust does not
dwell only in senses, but also in mind and intelligence (indriy€Ši mano buddhir
asy€dhi˜h€nam ucyate, etair vimohayaty ea jñ€nam €vtya dehinam) and
covers in different degrees, all conditioned living entities.
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Therefore lust manifests by contaminating knowledge when one studies and
writes books out of pride and desire to be superior to others and “know” more
than others, to see one’s name on a book’s cover, to be acclaimed as a great
scholar and expert in this or that field. It manifests by contaminating fame when
one aspires to obtain honors and worship which will raise him above the crowds.
It manifests by contaminating religious merits when one aspires to become a
great man in society or religion (not caring for others) and so on. In brief, lust
also appears in the form of desire for name, fame and profit.
Another important point expressed in this verse is the fact that actually there are
no external enemies but only internal enemies, like lust, greed and anger. One
who divides the world in friends and enemies has a false and illusory vision.

Verse 37

EòÉ SÉÉ ºÉ¦ÉÉ {ÉÊ®ú½þÉªÉÉÇ?
k€ ca sabh€ parih€ry€?
Which assembly should be avoided?

½þÒxÉÉ ªÉÉ ´ÉÞrùºÉÊSÉ´ÉäxÉ*
h…n€ y€ vddha-sacivena
The one devoid of senior counselors.

Explanation
This verse offers practical advice in social life. Participation in community life
is certainly important, but we should be careful about the kind of activities
which are discussed and decided in such assemblies. The meetings where there
are no wise and expert people who know the principles of religion and are
determined to defend them are actually dangerous situations, because decisions
taken in immature ways are always a source of suffering for everyone. In the
best case, they are simply a waste of time and energy.
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Our presence in a particular assembly or situation constitutes a form of
endorsement i.e. support and approval — for the decisions and activities that are
taken by the group, therefore even if we do not vote favorably we will be
partially responsible for the actions decided in the assembly.
If in a particular assembly or meeting Dharma is offended, we have the duty to
speak up and take action to protect Dharma and dharmic people; if this is not
possible, or we are not listened to, we should immediately leave the place
otherwise we will also become responsible for the wrongful conclusions or
actions decided in the assembly.
Verse 43 clearly explains who are the vddha, “the elderly” or “senior members
of society”: they are wise people who know truth and duty, and not simply old
people. This specific idea of seniority is common to many cultures, where
“senators” are not necessarily old in age. We should not mistake physical age
with intellectual or cultural age, because especially in societies where the use of
alcoholic drinks, non-vegetarian foods and other bad habits damage the vital
energy and intelligence in people, the typical decay of old age starts from the
brain and can bring about a real senile mental deficiency, all the more in people
who never cultivated love for knowledge and virtue.
On the other hand, physically young people, like ®ukadeva Gosv€m… or even
®a‰kar€c€rya himself, were immediately recognized as great expert and wise
persons (vddha) by all educated and intelligent people of their times, who
listened to their teachings with extreme respect.

<½þ EÖòjÉ +´ÉÊ½þiÉ& ºªÉÉiÉÂ ¨ÉxÉÖVÉ&?
iha kutra avahitaƒ sy€t manujaƒ?
What should a person be very careful about?

ÊEò±É, ®úÉVÉºÉä´ÉÉªÉÉ¨ÉÂ*
kila, r€ja-sev€y€m
Indeed, in the service to the king.
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Explanation
Service to a king is always a risk, because when we depend on powerful people
or politicians we always have to face daily compromises of all kinds.
Another great risk consists in coming to know about dangerous state secrets and
getting involved in gossiping, slandering and in various kinds of plotting and
schemes that always mushroom around powerful people. Even the smallest
mistake or distraction in this field can bring about disaster. Furthermore, kings
and government officers at all levels can be quite irritable due to their heavy
responsibilities and duties in solving the problems of the entire kingdom, and
being near them is often difficult and dangerous.

Verse 38

|ÉÉhÉÉnùÊ{É EòÉä ®ú¨ªÉ&?
praŠad api ko ramyaƒ?
What gives more joy than life itself?

EÖò±ÉvÉ¨ÉÇ& ºÉÉvÉÖºÉRÂóMÉ¶SÉ*
kula-dharmaƒ s€dhu-sa‰ga ca
One’s duty, executed according to family traditions, and the company of good
and saintly people.
Explanation
Verse 23 explained the importance of preserving and serving one’s noble family
traditions. For one who was born in a family having high spiritual principles it is
very easy to follow them because all his upbringing, from birth itself, is geared
to help his development in that direction.
If we do not take advantage of such an opportunity and fail our responsibility,
we commit a serious mistake. The need of friendship and company with good
people, s€dhu or sat-jana, has already been explained in many verses (11, 13,
16, 30): this verse again stresses its importance.
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There is no joy greater than a good job well done, approved, appreciated and
glorified by good people and by our seniors, but the joy coming from the
company of true spiritualists is even higher and more precious than life itself,
because it is eternal and generates benefits of all kinds.

EòÉ ºÉÖ®úIªÉÉ?
k€ su-raky€?
What should be protected with all efforts?

EòÒÌiÉ& {ÉÊiÉµÉiÉÉ xÉèVÉ¤ÉÖÊrù¶SÉ*
k…rtiƒ pati-vrat€ naija-buddhi ca
Good reputation, a faithful wife and intelligent discrimination.
Explanation
Good reputation is considered extremely important in Vedic culture because it
enables us to live a quiet and progressive life and properly execute our duties in
society and family. Bhagavad-g…t€ (2.34) confirms it: ak…rtiˆ c€pi bh™t€ni
kathayiyanti te ‘vyay€m, sambh€vitasya c€k…rtiƒ maraŠ€t atiricyate, a
respectable person suffers immensely when his or her good reputation is
questioned or slandered. However, we should not mistake good reputation with
the false pride connected with material fame, which on the contrary is a problem
and a defect.
A faithful wife who is not interested in men other than her husband should be
protected with all care and given plenty of love and affection, because often men
with a degraded mentality are especially attracted by the idea of contaminating
what is pure. A husband who neglects such a good and faithful wife creates
suffering and unhappiness for himself and his entire family, and he will have to
suffer its consequences.
The power of discrimination, i.e. intelligence united with knowledge, is a very
valuable asset which allows us to progress on the material and spiritual path; if
we endanger it by not giving sufficient attention and protection, we will have to
face disastrous consequences. It is very interesting to note here that a good and
wise person will naturally take care to protect his own treasures, but will also try
to help his friends to protect theirs, especially in emergency situations.
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Verse 39

EòÉ Eò±{É±ÉiÉÉ ±ÉÉäEäò?
k€ kalpa-lat€ loke?
In this world, what is the plant that satisfies all desires?

ºÉÎSUô¹ªÉÉªÉ +Ì{ÉiÉÉ Ê´ÉtÉ*
sac-chiy€ya arpit€ vidy€
Knowledge given to a good and sincere student.

Explanation
The desire tree, also called Kalpa-vka or Kalpa-lat€, is a very special plant
capable of granting any boon or desire; in Vedic culture it is mentioned very
often, but this concept is found regularly in other cultures as well. The
contemporary spiritual and cultural movement growing in Western countries and
called “New Age movement” has produced a number of popular techniques of
visualization, positive thinking, creative meditation, personal growth, efficiency
techniques, psycho-dynamics, but all this knowledge has been borrowed from
the original Vedic knowledge of Yoga.
Besides, it is a recognized fact that Vedic civilization and knowledge once
existed all over the planet in various forms and the relics of such knowledge still
remain. For example, the famous Christmas tree has absolutely nothing to do
with Jesus Christ, Christianity or any of the Churches: the tradition of decorating
an evergreen tree with lights, sweets and other nice items, and to surround it
with gifts for family members and friends, is obviously derived from the concept
of the Kalpa-vka.
Knowledge given to a good and sincere student (sat, “sincerely interested in
spiritual life”) is a blessing both for the student and for the teacher, and supplies
all kinds of auspicious fruits, both spiritual and material.
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EòÉä +IÉªÉ´É]õ´ÉÞIÉººªÉÉiÉÂ?
ko akayava˜a vkas sy€ta?
What is the eternal banyan tree?

Ê´ÉÊvÉ´ÉiÉÂ ºÉiÉÂ{ÉÉjÉnùkÉ-nùÉxÉÆ ªÉiÉÂ*
vidhivat sat-p€tra-datta d€naˆ yat
A gift offered to a worthy person, from one who has knowledge and
understanding.

Explanation
The banyan tree, or avatth€ or akavayata, is another auspicious symbol in
Vedic culture. It is particularly honored because it has the property of constantly
reproducing itself by transforming its branches into roots and vice versa. In this
way one single banyan tree can become enormously large and continue living
even for thousands of years, because when one part of the tree becomes too old
and dies away, the new branches are self-sufficient and get their nourishment
directly from the soil through their own roots. In the same way, charity (d€na)
offered to a worthy person (sat-p€tra) by someone who has sufficient
knowledge, has an eternal and living value, because it forms a reciprocation of
affection and help that continues to exist even from one lifetime to the other. A
worthy person who has received a gift will be ready to reciprocate when need
arises.
Already the previous verses had stated the great importance of charity and
liberality, but this verse explains very well what real charity is about, in order to
reform those who give charity to the wrong persons and with the wrong attitude.
Bhagavad-g…t€ (17.20, 21, 22) also instructs about the proper way to give
charity: d€tavyam iti yad d€naˆ d…yate ‘nupak€riŠe, dee k€le ca p€tre ca tad
d€naˆ s€ttvikaˆ smtam; yat tu pratyupak€r€rthaˆ phalam uddiya v€ punaƒ,
d…yate ca parikli˜aˆ tad d€naˆ r€jasaˆ smtam; adea-k€le yad d€nam
ap€trebhya ca d…yate, asat-ktam avajñ€taˆ tat t€masam ud€htam.
“Charity given at the proper time, in the proper place and to a worthy person,
without expecting anything in return, is considered in the mode of goodness,
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while charity performed in expectation of some return, or given unwillingly, is
in the mode of passion and Charity given without considering time, place and
recipient, without respect and affection, is under the mode of ignorance.”
The results of actions performed in goodness, passion and ignorance are
described in Bhagavad-g…t€: actions in goodness will bring happiness and
purification, actions performed in passion will bring suffering and anxiety, and
actions performed in ignorance will bring degradation, illusion and madness.
When we give something it is important to know to whom we are giving, and
how our gift will be used; one who gives carelessly is making a bad use of
something which really does not belong to him.
®r… Ÿopaniad (1) states: …€v€syam idaˆ sarvaˆ yat kiñca jagaty€ˆ jagat, tena
tyaktena bhuñj…th€ m€ gdhaƒ kasya svid dhanam, “All this universe (including
the living entities) actually belongs to the Lord, and each one of us must simply
use the allotted part to him or her for one’s own necessities, without encroaching
on what is allotted to others, because we should always remember that
everything and everyone belongs to God only.”
If we renounce one part of our wealth to help another member of God’s family
who may be in difficulty, we must make sure that our action is actually useful
and wise, otherwise we will share the responsibility of any bad use to which our
gift will be put. Mindless charity can do more damage than good.

Verse 40

ËEò ¶ÉºjÉÆ ºÉ´Éæ¹ÉÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ sastraˆ sarve€m?
What is the supreme weapon?

ªÉÖÊHò&*
yuktiƒ
Reasoning.
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Explanation
The ability to reason, to “put together” ideas and thoughts, constitutes the most
powerful and flexible weapon, “the mother of all weapons”, as without it no
weapon can be properly utilized. Without reasoning and intelligence we won’t
be able to do anything but destroy and hurt ourselves and others: a clear example
is the use of modern nuclear, chemical and bacteriologic weapons, which can
easily escape from the control of those who invented them, and create immense
disasters for everyone.
A bacteriologic weapon, for example a new virus, especially studied to be
incurable and lethal (like AIDS), can have unforeseen developments and remain
incubated for years in laboratory research subjects who have been inoculated —
without showing any symptoms. If these animal or human carriers (apparently in
normal health) later come in touch with others outside the controlled
environment of the research, there might be terrifying uncontrollable epidemics
which endanger the life of millions of people. Intelligence is the only weapon
that cannot be used against ourselves, and that can defeat opponents by earning
their appreciation and sometimes even their friendship.

¨ÉÉiÉÉ SÉ EòÉ?
m€t€ ca ka?
Who is the mother of all?

vÉäxÉÖ&*
dhenuƒ
The cow.

Explanation
According to Vedic scriptures, a mother is one who feeds and cares for us. There
are different types of mothers: the one who gives birth, the one who feeds us
with her milk, the cow, earth, the king’s wife, the preceptor’s wife and the
br€hmaŠa’s wife. All these mothers must be respected because their kindness
allows us to get the nourishment needed for life. The cow is a particularly good
and generous mother, and she deserves affection, respect and consideration. In
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atheistic and violent civilizations the cow’s kindness and tolerance are mistaken
for weakness, and these sweet and intelligent animals are mistreated and killed
without any remorse to satisfy the false need for non-vegetarian dishes.
In Vedic culture killing a cow is considered a particularly heinous crime exactly
because of the great kindness of these animals, who are always ready to accept
us as their own children and supply us with the milk from their body.

ËEò xÉÖ ¤É±É¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ nu balam?
What is real strength?

ªÉrèùªÉÇ¨ÉÂ*
yad dhairyam
Courage.
Explanation
Courage and determination enable us to execute incredible things that generally
require a lot of strength. On the other hand, one who just has physical strength
but has no courage is not able to bring anything to completion or to execute
heroic acts, because every important deed is always faced with all kind of
difficulties and opposition, especially in Kali yuga.

EòÉä ¨ÉÖiªÉÖ&?
ko mtyuƒ?
What is death?

ªÉiÉÂ +´ÉnùÉxÉ®úÊ½þiÉi´É¨ÉÂ*
yat avad€nara hitatvam
Lack of care.
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Explanation
One who lives in a miserable and neglected condition, like many old people and
homeless bums who are devoid of relatives and friends and who forget to take
care of themselves, is as good as dead, and his existence is pitiful and miserable.
Such a life has no meaning, and it is simply the waiting room for death.

Verse 41

EÖòjÉ Ê´É¹É¨ÉÂ?
kutra viam?
Where is poison?

nÖù¹]õVÉxÉä*
du˜a-jane
In bad people.

Explanation
Among all poisonous animals, evil human beings are certainly the worst because
they often attack without the least provocation or need, while animals generally
react to fear or hunger.
Bad people poison others by their biting or by the contact of their tongue and
even with their simple presence, therefore it is extremely important to carefully
avoid their company and anything connected with them.

ÊEòÊ¨É½þ +É¶ÉÉèSÉÆ ¦É´ÉäiÉÂ?
kim iha aaucaˆ bhavet?
What is contamination?
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@ñhÉÆ xÉÞhÉÉ¨ÉÂ*
Šaˆ nŠ€m
Debts contracted by people.
Explanation
When we make debts our life becomes true hell, because at every moment we
must keep them in mind and appease our creditors so that they will patiently
wait for the refund. Furthermore, usually debts have the tendency to grow
constantly due to interest rates and create bad reputation, which in turn makes
earning money and repaying debts even more difficult. The entire modern
system of “developed economy” is based on debts and loans, and under the garb
of helping people to build their dream homes, purchase a vehicle, start a
business or complete their education, it enslaves them and often ends by
depriving them of their possessions, which are required as mortgages.
Credit cards have also become the cause of immense problems in “developed
countries” as people spend money without being aware of how much they are
actually spending and how much money they actually have in their bank
account, and land themselves in heavy debts, in turn creating serious restrictions
in their personal lives. Countries that borrow money from other countries also
face the same problems, only on a much larger scale.
Debts lower our consciousness level, create anxiety and devour our life and
energy like a fire or a disease, continuously feeding on themselves and
becoming stronger and more arrogant every day.
The same applies to non-financial debts that we incur when we receive help or
benefits from others. Every person is automatically indebted towards God, the
devas, the great is, other living entities etc, so by performing one’s duties and
repaying such debts, we become purified and eligible for liberation.

ÊEò¨ÉÂ +¦ÉªÉ¨ÉÂ <½þ?
kiˆ abhayaˆ iha?
What is fearlessness?
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´Éè®úÉMªÉ¨ÉÂ*
vair€gyam
Detachment.
Explanation
In order to avoid the contamination of debts, we just need a little detachment in
regard to possession and enjoyment. Detachment is the only way to conquer
fear. In fact, what do we usually fear? Suffering — that is, getting what we do
not want and not getting what we want. Joy and pain are relative concepts (what
is heaven for someone could be hell for another, according to our tastes and
preferences or even the particular circumstance) and temporary, too, because
they have a beginning and an end.
Git€ (5.22) says, ye hi saˆspara-j€ bhog€ duƒkha-yonaya eva te, €dyantavantaƒ kaunteya, na teu ramate budhaƒ, “The enjoyment derived from the
contact of the senses with the sense object is ultimately a source of suffering
because it has a beginning and an end, and intelligent persons do not search for
happiness there.”
Bhagavad-g…t€ (2.14) recommends to face with use all dualities in life, all the
ups and downs, without getting upset because they are temporary like summer
and winter: m€tr€-spar€s tu kaunteya, …toŠa sukha-duƒkha-d€ƒ,
€gam€p€yino ‘nity€s, t€ˆs titikasva bh€rata. However, it is important to
understand that detachment does not mean denial or refusal. Some people
believe that by systematically refusing happiness and pleasure, accepting only
suffering and pain they become somehow meritorious, but this is not a fact.
Tapasya, or voluntary acceptance of difficulties for the sake of spiritual
progress, must always be directed to a good cause and performed with
detachment, which is the only way to overcome the illusion of duality. Verse 13
recommended to keep always a detached attitude to destroy all unhappiness;
ty€ga and vair€gya have the same meaning.

¦ÉªÉ¨ÉÊ{É ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
bhayam api kim?
What is fear?
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Ê´ÉkÉ¨Éä´É ºÉ´Éæ¹ÉÉ¨ÉÂ*
vittam eva sarve€m
For everyone, it is money.
Explanation
Verse 7 said that the cause of fear is death — the loss of something to which we
are very much attached (our body and bodily relationships). This verse expands
the point including the loss of something which, for many people, is even more
important than life itself. Many people risk their lives every day in order to get
money, and some would rather die than being robbed of what they have
painfully earned.
However, money is cause of fear both for those who have it and for those who
don’t have it, because everyone needs money to survive — and if money is not
properly protected or invested, it disappears very quickly. How to become free
from this fear? The detachment stressed in the previous verse does not mean
throwing money away so that we don’t have to worry about it anymore, but
rather it means accepting losses and gains with a balanced mind, as unavoidable
circumstances of life, being satisfied with what is necessary to our needs,
working honestly and sincerely, and sometimes — if necessary — accepting
some restrictions without losing one’s peace of mind.

Verse 42

EòÉ nÖù±ÉÇ¦ÉÉ xÉ®úÉhÉÉ¨ÉÂ?
k€ durlabh€ nar€Š€m?
What is rarely obtained by human beings?

½þÊ®ú¦ÉÊHò&*
hari-bhaktiƒ
Love and devotion for Lord Hari.
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Explanation
For a long time there has been a form of material rivalry among some who call
themselves devotees of ®iva and some who call themselves devotees of ViŠu
(Hari, or N€r€yaŠa). Actually such a dualistic vision, which often caused
offensive or even violent behavior, is a great disgrace for both camps and
denounces a complete lack of spiritual understanding in those who support and
foster it. In verses 55-56 the transcendental relationship between ®iva and
Mukunda is explained, while verse 65 reveals that ®a‰kara and N€r€yaŠa are
two aspects of the same reality.
Regarding the question of bhakti, some partisans of the path of knowledge
(jñ€na-yoga) tend to denigrate the path of devotion (bhakti-yoga) and vice versa.
This is also a dualistic and limited vision and it denounces a lack of intelligence
in those who support it, because jñ€na and bhakti are made to support each other
and are actually non-different from each other.
Bhakti devoid of jñ€na (devotion without knowledge) is nothing but emotional
sentimentalism devoid of real substance and constitutes a terrible danger for
those who sincerely try to progress on spiritual life, while jñ€na without bhakti
is dry and causes pride, distortion of reality for one’s personal advantage,
insensitivity towards the sufferings of others, and many other evils.
Real knowledge must necessarily bring us to devotion to the Supreme Lord, as
we learn from Bhagavad-g…t€ (7.19, 7.3): bah™n€ˆ janman€m ante jñ€nav€n
m€ˆ prapadyate, v€sudevaƒ sarvam iti sa mah€tm€ su-durlabhaƒ;
manuy€Š€ˆ sahasreu kacid yatati siddhaye yatat€m api siddh€n€ˆ kacin
m€ˆ vetti tattvataƒ. “After many re-births, a person who has attained real
knowledge surrenders to the Lord and attains Him; such a rare great soul can
actually see V€sudeva in everything that exists”, “Among thousands and
thousands of people, one may endeavor for perfection, and among those who
have actually attained perfection one may come to know Me in truth.”
Knowledge and detachment (jñ€na and vairagya) constitute the two preliminary
steps of real bhakti, which according to this verse is a rare and precious asset,
very difficult to obtain. The cheap merchandise one can find on the market of
materialistic religion, and which is falsely labeled as “devotion” (bhakti) is
actually a surrogate only, a poor imitation to cheat foolish and superficial
people.
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{ÉÉiÉEÆò SÉ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
p€takaˆ ca kim?
What is heinous?

Ë½þºÉÉ*
hiˆs€
Cruelty.

Explanation
The specific meaning of ahiˆs€ is not simply “non violence”, as it is usually
translated, but rather “absence of cruelty and hostility”, which constitutes a
much deeper and significant meaning, based on the realization of the universal
brotherhood of all living entities, who are all children of the Lord and parts of
Him. Bhagavad-g…t€ (15.7) explains: mamaiv€ˆo j…va-loke j…va-bh™taƒ
san€tanaƒ. All the living entities are eternally “limbs” of the body of the
Supreme Lord, and should be treated as such.
The Lord cares about all His children and loves them dearly, so one who is cruel
to any living entity (by actions, words or thoughts) commits a heinous crime to
the eyes of the Lord. In this sense, even abstention from positive action (i.e.
being callous or even enjoying the sufferings of others) is a form of cruelty and
violence. It is not sufficient to abstain from committing violent acts: even an
apparently “innocent” onlooker can be very guilty of a cruel behavior,
depending on his consciousness.
Not being cruel does not mean that we should become weak and cowardly and
avoid all confrontation or strong action in defense of dharma or innocent and
good souls. Such strong action performed to prevent a crime is actually free
from cruelty because it is ultimately meant for the benefit of all, including the
restrained or punished criminal, who would otherwise have to incur a much
stronger punishment at the hands of Yamar€ja, the Lord of death. Thus, a strong
action taken to prevent a crime is actually ahiˆs€.
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EòÉä Ê½þ ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÎi|ÉªÉ& ºªÉÉiÉÂ?
ko hi bhagavat priyaƒ sy€t
Who is dear to the Lord?

ªÉÉä%xªÉÆ xÉ =uäùVÉªÉäiÉÂ +xÉÖÊrùMxÉ&*
yo ‘nyaˆ na udvejayet anuddhignaƒ
One who does not cause pain to others and does not get lost in worries.

Explanation
This verse repeats the crucial point of kindness and respectful compassion
towards all living entities, already expressed in verses 5, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21,
25, 26. It connects with the previous verse as well (42) as lack of cruelty means
to avoid causing pain to others.
The Lord is very pleased with those who are good to all creatures, as God is the
eternal Father of all living beings, as confirmed in Bhagavad-g…t€ (14.4): sarvayoniu kaunteya m™rtayaƒ sambhavanti y€ƒ, t€s€ˆ brahma mahad yonir ahaˆ
b…ja-pradaƒ pit€. No father will be happy to see his children hurt each other, and
especially to see some children who regularly behave cruelly with others.
As far as getting lost in worries is concerned, the Lord takes care of all His
children, but especially of those who completely surrender to Him, with
devotion and faith: ye yath€ m€ˆ prapadyante t€ˆs tathaiva bhaj€my aham
(Git€, 4.11). One who loses himself in worries is only preoccupied with his
small problems, is wasting the valuable opportunity of human life and shows
very little faith in the Lord.
Another form of worry is the intense suffering caused by sympathy with the
sufferings of other living entities: we should not allow us to be overwhelmed by
compassion to the point of becoming unable to take the appropriate action. This
weakness is compared to the hesitation of a surgeon who faints at the sight of
blood during his work, and is therefore unable to actually help his patients.
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Verse 43

Eòº¨ÉÉiÉÂ ÊºÉÊrù&?
kasm€t siddhiƒ?
From where the mystic and divine power of perfection comes?

iÉ{ÉºÉ&*
tapasaƒ
From austerity.

Explanation
Siddhi means “perfection” and is the goal of mystic yoga practice. There are
eight main siddhis and many other less important ones, but ultimately they are
different manifestations of the same power to control matter. In order to obtain
any goal, any material or spiritual perfection, it is necessary to practice austerity:
to undergo a precise discipline and face some difficulties, which can also cause
some pain especially in the beginning.
Without austerity it is not possible to achieve perfection: we will only remain on
the theoretical level.
G…t€ (18.37, 38) explains, yat tad agre viam iva pariŠame ‘mtopamam, tat
sukhaˆ s€ttvikaˆ proktam €tma-buddhi pras€da-jam; viayendriya-saˆyog€d
yat ta agre ‘mtopamam, pariŠame viam iva tat sukhaˆ r€jasaˆ smtam,
“Happiness in goodness awakens one to self-realization; it may seem like poison
in the beginning but at the end it is like nectar “, “while happiness in passion,
derived from the contact of the senses with the sense objects, seems like nectar
at the beginning but in the end it is just like poison.”
Bhagavad-g…t€ (17.14,15,16) lists the different forms of austerity for the body,
the mind and the speech, which help in progressing on the path of perfection:
deva-dvija-guru-pr€jña-p™janaˆ aucam €rjavam, brahma caryam ahiˆs€ ca 
€riraˆ tapa ucyate; anudvega-karaˆ v€kyaˆ satyaˆ priya-hitaˆ ca yat,
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sv€dhy€y€bhyasanaˆ caiva v€‰-mayaˆ tapa ucyate; manaƒ-pras€daƒ
saumyatvaˆ maunam €tma-vinigrahaƒ, bh€va-saˆuddhir ity etat tapo
m€nasam ucyate.
The austerities of the body are the worship of the Supreme Lord, the genuine
br€hmaŠas, the spiritual master and superiors, cleanliness, simplicity,
continence and non-violence. Austerity of the speech consists in speaking true,
pleasing, beneficial and soothing words, and regular recitation of scriptures and
mantras. The austerity of the mind consists remaining always satisfied, kind,
sincere, self-controlled, and working at purifying one’s life.
On the other hand, austerities that are not recommended in the scriptures,
performed out of pride, egotism, lust and attachment, and that torture one’s
bodily organs, are actually demoniac in nature because they are averse to the
Param€tm€ residing within one’s body: a€stra-vihitaˆ ghoraˆ tapyante ye
tapo jan€ƒ, dambh€ha‰k€ra-saˆyukt€ƒ, k€ma-r€ga-bal€nvit€ƒ; karayantaƒ 
ar…ra-sthaˆ bh™ta-gr€mam acetasaƒ m€ˆ caiv€ntaƒ ar…ra-sthaˆ t€n viddhy
€sura-nicay€n (G…t€ 17.5-6).

¤ÉÖÊrù& C´Éò xÉÖ?
buddhiƒ kva nu?
Where is intelligence found?

¦ÉÚºÉÖ®äú*
bh™-sure
In br€hmaŠas.

Explanation
Intelligence is the characteristic quality of br€hmaŠas: a foolish or ignorant
br€hmaŠa is a contradiction in terms, an oxymoron, like saying “dry water” or
“cold fire”. If someone wants to pass off as a br€hmaŠa on the basis of
birthright or belonging to a particular community, but lacks intelligence and
discrimination, he should be considered part of that group described in the
Vedas as brahma-bandhu, “a relative or friend of br€hmaŠas”.
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A true br€hmaŠa is called bh™-sura, “the god of Earth”, because among all the
beings who live on this planet, an intelligent spiritualist who knows Brahman
(and who is therefore brahma-jana), is the highest authority and the most divine
personality. Sura means “good or divine personality”, while asuras are
demoniac and materialistic personalities.
Therefore, a so-called br€hmaŠa who exhibits demoniac and materialistic
qualities and activities must be rejected as a dangerous impostor.

EÖòiÉÉä ¤ÉÖÊrù&?
kuto buddhiƒ?
Where does intelligence come from?

´ÉÞrùÉä{ÉºÉä´ÉªÉÉ*
vddhopasevay€
From constantly serving the elders.

Explanation
Someone could think that the br€hmaŠa’s intelligence is innate from birth, and
it needs no work for being developed. This verse contradicts such a theory by
stating that intelligence and understanding (i.e. enlightenment, buddhi) are
qualities which we develop by executing the proper activities, especially by
regularly serving our superiors.
One who was born in a family that follows noble principles is naturally
facilitated in this task, because since early childhood he is surrounded by people
who regularly practice service to br€hmaŠas, to preceptors, to the great €c€ryas
and to the Supreme Lord, who is the Eldest of all.

Eäò ´ÉÞrùÉ&?
ke vddhaƒ?
Who are the elders?
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ªÉä vÉ¨ÉÇiÉk´ÉYÉÉ&*
ye dharma-tattva-jñ€ƒ
Those who know dharma (duty and truth).

Explanation
This verse clarifies beyond all possible doubt what are the proper parameters to
evaluate people. The elders described in Vedic tradition as object of respectful
service in order to achieve real intelligence are not aged and senile ignorant
people devoid of moral principles, who did nothing in their lives but acting
against true religion and spirituality. Such “elders” cannot be counted in the
category of superiors, but rather in the group of poor suffering and neglected
creatures (d…na) whom verse 16 recommends to treat with kindness (karuŠ€).
This, however, does not mean that aged people should not be considered our
superiors due to some inevitable physical problem connected with old age, if
they fit this verse’s description: if they know dharma (duty and religion) they
are worthy of all our respect and constant service. By staying regularly in
contact with these people — by constantly serving them — we will be able to
absorb their moral principles and therefore to develop real intelligence.
In fact, one who knows dharma constantly works for one’s own progress and for
the progress of the entire world; therefore those who engage constantly in his or
her service are automatically engaged in such auspicious activities, which will
help them to develop a deeper understanding of reality.

Verse 44

ºÉÆ¦ÉÉÊ´ÉiÉºªÉ ¨É®úhÉÉiÉÂ +ÊvÉEÆò ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
saˆbh€vitasya maraŠ€t adhikaˆ kim?
What is more painful than death, for a respectable person?
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nÖùªÉÇ¶ÉÉä ¦É´ÉÊiÉ*
duryao bhavati
Getting a bad reputation.
Explanation
As explained in verse 38, good reputation should be protected with all care
because a bad fame makes it impossible to properly execute one’s social duty.
It is very easy to become the target of slandering, but one who behaves properly
and uses intelligence in relationships with others can maintain a respectable
reputation when living among good people. Another very good advice contained
in Git€ (6.10) is that one should not hanker after social life and rather prefer to
live peacefully in a solitary place in order to practice yoga. As far as the fact of
living in the middle of venomous or ignorant people, verse 30 recommends to
carefully avoid the places where many bad people live.

±ÉÉäEäò ºÉÖJÉÒ ¦É´ÉäiÉÂ Eò&?
loke sukh… bhavet kaƒ?
Who will find happiness in this world?

vÉxÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ*
dhanav€n
One who is rich.

Explanation
Verse 41 defined money and wealth as the source of fear for everyone, while
verse 11 said it is one of the most impermanent things in life; in many other
verses renunciation is recommended as the only way to achieve peace and
happiness in all circumstances. However, a slightly different concept is
gradually introduced: the great spiritual value of wealth used properly, as in
verse 25, which praises wealth united with renunciation.
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Once this connection is established, other verses (29, 31, 36,) present wealth as a
blessing, because it allows us to do beneficial deeds for others (para-upak€ra).
In this verse and in the following ones, the real meaning of wealth is more
clearly established: wealth consists in being always satisfied and renounced.
Someone who possesses great amounts of money and material assets is not rich,
if his mind is always strained on a strong urge to accumulate more and more
money and properties: one who always thinks about how to make money is
really poor, because he sees himself as such.

vÉxÉ¨ÉÊ{É SÉ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
dhanam api ca kim?
What is this wealth?

ªÉiÉ¶SÉä¹]õ¨ÉÂ*
yata ce˜am
That which meets our needs.

Explanation
Actually being rich means to be satisfied with what we have, even with
whatever meets our simple and basic necessities. It is important to clarify the
fact that each living entity may have specific needs, different from others’: an
elephant, for example, needs much more food than an ant.
A person’s needs can be measured on someone else’s only in a very rough and
approximate way; it is true that everyone needs a proper quantity and quality of
food, clothes, shelter for sleeping, resting and enjoying privacy, a certain
amount of social and cultural life and recreation, but according to different
cultures, specific places and climates, the individual health conditions, age,
physical constitution and activities, such needs may differ greatly.
While it is always important to stress the value of a simple life and wealth as
consisting in becoming easily satisfied with what we obtain without too much
trouble, it is advisable to carefully consider the differences among individuals
and in the different phases in the life of a same individual.
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One should renounce the insatiable thirst for material possessions and
enjoyment, train his mind to use intelligence and be satisfied with what comes
through his own good and honest work and as a result of one’s past karma:
m™ha jahihi dhan€gama-tŠ€m, kuru sadbuddhim manasi vitŠ€m, yad
labhase nija-karmop€ttam, vittam tena vinodaya cittam.

Verse 45

ºÉ´ÉÇºÉÖJÉÉxÉÉÆ ¤ÉÒVÉÆ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
sarva-sukh€naˆ b…jaˆ kim?
What is the source of all pleasure?

{ÉÖhªÉ¨ÉÂ*
puŠyam
Spiritual merit.

nÖù&JÉ¨ÉÊ{É EÖòiÉ&?
duƒkham api kutaƒ?
And where does suffering come from?

{ÉÉ{ÉÉiÉÂ*
p€p€t
From sin.

Explanation
This verse proposes a very special explanation of pleasure and happiness and
attainment of wealth and other opulences, strictly connected with the concepts of
karma and reincarnation. The Sanskrit word karma is commonly used to mean
“action”, but also “reaction” and “connection between action and reaction”.
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These three are actually very strictly connected: according to the universal laws,
each action is followed by an equal and contrary reaction. This applies to the
movements of gross physical bodies in the environment but also to the subtler
facts and their consequences which may be observed after a very long time, or
under different forms. For example, if we consciously and unnecessarily kill
someone, sooner or later we will have to die a violent death to “pay” for our
karmic “debt”, the action we initiated and which must attain completion before
dissolution. It is not a punishment but a compensation, a re-balancing of the
cosmic energies that were disturbed by our non-harmonic actions.
Maybe the killer will be killed by the victim’s relatives or executed after a trial,
but he can also “get away with it” and then become a victim of an “accident” in
this lifetime or in the next. The purpose of the mechanism is teaching us how to
live in a proper way, because in order to deeply understand the meaning of a
violent death we have to go through exactly the same experience, and the
Supreme Witness who constantly resides within us guides us to our date with
“destiny” (usually, without out conscious knowledge) where we will learn that
particular lesson.
Now, just like in the “bank account” of karma there are debts to pay, we also
have credits to cash. Spiritual merits (puŠya) earned by executing good deeds,
charity and religious activities, are so many deposits on our account and will
mature in due time, even if we do not remember them. For this reason pleasures
and sufferings, compared here to credits and debits we daily find in our account,
have roots in good (puŠya) or evil (p€p€) activities we performed in the past.
Actually there is no injustice, nothing happens “by chance”: life and destiny
follow a scientific law of perfect justice which, once we understand it, will help
us get free from all ties and even to close the account once and for all.
How to close the karma account? First of all, we need to soberly accept all the
joys and sufferings which always come every day, without trying to solve our
problems by evil activities. We can certainly work to solve problems but we
should always remain within the boundaries of Dharma. When we are in deep
and troubled waters, the greatest danger is panicking and floundering about
without a clear vision of reality: this may prompt us to commit actions that are
actually against Dharma, thereby creating more negative reactions for the future.
Secondly, we must act in a detached way, out of duty, always doing what is
good and beneficial for ourselves and for others; in this way we will accumulate
merits which allow us to meet our daily karmic “expenditures” until the moment
we leave this body. Actually, as long as we have a material body we need to
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“spend”, i.e. to enjoy or consume a minimum amount of pleasure and benefits
which are necessary for our bodily and mental health. After the “rental period”
of this body is over, we can close our “karmic account” and be freed from its
responsibilities by simply renouncing our remaining accrued merits and offering
them for the benefit of others.
Karmic credits allow us to get wealth, beauty, intelligence, fortune, fame,
strength, health, self-control and so on. It is very important to note that karmic
credits we build today can also be cashed in this very life, as karma is simply
“action” and not necessarily “action from a previous birth”. By sincere work,
determination and intelligent efforts, and by avoiding making “new debts” we
can improve the situation of our “karmic account” even in a very short time.

EòºªÉ Bä·ÉªÉÇ¨ÉÂ?
kasya aivaryam?
Who is glorious and powerful?

ªÉ& ÊEò±É ¶ÉÆEò®Æú +É®úÉvÉªÉäiÉÂ ¦ÉCiªÉÉ*
yaƒ kila a‰karaˆ €r€dhayet bhakty€
Verily, one who worships Lord ®iva with devotion.

Explanation
Devotion for the Lord, practically demonstrated through different but genuine
forms of worship, constitutes the distinctive symptom of someone who has
intelligence, inner strength and a broad mind. By worshiping Lord ®iva with
devotion one can obtain all material and spiritual blessings needed to progress in
life and attain visible and invisible glory and power, as ®a‰kara Mah€deva is
autoa, very affectionate and benevolent in nature, easily pleased by a sincere
attitude.
šr€dhana means “worship” and includes performing ritual ceremonies, chanting
of mantras, glorifying, hearing the description of the Lord (including names,
qualities, l…l€, etc), meditating, offering one’s submission and prayers, and
accepting the remnants from the Lord’s offerings as pras€dam.
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Verse 46

EòÉä ´ÉvÉÇiÉä?
ko vardhate?
Who is growing?

Ê´ÉxÉÒiÉ&*
vin…taƒ
One who is humble.

EòÉä ´ÉÉ ½þÒªÉiÉä?
ko v€ h…yate?
Who is becoming diminished?

ªÉÉä où{iÉ&*
yo ptaƒ
One who is arrogant.

Explanation
We should be sad to see a person squandering his money without doing anything
good to rebuild his credits and we should be glad to see one who carefully
manages his money and works with sincerity and intelligence.
Similarly, one who has the proper vision can understand that a person who
behaves arrogantly, cruelly and foolishly, often bullying others, is quickly
burning up his karmic credits, while one who is humble, kind, friendly with all
living creatures is actually accumulating merits, thereby building a bright future
for himself.
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According to the law of gravity, going down is much easier than going up, but
the results are different. Arrogance brings to degradation even those who may
have attained elevated positions, while humility allows anyone to improve his
own position.

EòÉä xÉ |ÉiªÉäiÉ´ªÉ&?
ko na pratyetavyaƒ?
Who should not be trusted?

¥ÉÚiÉä ªÉ¶SÉ +xÉÞiÉÆ ¶É·ÉiÉÂ*
br™te ya ca antaˆ avat
Someone who is accustomed to tell lies.

Explanation
One who is accustomed to telling lies develops a kind of second nature, which
automatically brings him to distort truth for his own personal interests. How can
such a person be trusted? Some people and organizations build their entire
structures on lies, so even honest and sincere people who become associated
with them are contaminated by this impurity and thus should never be trusted.
The practice of truthfulness is therefore extremely important in dharmic life and
spiritual progress.

Verse 47

EÖòjÉ +xÉÞiÉä%Ê{É +{ÉÉ{É¨ÉÂ?
kutra ante ‘pi ap€pam?
In which case a lie is considered sinless?

ªÉSSÉÉäHÆò vÉ¨ÉÇ®úIÉÉlÉÇ¨ÉÂ*
yac coktaˆ dharma-rak€rtham
When it is uttered to protect Dharma.
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Explanation
Although truthfulness (satyam) is considered one of the most fundamental
principles of Dharma‚ it is necessary to deeply understand its nature and
constantly meditate on it. Truth is much greater than what we are normally able
to see, and has ample space for all beings, as all are His children. First and
foremost, Truth must be served in this positive attitude of service to Dharma
which is religion, justice, the eternal and constitutional nature of reality.
This verse expands the meaning of verses 20 and 22, and on the legal platform
can be compared to the distinction between the letter and the spirit of the law:
sometimes by trying to respect the letter of the law we may deeply betray its
spirit — so we need to be careful and give up foolish narrow-mindedness.

EòÉä vÉ¨ÉÇ& ?
ko dharma?
What is Dharma?

+Ê¦É¨ÉiÉÉä ªÉ& Ê¶É¹]õÉxÉÉÆ ÊxÉVÉEÖò±ÉÒxÉÉxÉÉ¨ÉÂ*
abhimato yaƒ i˜€n€ˆ nija-kul…n€n€m
What has been practiced by the noble elders of the family.

Explanation
This verse expands the explanation of verses 23, 27, 28, 38, by offering a
practical example of how Dharma was applied in different situations by the
noble elders who came before us. In fact, it is much easier to understand the
spirit of the law by observing its applications in different circumstances, instead
of just enunciating its rules without connecting them with life itself. This is why
Vedic knowledge has been compiled also in the form of stories as in the
Pur€Šas and Itihasas, and the l…l€ of divine manifestations are rich in various
situations and display a great range of choices.
Abhimata means “respected”, in the sense that good and noble-principled people
act by practicing the teachings of spiritual path while respecting the spirit of
divine law. In order to really understand what Dharma is we must observe the
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minimum common denominator in a great number of actions apparently
different from each other, sometimes even appearing as opposite.
®i˜a indicates that the good actions of those who came before us constitute their
real legacy and heritage and their perennial contribution to civilization and to the
noble traditions of the human family. Indeed, if we consider the Supreme Lord
as the Father of all living entities, the whole universe is our family and the
greatest and noblest persons in all human kind are our ancestors, the noble and
good elders of our family whom we must respect and honor by defending and
applying their principles.

Verse 48

ºÉÉvÉÖ¤É±ÉÆ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
s€dhu-balaˆ kim?
What is the strength of a good and saintly person?

nèù´É¨ÉÂ*
devam
God

Eò& ºÉÉvÉÖ&?
kaƒ s€dhu?
Who is a good and saintly person?

ºÉ´ÉÇnùÉ iÉÖ¹]õ&*
sarvad€ tu˜aƒ
One who is always satisfied.
Explanation
A s€dhu, a good and saintly person, who exemplifies by his life the application
of Dharma finds his strength in God at the divine level, without giving much
importance to what is temporary and fallible — physical strength, economical
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strength, the power of intellect, the strength of family and society, the power of
fame and reputation.
A s€dhu is not characterized by a specific dress, title, or religious affiliation. All
these are just externals that sometimes can help and sometimes even obstruct
spiritual progress.
We should be very careful to understand the meaning of the word deva in
Sanskrit language and in the Vedic sense: the concept of “Godhead” is much
more than the limited concept of Abrahamic religions. Bh€gavata Pur€Ša
(1.2.11) explains: vadanti tat tattva-vidas tattvaˆ yaj jñ€nam advayam,
brahmeti param€tmeti bhagav€n iti abdyate, “Those who know the Truth have
described Reality as a non-dualistic knowledge and substance, defined as
Brahman, Param€tm€ and Bhagav€n.”
The personal aspect of God is also present in Vedic knowledge, but it is not
limited by sectarian views or by material restrictions. Without understanding
and realizing Brahman and Param€tm€, our understanding of Bhagav€n is bound
to be very defective and distorted. Particularly, so-called exclusive devotion to
one particular form of Bhagav€n that entails an offensive attitude towards the
other forms of Bhagav€n, Param€tm€ or Brahman, is defined as a “useless
disturbance to human society” as it creates hostility and ignorance in the name
of religion and spirituality.
One who always depends on God is always satisfied and has nothing to worry
about, because he knows that everything happens for a higher purpose and has
already found satisfaction in the self (€tm€r€ma). Bhagavad-g…t€ (18.66)
teaches: sarva-dharm€n parityajya m€m ekaˆ araŠaˆ vraja, ahaˆ tv€m
sarva-p€pebhyo mokayiy€mi m€ ucaƒ, “Do not worry about temporary and
limited dharmas of material level, but surrender unto Me only and do not fear
anything, because I will protect you.”
One who reached the level of spiritual realization, the Brahman level, has
nothing to worry or to hanker about, but is always benevolent towards all beings
and worships the Supreme Lord with devotion: brahma-bh™taƒ prasann€tm€ na
ocati na k€‰kati, samaƒ sarveu bh™teu mad-bhaktiˆ labhate param (G…t€
18.54).

nèù´ÉÆ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
devaˆ kim?
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What is Godhead?

ªÉiºÉÖEÞòiÉ¨ÉÂ*
kaƒ suktam
Good action.

Eò& ºÉÖEÞòiÉÒ?
kaƒ sukt…?
Who is the performer of good actions?

¶±ÉÉvªÉiÉä SÉ ªÉ& ºÉnÂÎù¦É&*
l€dhyate ca yaƒ sadbhiƒ
One who is praised by good people.

Explanation
Contact with Godhead is attained through good and auspicious actions. It is not
sufficient to profess belonging to a certain faith and then act in a cruel or
ignorant way: good and auspicious action is crucial to attain the divine platform
(brahma-bh™ta). In fact, someone who claims a high religious or spiritual
position and actually performs evil actions is the greatest cheater and rascal.
Such cheaters and rascals are praised by bad and ignorant people, and so they
like to surround themselves with this kind of persons, while they cannot tolerate
being questioned about their evil actions. They cannot even tolerate to see that
others are obtaining success through dharmic means.
G…t€ (16.15) explains that deluded demoniac people actually perform sacrifices
and give charity in order to advertise themselves and feel great and powerful
above all others: €hyo ‘bhijanav€n asmi ko ‘nyo ‘sti sado may€, yakye
d€sy€mi modiya, ity ajñ€na-vimohit€ƒ, “The fool, deluded by ignorance,
thinks: There is none as powerful as me. I am supported by important people
like nobody else. I will celebrate sacrifices and give charity for my own pleasure
and profit.”
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So the difference between the “good actions” or even “religious actions”
performed by demoniac people and those performed by people of divine
qualities is the motivation — a good motivation is praised by good people. A
person who has a good motivation in performing good actions is not disturbed
by seeing that others also perform good actions and obtain the praise of good
people and is actually happy to see the success of others.
What are the good and auspicious actions on the divine platform? The best way
to understand the spirit of the law is to observe its practical application by good
and saintly people and listen to their explanations; this can be done by keeping
their company and acting under their guidance.

Verse 49

MÉÞ½þ¨ÉäÊvÉxÉ¶SÉ Ê¨ÉjÉÆ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
gha-medhina ca mitraˆ kim?
Who is the real friend of a family man?

¦ÉÉªÉÉÇ*
bhary€
His wife.

Explanation
Already in previous verses we had seen the importance of good human
relationships on the path of progress, and this verse explains very well what the
intimate relationship between husband and wife should be. The entire society is
built on this spirit, as family is the building block of the whole social fabric,
fundamentally the same all over the world.
A gha-medhi is “one who uses his intelligence for the benefit of home and
family”, or in other words, a married man who must provide for the maintenance
and protection of other people in his care.
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Without the friendship, affection and cooperation of his wife, a man cannot live
happily at home and perform all his material and spiritual duties. The concept of
friendship implies an equal level relationship, based on mutual respect and
confidence, where each of the two partners can fully rely on the other.
The tendency to keep one’s wife in submission and domination, deny her what is
necessary for her overall health and happiness (physically, mentally and
spiritually), mistreat her and get pleasure by humiliating her is a demoniac
tendency that brings about great social evils besides serious personal problems
in this life and in the next.

EòÉä MÉÞ½þÒ SÉ?
ko gh… ca?
Who is a family man?

ªÉÉä ªÉVÉiÉä*
yo yajate
One who celebrates sacrifices.

Explanation
One who lives at home (gh…) is considered a family man, different from
sanny€s…s who have no home and brahmac€r…s who live in the house of their
Preceptor to serve him and learn from him. In the Vedic system there are four
stages (€ramas) in the life of each civilized and progressive man:
1. brahm€carya, a period of study and discipline at the house of the Preceptor,
where the boy learns how to control his senses and behave in a selfless,
responsible and serious way,
2. ghastha, a period of family and society life when the young man gives his
contribution to society and fulfills his own desires and personal development,
3. vanaprastha, a period when a mature man becomes able to completely
dedicate to spiritual life by retiring in some holy and quiet place (such as a forest
or pilgrimage places) to perform austerities and elevate his consciousness as
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much as possible in preparation to death, because his children are fully grown
and capable to take charge of home and business,
4. sanny€sa, where the old man has finally overcome all attachments and
material needs and renounces all comforts, pleasures and safety in order to
operate within society without depending on it. In the position of a sanny€s… a
traveling spiritual Preceptor can affirm moral and spiritual truth without any
fear, as he cannot be blackmailed by materialists.
Considering the remarkable austerities and strict discipline of the other three €
ramas, many people think that family life is exclusively meant for sense
pleasures, cultivation of pride and possession, social prestige and entertainment
based on material identification. This verse, however, clarifies that such an idea
is totally wrong. A family man has the duty to perform sacrifices for the benefit
of the whole society, otherwise he is no better than an animal.
Even dogs have families and society, but their lives are centered merely on
personal welfare and on the welfare of family and restricted clan or social group.
In a canine society there are continuous fights and quarrels, often cruel and
merciless, to establish the supremacy of the clan, community or nation over
other groups. The clan members who do not accept to submit to the strongest
individuals are cruelly punished and ostracized, while those who are “different”
are persecuted by all. When a new dog enters the clan’s territory, the local clan
members rally against him. In a canine society, dog eats dog.
In a civilized human society, however, the life style should be different, based
on material and spiritual progress, on cooperation among different groups, just
like the different parts of the cosmic body (Vira˜a R™pa) described in the Vedas,
who naturally cooperate with each other. Just like each social group takes care
of a specific function and must be respected for the important work it performs
for the benefit of the whole, similarly the members of the various €ramas have
different duties for the benefit of the whole social body. If a family man did not
perform sacrifices for the benefit of the whole society, the other three €ramas
would not be able to concentrate on spiritual progress, which is essential in a
civilized society. What is a sacrifice? The word sacrifice means “an act which
makes something sacred”. The following question and answer will clarify this
concept.

EòÉä ªÉYÉ&?
ko yajña?
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What is a sacrifice?

ªÉ& ¸ÉÖiªÉÉ Ê´ÉÊ½þiÉ& ¸ÉäªÉºEò®úÉä xÉÞhÉÉ¨ÉÂ*
yaƒ ruty€ vihitaƒ reyas karo nn€m
What is prescribed by Scriptures and brings real benefit to people.

Explanation
Prescribed activities constitute a duty, and therefore performing one’s duty in a
faithful spirit for the satisfaction of God is a “sacrifice” which “makes sacred”
the life of the family man, who is engaged in the maintenance of his family. A
married man should however have a broader vision of the concept of family,
which should comprise all the members of the human race (nn€m), who are
members of the same family as children of the Lord. Nara indicates all human
beings.
Bh€gavata Pur€Ša (1.2.13) explains, ataƒ pumbhir dvija-re˜h€ varŠ€ramavibh€gaaƒ, sv-anu˜hitasya dharmasya saˆsiddhir hari-toan€m, “The highest
perfection that one can achieve by performing one’s duties according to social
position and order of life is to please Hari”, and ViŠu Pur€Ša (3.8.8) adds:
varŠ€ram€c€ra-vata purueŠa paraƒ pum€n, viŠur €r€dhyate panth€ n€nyat
tat-toa-k€raŠam, “The proper performance of one’s duties within the system of
varŠas and €ramas is meant for the service and satisfaction of ®r… ViŠu.”
Thus, if one neglects or disrespects the instructions of ViŠu and His
representative, the genuine Guru, and/or neglects to bring real benefit to the
living entities, who are the children of ViŠu, one’s sacrifices are worse than
useless. By executing activities that bring benefit to the people in general, a
married man justifies and sanctifies his own life and work, and gives a crucial
contribution to society. We must make sure that such sacred and beneficial
activities are confirmed by bona fide scriptures (ruti), because frequently even
well-meant actions for the benefit of people may bring about disastrous results
when they are performed in ignorance or passion.
Actually, authoritative scriptures always recommend what is beneficial for all
and pleases the Supreme Lord (also called Yajña, “the Lord of Sacrifice”) who
is the father and the friend of everyone. G…t€ (5.29) connects the practice of
yajña with the attainment of peace: bhokt€raˆ yajña-tapas€ˆ sarva-loka
mahevaram, suhdam sarva-bh™t€n€ˆ jñ€tv€ m€ˆ €ntim cchati, “Peace is
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attained by one who knows God as the beneficiary of all sacrifices and
austerities, the owner of all worlds and the most intimate friend of all living
entities.”

Verse 50

EòºªÉ ÊGòªÉÉ ºÉ¡ò±ÉÉ?
kasya kriy€ saphal€?
Whose actions give fruit?

ªÉ& {ÉÖxÉ& +ÉSÉÉ®ú´ÉÉxÉÂ Ê¶É¹]õ&*
yaƒ punaƒ €c€rav€n i˜aƒ
The actions of a learned one who always behaves properly.
Explanation
By expanding the meaning of the actions suggested in the previous verse, this
verse stresses the importance of wise and conscious action, based on moral and
religious principles, on knowledge and desire to benefit all creatures, which is
the foundation of Vedic teachings (viva kaly€na). Those who want to make
good use of their resources and energies by acting in a proper and fruitful way
must always behave with justice and virtue, always examining their own
projects in the light of proper knowledge.

Eò& Ê¶É¹]õ&?
kaƒ i˜aƒ?
Who is learned?

ªÉÉä ´Éänù|É¨ÉÉhÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ*
yo veda pram€Šavan
One who respects the Vedas and accepts their authority.
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Explanation
The word Veda exactly means “knowledge”. Vedic scriptures were revealed to
humankind to help them in performing their duties, and they contain all
necessary knowledge to properly activate society and guarantee spiritual
progress to all individuals.
The authority of the Vedas (€stra-pram€Ša) is on a superior level than
temporary authority because it derives from a source which is not subject to the
limitations of conditioned souls (apaurueya); those who accept it are in a better
position because they can avail a greater body of knowledge and wisdom, which
would be otherwise impossible to attain.
Regarding the duties within society, Vedic knowledge is summarized in G…t€
(4.13): c€tur-varŠyaˆ may€ s˜aˆ guŠa-karma vibh€gaaƒ, “The four
categories of human society were created directly by God according to inherent
qualities and tendencies of the individuals.”
Each particular position in society has specific duties connected with the natural
qualities and tendencies of the person who occupies that position. In degraded
societies people tend to avoid duties and occupy positions that seem to offer
more rights than duties, even changing their social position when they see some
better opportunity for personal profit.

EòÉä ½þiÉ&?
ko hataƒ?
Who is killed?

ÊGòªÉÉ§É¹]õ&*
kriy€ bhra˜aƒ
One who is fallen from the practice of his duties.

Explanation
It is impossible to overestimate the importance of the execution of one’s duty in
the light of knowledge and benefit for human society: the purpose of life
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consists in acting for one’s own and others’ benefit, therefore those who give up
the practice of their duties are living uselessly and should already be considered
as good as dead. A life which is simply dedicated to one’s own sense
gratification, selfishness, laziness and vanity is no better than death.
The importance of duties in one’s social position is here stressed to the extreme:
failing to execute one’s duties equals to death.
Br€hmaŠas have the duty to remain detached from material power and
possessions, to patiently teach Dharma to all people, to celebrate rituals for all
the other members of society, and to lead an exemplary life based on the
qualities and activities that characterize their position.
G…t€ (18.42) lists them: amo damas tapaƒ aucaˆ k€ntir €rjavam eva ca,
jñ€naˆ vijñ€nam €stikyaˆ brahma-karma-svabh€va-jam, “A br€hmaŠa
naturally exhibits the qualities of peacefulness, self-control, austerity, purity,
tolerance, honesty, knowledge and wisdom based on Vedic authority.”
People who do not engage in such duties and do not possess such qualities are
simply fallen and do not deserve the respect due to a br€hmaŠa.
Katriyas have different natural qualities and tendencies, and therefore different
duties, mostly pertaining to the protection of the prajas: auryaˆ tejo dhtir
d€kyaˆ yuddhe c€py apal€yanam, d€nam …var-bh€va ca k€traˆ karmasvabh€va-jam, “The natural qualities of a katriya are heroism, a powerful
personality, determination, resourcefulness, courage in battle, generosity, and
leadership.” (G…t€ 18.43).
A person who does not show these qualities in practice is not a katriya but an
impostor and usurper, or the impotent descendent of illustrious forefathers.
Vaiyas and ™dras have less duties (G…t€ 18.44): ki-go-rakya-v€Šijyaˆ
vaiya-karma svabh€va-jam, paricay€tmakaˆ karma ™drasy€pi svabh€va-jam,
“The qualities and duties of a vaiya are the cultivation of the land, the
protection of the cattle, and trade.
The qualities and duties of a ™dra are simply assisting the others.” These social
positions are thus easier to maintain even without making particular efforts to
qualify oneself or make personal sacrifices. Therefore it is said that in the age of
Kali everyone is born a ™dra, because without a strenuous effort and a proper
training it is almost impossible to become genuine br€hmaŠas, katriyas or even
vaiyas.
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Verse 51

EòÉä vÉxªÉ&?
ko dhanyaƒ?
Who is wealthy?

ºÉzªÉÉºÉÒ*
sanny€s…
One who is renounced.

Explanation
This answer clarifies the real significance of wealth. After discussing about
money and wealth in many verses, now Pranottara Ratna M€lik€ clearly states
a truth which could seem absurd at first sight: how can a renunciate be wealthy?
In Kali-yuga we see many so-called sanny€s…s who accumulate personal money
and live in luxury and material power, but this is not the meaning of our verse.
The real significance of this verse is that one who is detached from sense
gratification and material power, who is content with basic necessities of life, is
always happy and does not need anything, because he already has everything he
wants.
One of the most important topics of Bhagavad g…t€ is precisely the clarification
of the difficult concept of sanny€sa, that can be easily misunderstood by
misinformed people. KŠa explains, k€my€n€ˆ karmaŠ€ˆ ny€saˆ sanny€saˆ
kavayo viduƒ, sarva-karma-phala-ty€gaˆ pr€hus ty€gaˆ vicakaŠ€ƒ, “Actual
renunciation or sanny€sa consists in giving up the desire for selfish activities. In
fact, one should renounce the fruits of all activities: this is defined as
renunciation.” (18.2).
However, those actions that are prescribed in the scriptures and performed for
the real benefit of the people (yajña, or sacrifice), the distribution of necessities
for life to deserving people (d€na), and the hard work in the service of God
(tapas) should never be given up (G…t€ 18.5): yajña-d€na-tapaƒ karma na
ty€jyaˆ k€ryam eva tat, yajño d€naˆ tapa caiva p€van€ni man…iŠ€m.
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Prescribed duties should never be renounced. If, by illusion, one gives up his
prescribed duties, such renunciation is said to be in the mode of ignorance.
Similarly, anyone who gives up prescribed duties as troublesome, or out of fear,
is said to be in the mode of passion and such renunciation will not give
permanent fruits. (G…t€ 18.7-8: niyatasya tu sanny€saƒ karmaŠo nopapadyate
moh€t tasya parity€gas t€masaƒ parik…rtitaƒ; duƒkham ity eva yat karma k€yaklea-bhay€t tyajet, sa ktv€ r€jasaˆ ty€gaˆ naiva ty€ga-phalaˆ labhet).
Some men take up the position of sanny€sa in order to live as a parasite of the
society without actually working, to automatically get respect, service and
special material facilities from the general mass of people, to become free from
family responsibilities or to acquire power in a religious institution: such
renunciation never brings the real fruits of sanny€sa. On the contrary, it only
brings sufferings to everyone and will certainly end in a disastrous downfall in
the future.

EòÉä ¨ÉÉxªÉ&?
ko m€nyaƒ?
Who should be honored?

{ÉÎhb÷iÉ& ºÉÉvÉÖ&*
paŠitaƒ s€dhuƒ
One who is learned, wise and good.

EòººÉä´ªÉ&?
kas sevyaƒ?
Who should be served and worshipped?

ªÉÉä nùÉiÉÉ*
yo d€t€
One who gives liberally.
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Explanation
A learned, wise and good person is honored by civilized human beings: teaching
this principle to people is essential in order to maintain social order and
individual and collective progress. Even more than generic respect (m€na),
society should worship and serve (seva) those well-wishers who do not simply
behave properly and honestly in their own lives, but actively work for the
benefit and progress of others.

EòÉä nùÉiÉÉ?
ko d€t€?
Who gives liberally?

ªÉÉä +ÌlÉiÉÞÏ{iÉ +ÉiÉxÉÖiÉä*
yo arthi-tptiˆ €tanute
One who satisfies the needy.

Explanation
In order to give real satisfaction to the needy we must follow some basic points:
1. choosing people who are in real need and worthy of receiving charity,
2. giving with a respectful attitude and kind words,
3. offering the gift without expecting or desiring anything in return.
One who follows these principles, already explained very clearly in previous
verses, is able to satisfy the recipient of his charity, otherwise there will be
negative and dangerous feelings and results.
Among all forms of charity, the gift of knowledge is certainly the greatest,
because a person who gets real knowledge becomes able to find satisfaction in
the self and act for the benefit of oneself and others, which gives the maximum
possible satisfaction.
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Verse 52

ËEò ¦ÉÉMªÉÆ näù½þ´ÉiÉÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ bhagyaˆ deha-vat€m?
What is fortune for one who has a body?

+É®úÉäMªÉ¨ÉÂ*
€rogyam
Freedom from disease.

Explanation
For all those who live in a material body (deha) freedom from disease (roga) is
the greatest asset, because a diseased person is not able to properly perform his
duties, to enjoy normal pleasures in life or to progress in spiritual life, because
he is always concentrated on his own sufferings. Therefore the greatest charity
on the material platform consists in helping people to maintain their health and
to be cured from diseases — with proper medicines, proper diet and good life
habits. This all comes from knowledge, as knowledge empowers people to take
care of themselves properly.

Eò& ¡ò±ÉÒ?
kaƒ phal…?
Who obtains the result of his efforts?

EÞòÊ¹ÉEÞòiÉÂ*
ki-kt
One who tills the land.
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Explanation
When we cultivate the land, we easily obtain the result of our efforts because
Earth is a generous and benevolent mother. Agriculture has a primary
importance in the maintenance of society, because all living entities must subsist
on the produce of the land: any other product of human labor is an extra asset,
which can improve the quality of life but cannot sustain it in the most basic
needs.
From cultivation of soil — paddy fields, forests, etc. — we can obtain whatever
is necessary in human society: foods of all kinds, good medicines, building
materials, fuel, detergents, cloth fibers, paper for books and innumerable other
valuable things for all aspects of life. This answer also has another, more
profound meaning: whatever we want to obtain, must be carefully cultivated and
tended just like a good farmer takes care of his crops. The soil of any enterprise
(material or spiritual) must be tilled with our hard labor, cleaned from stones and
weeds, fertilized and protected. Good seeds must be planted and watered
regularly, then the growing crop must be protected from disease, pests and other
problems. In this way, with constant work, patience and enthusiasm, faith and
determination, any work will give fruits.

EòºªÉ xÉ {ÉÉ{É¨ÉÂ?
kasya na p€pam?
Who is free from sin?

VÉ{ÉiÉ&*
japataƒ
One who chants the sacred syllables

Explanation
Japa literally means “chanting” a prayer, a mantra, or divine names. The
practice of japa constitutes the easiest and most powerful form of meditation
and worship, especially in the age of Kali, in which we presently live.
Bhagavad-g…t€ (10.25) clearly states that among sacrifices, the chanting of japa
is the best: yajñ€n€ˆ japa-yajño ‘smi.
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This is because it can be performed in any place at any time, by anyone, and it
has immediate and sure effects. The sacred syllables, the Holy Names, to be
chanted on japa-mala are spiritual sounds, abda-brahman, not comparable to
common sounds. There are many mantras or mah€-mantras recommended for
japa chanting by different spiritual schools, but all must be confirmed by the
scriptures in order to have an effective value.
The power of the Holy Names is so great that it destroys all sins and defects.
Bh€gavata Pur€Ša (3.337) teaches: aho bata va-paco ‘to gar…y€n yaj-jihv€gre
vartate n€ma tubhyam, tepus tapas te juhuvuƒ sasnur €ry€ brahm€Š™cur n€ma
gŠanti ye te, “O Lord, those who chant Your Holy Names are the real
br€hmaŠas and €ryas, even if they were born in families of dog-eaters.
The simple fact that they are able to keep the Holy Name on their tongues
demonstrates that they have already practiced all austerities prescribed in Vedic
scriptures, performed the prescribed sacrifices and took bath in the holy t…rthas.”
It is a fact that a non-purified person is unable to actually chant the Holy Names
of the Lord and in fact he is quite averse to their pronunciation.

Eò& {ÉÚhÉÇ&?
kaƒ p™rŠaƒ?
Who is a complete person?

ªÉ& |ÉVÉÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ ºªÉÉiÉÂ*
yaƒ praj€v€n sy€t
One who has a progeny.

Explanation
Human life goes through the four stages of €ramas because psychologically
and biologically a human being is meant to fulfill his basic material duties. From
the viewpoint of family tradition, one who was born in a family automatically
contracts a debt with his own parents and ancestors, who expect from him an
active life of work for the continuation and protection of the family’s traditions
of progress and noble principles. When one has a child, he can pass on to the
new member of the family the responsibility to continue such a tradition, and
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when the child is grown up and able to perform his duties, the father can retire
without any worry from social and family life and totally dedicate himself to
spiritual progress and detachment from material ties.
From the psychological viewpoint, a man who has not gone through the family
stage of life may have learnt the discipline of sense control as a brahmac€r…, but
he usually lacks the experience of responsibility and duty, which are learned and
practiced when one is in charge of a family.
For this reason, a man who has a progeny and properly takes care of them is able
to develop his inner growth in a way which is generally impossible for life
celibates. However, it is possible for some extraordinary persons, having special
character and qualities, to develop such qualities of responsibility, compassion,
affection and care for other living beings without going through the family
experience: such nai˜ika brahmac€r…s are already on that level and they are able
to perfectly serve the whole society — which constitutes their real family — by
renouncing sense gratification and by utilizing all their energies for spiritual
progress for themselves and others. The next verse will clearly explain this
concept.
The word praja also refers to the subjects of a King and include animals and all
the living entities who were born on the land protected by the King.

Verse 53

ËEò nÖù¹Eò®Æú xÉ®úÉhÉÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ dukaraˆ nar€Šam?
What is difficult for human beings?

ªÉxÉÂ¨ÉxÉºÉÉä ÊxÉOÉ½þ& ºÉiÉiÉ¨ÉÂ*
yan manaso nigrahaƒ satatam
Constant control of their minds.
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Explanation
To attain constant control of the mind is very difficult, as stated in Bhagavad-g…
t€: cañcalaˆ hi manaƒ kŠa pram€thi balavad dham, tasy€ham nigraham
manye v€yor iva su-dukaram (6.34). However, it is not impossible‚ if we
sincerely try with constant practice and detachment: asaˆayaˆ mah€baho
mano durnigrahaˆ calam, abhy€sena tu kaunteya vair€gyeŠa ca ghayte (6.35).
The practice of yoga is aimed at controlling the mind through constant practice
and detachment, to make it work in a beneficial and positive way for the benefit
of oneself and others. Thus our mind can become our greatest friend instead of
our greatest enemy and tyrant.
There are eight stages of yoga, eight steps on which the practitioner must stand
to gradually attain the final goal: y€ma (control of senses and activities), niy€ma
(abstaining from negative activities and reforming bad qualities), €sana
(controlling one’s body by sitting postures), pran€yama (controlling emotional
and energetic levels through breathing), pratyahara (detaching one’s senses
from the sense objects), dh€rana
(meditation exercises to keep the
concentration of thought), dhyana (active meditation and conscious thought
connections) and sam€dhi (constant control of mind through meditation).
There are different kinds of yoga, all arranged on the same mechanism: ha˜hayoga, kriya-yoga, jñ€na-yoga, buddhi-yoga, karma-yoga, bhakti-yoga and so on.
In all of them, the preliminary stages must be followed in order to develop
awareness, and all stages lead the practitioner to the constant, enlightened
awareness, where mind control happens naturally and spontaneously.

EòÉä ¥ÉÀSÉªÉÇ´ÉÉxÉÂ ºªÉÉiÉÂ?
ko brahmacaryav€n sy€t?
Who is a brahmac€r…?

ªÉ¶SÉ +ºJÉÊ±ÉiÉ >ðv´É®äúiÉºEò&*
ya ca askhalita ™dhvaretaskaƒ
One who has sublimated his own life energy instead of wasting it.
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Explanation
To expand the meaning of the previous verses on family duties and the position
of a married man, this verse illustrates the definition of a brahmac€r…, one who
chooses to abstain from family life and from any sexual relationship in order to
dedicate all his energies to work for the pursuit of spiritual knowledge.
The words brahma ac€ri mean “one who acts for/as Brahman, on the spiritual
level”, and indicate a person who lives on the level of brahma-bh™ta, where
there are no dualities like male and female, young and old, fat and thin, tall or
short, beautiful or ugly, and so on — where all living entities are seen equally as
spirit, distinct from the material forms they wear in a specific moment in time.
One who has such a vision is naturally free from sexual needs, because he is a
liberated soul (j…van-mukta) who lives at a higher level.
It is extremely important to distinguish between real brahmac€r…s (those who
are at a higher level of spiritual awareness) and those who are simply unmarried
bachelors for various reasons — like social pressure, inability to maintain a
family, lack of favorable occasions and so on.
When they actually abstain from sex relationships due to circumstances, but they
are not maturely detached from material identifications and desires, these men
tend to become like pressure cookers without a safety valve and constantly
suffer from various mental and physical problems.
Even when sperm is not released it keeps being produced by the body and
accumulating; the accumulated sperm produces a pressure not only on the
genitals, but on the other vital organs as well — stomach, heart and brain.
When such pressure is not properly channeled by yoga, it can cause damage and
even madness.
The word ™rdhvareta is particularly significant in this respect, and in order to
understand it properly it is necessary to explain some basic concepts of yoga.
Sperm is just a physical manifestation of life energy.
Energy contained in the body (also called pr€Ša) constantly flows allowing us to
execute various activities in daily life and gives us health and stamina.
Through the practice of yoga, the s€dhaka uses this life energy to raise the
kuŠalini upwards through the various cakras of the subtle body and thus
elevates his consciousness.
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Without energy we cannot do anything, not even maintaining life in our body,
but the energy current flows in different ways in various people according to the
development of their awareness and the opening of the cakras.
When cakras are closed or blocked by material contamination and ignorance,
life energy circulates especially in the lower parts of the body and mainly
manifests as sex energy. As we have already mentioned, if it is not “discharged”,
such energy presses against the various organs, without giving benefits.
When raised with higher consciousness through higher cakras, this same energy
opens and purifies them manifesting other higher activities, which are more
beneficial for the body and psyche.
The opening of cakras is not a cheap business, rather it is comparable to a
delicate surgical operation by the concentrated energy of the kuŠalini,which
acts like a laser. In the hands of an incompetent and foolish person, a laser cutter
can cause enormous damage, so will energy directed or managed in the wrong
way because of ignorance or mistaken ideas.

Verse 54

EòÉ SÉ {É®únäù´ÉiÉÉ =HòÉ?
k€ ca para-devat€ ukt€?
Who is known as the supreme goddess?

ÊSÉSUôÊHò&*
cic chaktiƒ
The power of consciousness.
Explanation
KuŠalini is another name for the Mother Goddess, also called ®akti.
Among all gods who rule the universe and can grant blessings, the Mother
Goddess of consciousness or awareness is the greatest and most wonderful
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power. Without the power of the Cit ®akti, no one among the gods, the human
beings, the demoniac beings, the animals and the plants would be able to prosper
or even just to survive, therefore Awareness is the mother of all beings. ®akti is
the inseparable nature of God.
This divine awareness and consciousness is so powerful that she can elevate any
being to her own level and engage them in purely spiritual activities. This Cit
®akti manifests in various forms, according to the numerous characteristics She
possesses, but she is always spiritual and transcendental, causing creation,
maintenance and destruction of the material world, and the eternal existence of
the spiritual world.

EòÉä VÉMÉnÂ¦ÉiÉÉÇ?
ko jagad-bhart€?
Who is the maintainer of the world?

ºÉÚªÉÇ&*
suryaƒ
The sun.

Explanation
The sun, visible and powerful manifestation of the Supreme Lord, is the support
of the whole universe because from its power and splendor all the planets and
life forms are created. Each and every type of energy in the universe is simply a
transformation of solar energy, which makes animals, plants and minerals grow
and store energy through chemical and biological processes. The famous Vedic
mantra G€yatr… is a meditation on the sun’s power as a manifestation of the
Lord, and by regularly reciting it we can purify our awareness and acquire a
great spiritual potency.
G€yatr… is also another name or form of the Mother Goddess.

ºÉ´Éæ¹ÉÉÆ EòÉä VÉÒ´ÉxÉ½äþiÉÖ&?
sarve€ˆ ko jivana-hetuƒ?
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What is the source of support for all living entities?

ºÉ {ÉVÉÇxªÉ&*
sa parjanyaƒ
Rain.

Explanation
The sun evaporates water from the sea and other reservoirs and collects it in
clouds, then with proper changes of temperature it makes it fall as rain. Without
rain the land remains dry and cannot produce food for the living entities — that
food which is the maintenance and life for all.
This verse establishes the importance of nature and environment balance and
health for the true progress of society. Where water is polluted and rain is turned
to acid by industrial fumes, when touching the land it causes death and
destruction instead of bringing life and prosperity.
The proper quantity of rain is also a blessing from the celestial beings, as
confirmed in Bhagavad-g…t€ (ann€d bhavanti bh™t€ni parjany€d annasambhavaƒ, yajñ€d bhavati parjanyo yajñaƒ karma-samudbhavaƒ, 3.14), and is
favored by the performance of auspicious activities, beneficial for all beings.
The responsibility for the proper performance of auspicious activities and hence
of a proper rainfall lies with the br€hmaŠas and katriyas. When the land suffers
from drought or scarcity of water, br€hmaŠas and katriyas need to examine
their standards in the performance of their duties, correct their mistakes and
faults, and atone for their failure in protecting society.
Similarly, impious and destructive activities performed by demoniac beings
bring suffering and chaos even in climate and rain distribution, because they
alter the natural order of things.
Bhagavad-g…t€ (16.8-9) explains: asatyam aprati˜haˆ te jagad €hur an…
varam, aparaspara-sambh™taˆ kim anyat k€ma-haitukam; et€ˆ d˜im
ava˜abhya na˜€tm€no ‘lpa-buddhayaƒ, prabhavanti ugra-karm€Šaƒ kay€ya
jagato ‘hit€ƒ, “demoniac people sustain that the world has no other purpose or
sense besides mere pleasure and lust, therefore they are confused about the real
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purpose of their existence, and because of ignorance of reality they constantly
engage in terrible and destructive work.”
Those who use the world as a garbage dump or a quarry without caring for the
benefit of all creatures create untold damages like the destruction of forests and
environmental balance. These imbalances include the destruction of the ozone
layer, with terrible climatic consequences such as global warming and climatic
changes on the whole planet, including cyclones, floods and drought, the
melting of glaciers and ice caps at the poles and the consequent rising of the
levels of the oceans.
The worst situation for the planet and for human society is when demoniac
people take up the positions of br€hmaŠas and katriyas and control society for
their own materialistic and demoniac purposes.

Verse 55

EòÉä ¶ÉÚ®ú&
ko ™raƒ?
Who is a real hero?

ªÉÉä ¦ÉÒiÉjÉÉiÉÉ*
yo bh…ta-tr€t€
He who protects those who are afraid.

Explanation
Previously the same question was already asked twice, in verses 7 and 32; the
answer was “one who is not confused by lust and remains steady in the
execution of his duties.” Here the explanation is considerably expanded by
introducing a clarification on what is expected from a hero: protection of those
who are afraid. One who has succumbed to lust and greed gives no consideration
to others’ fear and suffering and is only interested in satisfying himself. Such a
person deserves nothing else but pity for his weakness and cowardice.
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A real hero is not a daredevil dedicated to destruction and massacres or to some
imperialistic world conquest, but one who fights only to protect the good people,
the weak and the innocent, to destroy the evil-doers and to uphold the principles
of religion. Thus, a real katriya King is a direct representative of God for his
subjects. However, one should not confuse this idea with the theocratic
government that impose a particular sectarian view of religion through material
enforcement and persecute good people who worship God in a different way
within the purview of the genuine universal principles of Dharma.
A katriya King cannot enforce sectarian ideologies or a particular “religion” —
rather he protects the universal principles of religion that are valid for all groups
of religionists and spiritualists: truthfulness, compassion, cleanliness and selfdiscipline. Religious discipline can never be enforced by a government, because
that is the job of br€hmaŠas, who have no material power in society other than
the power of freely offering knowledge. The only way in which br€hmaŠas can
fight defective philosophical and theological conclusion is through a public
philosophical debate and the publication of literature. Besides, br€hmaŠas can
never instruct katriyas to enforce philosophical or theological conclusions
through laws and persecute dissidents.
In Vedic civilization there is no such a thing as aggressive wars of conquest
based on imperialistic principles, religious conversion or economical
domination, or even persecution of dissident intellectuals and philosophers or
“heretics”. The best protection of society is based on a program which enables
people to protect themselves by developing reason and intelligence, already
defined as the real strength in verse 42, and divine consciousness defined as
“strength of good people” in verse 48. Such a program is defined in the next
verse.
The association of this verse with the previous verse indicates a strong
responsibility of the King in the protection of the prajas also in relationship with
the proper amount and timing of rains and the other climatic conditions. When
Dharma is properly protected and cultivated in a kingdom, the prajas do not
suffer from natural calamities.

jÉÉiÉÉ SÉ Eò&?
tr€ta ca kaƒ?
Who can give real protection?
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ºÉ MÉÖ¯û&*
sa guruƒ
The Preceptor

Explanation
The King has the duty to protect the prajas, but the Preceptor has a greater duty
because knowledge can actually enable people to protect themselves and the
entire society. By properly teaching Dharma and its applications and by
inspiring people with his personal life example, a genuine Guru can actually
save society both materially and spiritually: in fact we should always remember
that all material circumstances have their roots at the spiritual level.
A spiritual Preceptor is the only person who can really protect us because he
helps us to break free from the shackles of death and rebirth, the prime cause of
all our sufferings beyond the temporary circumstances of a particular birth.
In this material world everyone is automatically subject to three forms of
suffering: adhy€tmika klea, adhibhautika klea and adhidaivika klea, or
sufferings caused by our own physical and mental nature, sufferings caused by
other living entities of various kinds, and sufferings caused by natural agents
under the control of devas (heavenly beings). No one can really protect us in a
complete way from birth, disease, old age and death, which are inevitable in one
form or another, for all who have accepted a material body.
Real protection consists in a soul to liberation from all conditionings and from
the need of taking another birth in a material body, as the greatest danger and
suffering is the repetition of births and deaths: punarapi jananaˆ punarapi
maranaˆ, punarapi janan…-ja˜hare ayanam, iha sams€re bahu dust€re kpay€
‘pare p€hi mur€re. Guru-caraŠ€mbuja-nirbhara bhaktaƒ sams€r€dacir€dbhava
muktaƒ, sendriya-m€nasa niyam€devaˆ, drakyasi nija-hdaya-stham devam.
The only way to escape from the horrible and frightening cycle of birth and
death, to be saved from having to lie again in a mother’s womb, is to cherish the
lotus feet of the Guru, thereby freeing oneself from the enslavement of illusion
and controlling one’s senses and mind, by learning to contemplate the Lord
within one’s heart.
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EòÉä Ê½þ VÉMÉnÂùMÉÖ®Ö®ÖEòò&?
ko hi jagad-gurur uktaƒ?
Indeed, who is known as the universal Preceptor?

¶ÉÆ¦ÉÖ&*
aˆbhuƒ
Lord ®iva, ®aˆbhu.

YÉÉxÉÆ EÖòiÉ&?
jñ€naˆ kutaƒ?
Where is knowledge coming from?

Ê¶É´ÉÉnäù´É*
iv€deva
From Lord ®iva.

Explanation

The concept of guru, already mentioned in verse 2, is extremely complex and
requires various levels of explanations. The Supreme Lord is the original
spiritual Master, from whom all knowledge emanates. Jagat-guru means
“universal preceptor”, a person who is able to teach anyone and liberate
everyone from ignorance and contamination.
We offer our humble obeisances, again and again, to the Supreme Guru, who
revives the natural knowledge of the soul from within one’s heart.
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Verse 56

¨ÉÖËHò ±É¦ÉäiÉ Eòº¨ÉÉiÉÂ?
muktiˆ labheta kasm€t?
How is liberation attained?

¨ÉÖEÖòxnù¦ÉHäò&*
mukunda bhakteƒ
Through devotion to Lord Mukunda (ViŠu, KŠa).

¨ÉÖEÖòxnù& Eò&?
mukundaƒ kaƒ?
Who is Mukunda?

ªÉºiÉÉ®úªÉäiÉÂ +Ê´ÉtÉ¨ÉÂ*
yas t€rayet avidy€m
He who takes us beyond ignorance.

Explanation

The sat-guru, the real spiritual Master, is interested in liberating his disciples
from ignorance, not in performing some magic or confusing people with
impressive scenes or word jugglery. Liberation comes only through the
development of true spiritual knowledge and therefore by devotion to the
Supreme Lord, which purifies the soul from all envy and lust and material
desires. Lord ®iva is also known as Mukunda-priya, “dear to Lord Mukunda”,
because he constantly takes care of conditioned souls to bring them to liberation.
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EòÉ SÉ +Ê´ÉtÉ?
k€ ca avidy€?
And what is ignorance?

ªÉiÉÂ +Éi¨ÉxÉÉä +º¡ÚòÌiÉ&*
yat €tmano asph™rtiƒ
That which covers our true spiritual nature.

Explanation
The contrary of knowledge, i.e. ignorance (avidy€) is simply that which covers
our true spiritual nature by hiding and clouding it, preventing us from seeing it
in all its glory. Liberation actually means finding the awareness of our true
spiritual nature and behaving accordingly. For one who knows he is spirit, all
the sufferings and joys of matter fade away, all fears vanish, all actions and
reactions take on a special significance beyond the temporary circumstances.
štm€ literally means “self”, and is interpreted in various ways according to the
level of awareness; our true self is spiritual and eternal and is never changed by
material contamination, but rather covered and hidden by several layers of dirt.
These different forms of dirt are called avidy€, ignorance, and when they are
removed, the perfect diamond of our self can again shine in all its original
beauty.

Verse 57

EòºªÉ xÉ ¶ÉÉäEò&?
kasya na okaƒ?
For whom we should not worry?

ªÉ& ºªÉÉiÉÂ +GòÉävÉ&*
yaƒ sy€t akrodhaƒ
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For one who is free from anger.

ËEò ºÉÖJÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ sukham?
What is happiness?

iÉÖÎ¹]õ&*
tu˜iƒ
Being satisfied.

Explanation
One who is free from anger and always satisfied in all circumstances will never
have serious problems, because nothing can disturb him in his inner awareness.
He does not need anything and is not easily offended, because he is detached
from all material contacts.
No matter what may happen, even the most terrible things, his peace and inner
strength are unlimited. Summer and winter come and go, rain comes and goes,
and we must learn how to tolerate these extremes without getting angry or
dissatisfied. When rain falls, it is stupid to try to stop it or to get angry at the rain
or to fight against it. The best thing to do is to accept the good side of the rain
and to tolerate its bad sides, especially those that cannot be mitigated by our
positive work (such as building a shelter or using an umbrella).

EòÉä ®úÉVÉÉ?
ko r€j€?
Who is a king?

®ÆúVÉxÉEÞòiÉÂ*
ra‰jana-kt
One who makes others happy.
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Eò¶SÉ ·ÉÉ?
ka ca v€?
Who is a dog?

xÉÒSÉºÉä´ÉEòÉä ªÉ& ºªÉÉiÉÂ*
n…ca-sevako yaƒ sy€t
One who serves degraded masters.

Explanation
The difference between a king and a dog is not in the dress or in the amount of
wealth or material power, or the social honor one receives from the public. A
king is a generous person who dedicates his life to protect his subjects and make
them happy by working selflessly and without false pride for their benefit, while
a dog is simply interested in his own immediate material benefits, which are
easier and quicker to obtain when one serves degraded materialistic people, by
learning to behave like them, without considering the future karmic
consequences. However this game does not last long, because at the end of this
life the canine qualities and tendencies one has developed by living in such a
way will force the evil-doer to take a new birth in a body for the kind of desires
and activities he likes to cultivate.
Real freedom consists in constantly and sincerely serving good and saintly
people who only desire the benefit of others, and by learning from them how to
live in pious and wise ways. This will bring us to develop the qualities of
responsibility and moral strength, which will elevate us to a royal level.

Verse 58

EòÉä ¨ÉÉªÉÒ?
ko m€y…?
Who controls M€y€ (the mystical energy)?
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{É®ú¨Éä¶É&*
parameaƒ
The Supreme Lord.

Eò& <xpùVÉÉ±ÉÉªÉiÉä?
kaƒ indra-j€l€yate?
What is divine magic?

|É{ÉÆSÉÉää%ªÉ¨ÉÂ*
prapa‰ca ‘yam
The manifestation of this world.

Explanation
M€y€ means “illusion” or “magic”, and defines this material world, where
everything appears real but is in facts constituted by energy rather than
substance. What appears as matter is actually energy in constant vibration that
continuously transforms in a kaleidoscope of situations, forms, colors, sounds
and images. This is also the conclusion of the modern nuclear and particle
physics. Behind all magic there is however a magician, just like behind all
artwork there must be an artist and behind all inventions there is a scientist. To
think that creation has produced itself, “by chance”, denounces a mentality
which is not at all scientific.
Actually a real scientist should know that nothing happens by chance, that every
effect has a cause, and each complex creation requires intelligence, deliberation
and energy. The Supreme Lord (parama …a, the Lord of all lords, the God of all
gods) is this supreme scientist who creates, maintains and dissolves the whole
material manifestation for the benefit of the conditioned souls who want to have
fun here and experience joys and sorrows — like an immense merry-go-round or
amusement park with films and projections, horror tunnels and love tunnels,
roller coasters, bumpy rides and all other illusory games that enthuse and thrill
us (and make us sick, too).
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Eò& º´É{xÉÊxÉ¦É&?
kaƒ svapnanibhaƒ?
What is dreaming?

VÉÉOÉiÉÂ ´ªÉ´É½þÉ®ú&*
j€grat vyavah€raƒ
The activities we perform in the waking state.

ºÉiªÉ¨ÉÊ{É SÉ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
satyam api ca kim?
And what is real?

¥ÉÀ*
brahma
Brahman, the absolute and transcendental spiritual existence.

Explanation
Within this great amusement park that is the material manifestation, we pass
through life like dreamy children lost in the most interesting and realistic
projection shows, and sleepwalk around without knowing where we are and
where we are going or what is the purpose of life.
The science of Yoga teaches that there are different degrees of consciousness:
the ordinary waking state, the dreaming state, deep sleep and the “fourth level of
consciousness”, called turiya, or “super-consciousness”.
Those who do not know the science of Yoga believe that the ordinary waking
state is the real world and identify themselves with the conscious mind and
material body, but this perception of reality is false and illusory — in fact, it is
m€y€.
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Even when we are “awake” our normal activities are devoid of real awareness,
just as in day dreaming we project ideas and situations, and in dreams we project
false awakenings so that we can keep sleeping.
In this wonderful magic illusion the most insubstantial things look like the most
concrete ones, whereas reality actually appears abstract and vague. How many
materialists mock spiritualists by saying spiritualists are after mirages and
abstract ideas, while they engage in “concrete” and tangible things?
One of the favorite “magical” tricks of illusion is making a solid floor appear
like water, and a pool of water appear like a solid floor.
Thus the foolish materialist keeps on trying to walk on water and quench his
thirst from a dry floor, deriding those who do exactly the opposite of what he
does — and he cannot understand how he cannot catch hold of permanent
happiness in material things.
When we finally wake up — for a brief awareness glimpse or for longer periods,
into the turiya state, the actual consciousness of the €tman — we realize that all
this phantasmagoria was illusory and devoid of real importance: reality is much
more solid and constant, something we vaguely aspire to even while struggling
in our worst nightmares or our most vivid dreams.
The Ved€nta-s™tras begin with the verse athato brahma-jijñ€sa: now, in this
human form of life, we have the opportunity and the duty to search for the
absolute and transcendental spirit, Brahman, which is the true eternal reality
from which material existence borrows some ideas by distorting them, just like
dreams vaguely reflect reality by giving us a nonsensical and confused picture.
Beyond all these dreams there is an eternal and transcendental existence, made
of knowledge and happiness, a kind of bliss we will never be able to experience
even in our best dreams — which still remain dreams, with their vague and
confused feelings.

Verse 59

ËEò Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ?
kiˆ mithy€?
What is false and illusory?
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ªÉÊuùtÉxÉÉ¶ªÉ¨ÉÂ*
yad vidy€-nayam
That which is destroyed by knowledge.

iÉÖSUÆô iÉÖ?
tucchaˆ tu?
What should be considered as non-existent?

¶É¶ÉÊ´É¹ÉhÉÉÊnù*
aa-vi€Š€di
Absurd projects and illusory ideas.

Explanation
Just like darkness is dispelled at dawn when the sun begins to appear, illusory
dreams are destroyed by our awakening to the knowledge of true reality. Evil is
nothing but lack of good, as darkness is nothing but lack of light. Dreams are
therefore simply a lack of awareness of our real nature and position — when our
mind needs to create some illusory image in order to project its activities.
G…t€ (18.35) explains that the determination that cannot go beyond dreaming,
fearfulness, lamentation, moroseness and illusion is controlled by ignorance and
does not bring any good result. Mirages and nonsensical projects that are
unrealistic and serve no practical purposes are all in the category of dreams and
can be easily destroyed by awakening to knowledge, i.e. by distinguishing
reality from the magician’s tricks. As soon as we are shown the mechanisms of
the projectors or other magical tricks, illusion vanishes and we awaken to
reality, laughing at our own foolishness.

EòÉ SÉ +ÊxÉ´ÉÇSÉxÉÒªÉÉ?
k€ ca anirvacan…ya?
What cannot be ascertained as real or unreal?
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¨ÉÉªÉÉ*
m€y€
M€y€, illusion, the material world.

ËEò EòÎ±{ÉiÉ¨ÉÂ?
kiˆ kalpitam?
What is imaginary superimposition?

uèùiÉ¨ÉÂ*
dvaitam
Duality.

Explanation
To understand the nature of m€y€, the illusion of the supreme magician, is not at
all easy.
In one sense it is unreal because it is a false image which does not correspond to
true reality and keeps transforming and changing, but in another sense it is very
real. A feature film is unreal because the story is fictional, the actors play roles
that do not correspond to their real identities, and the special effects are a makebelieve, but at the same time it is all real because the actors really exist
somewhere and were engaged in the film making. There are also a projector, a
film and a screen in the cinema theater, and a public that watches the story. We
can say that a cloud is unreal because it can vanish at any time, but the rain
discharged on land can bring inundation, floods, landslides and many other
disasters, which remain very real even after the cloud has disappeared.
Similarly, the rain water nourishes the seeds and the plants, which blossom and
bear fruit and feed many living entities. Therefore we can say that m€y€,
material manifestation, is at the same time real and unreal, as it constitutes an
imaginary superimposition of concepts which have deep roots in reality. The
projections we see do not exist, but m€y€ — which is the projector, the screen
and the film in the show — actually exists and will always exist. If we want to
get free from illusion we don’t need to destroy the projector and the screen (we
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wouldn’t be able to do it anyway because they are actually eternal in
themselves) but we need to realize the true nature of the projection and the
screen and detach ourselves from the drama of the story.
Real illusion is duality the fiction of the characters, because everything is part of
the Absolute Reality. In a theater drama the actors seem to fight, but actually
they are playing their parts in perfect accord and synchrony to create the
impression of battle and confusion. Each picture is carefully planned to give us
the illusion of separation and duality, so that we can think we are independent
from the Whole and different from the rest— bigger or smaller, and so on.

Verse 60

ËEò {ÉÉ®ú¨ÉÉÌlÉEÆò ºªÉÉiÉÂ*
kiˆ p€ram€rthikaˆ sy€t?
What is real, after all?

+uèùiÉ¨ÉÂ*
advaitam
Non-duality.

SÉ +YÉiÉÉ EÖòiÉ&?
ca ajñat€ kutaƒ?
Where is this lack of knowledge coming from?

+xÉÉÊnù&*
an€diƒ
It is beginningless.
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Explanation
The word param€rtha describes the Reality, something that is really valuable.
Vedic scriptures present us the four arthas, or “valuable pursuits” of human life:
dharma, artha, kama and moka. However, the “most valuable pursuit” is the
realization of the non-dual (i.e. transcendental) Reality that supports all these
arthas and gives them their real value.
It is very difficult to understand the meaning of “Transcendence” or “NonDuality” because everything we see in this world is based on dualities — heat
and cold, day and night, male and female, light and heavy, big and small. So
people tend to understand dharma, artha, kama and moksa in a dualistic sense,
creating a lack of cooperation among the limbs of the social body or among the
different spiritual traditions, a sense of private ownership, exploitation of the
sense objects, and a concept of spiritual salvation that is very similar to an
escape from action.
For one who is used to think in dualistic terms, M€y€ cannot exist and not exist
at the same time, but there is always a greater perspective from which we can
reconcile all apparent contradictions. This perspective is called “Transcendence”
because it is situated beyond duality. A wise and realized person, who has true
knowledge, is able to see beyond material duality by clearly perceiving the
fundamental oneness of all beings in this spirit. Among the many aphorisms
regarding this point we can quote ahaˆ brahm€smi, tat tvam asi, sarvaˆ khalv
idaˆ brahma, etc.
Bhagavad-g…t€ (7.28) also recommends that we must reach the platform of nonduality, where we can actually see things as they really are: ye€ˆ tv antagataˆ p€paˆ jan€n€ˆ puŠya-karmaŠ€m, te dvanda-moha nirmukt€ bhajante
m€ˆ dha-vrat€ƒ. Only those who have reached this level are free from all sins
and act in a beneficial way for all, therefore they are able to worship the Lord,
the Supreme Brahman. Those who have this transcendental vision are indeed on
the platform of Brahman: brahma-bh™taƒ prasann€tm€ na ocati na k€‰kati,
samaƒ sarveu bh™teu mad-bhaktiˆ labhate par€m; vidy€-vinaya-sampanne
br€hmaŠe gavi hastini, uni caiva va-p€ke ca paŠit€ƒ sama-darinaƒ. (G…
t€ 18.54, 5.18)
A really enlightened sage, situated on the level of Brahman, is always
benevolent towards all living entities and because he knows their true spiritual
nature, he does not consider them according to their different bodies, that are
just illusory and temporary creations of m€y€.
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If true reality is non-duality, i.e. the Supreme Brahman, eternal, unchanging and
transcendental spirit, how could this illusion be generated?
The answer is that the show has always been going on, as there have always
been conditioned living entities who aspired to be immersed in it.
Actually, duality is due to the Lord’s kindness and generosity, as the supreme
Magician who controls illusion is ready to help His children to satisfy their
material desires: because the living entities are eternal and the Lord is eternal,
also duality and material illusion are eternal and beginningless.

´É{ÉÖ¹É¶SÉ {ÉÉä¹ÉEÆò ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
vapua ca poakaˆ kim?
What is feeding the body and maintaining it in life?

|ÉÉ®ú¤vÉ¨ÉÂ*
pr€rabdham
Past deeds which have begun to give results.

SÉ +zÉnùÉÊªÉ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
ca annad€yi kim?
What supplies food?

SÉ +ÉªÉÖ&*
ca €yuƒ
Duration of life.

Explanation
The results of past deeds supply the nourishment for the body and maintain the
duration of life; this means that when karmic reactions which caused that body
are finished, also life in that body terminates, in some way or another.
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Without karma, the body has no more reason to exist. The results of past deeds
are joy and suffering, needed to complete our karmic mission, learn the different
lessons and finally attain liberation.
The science of reincarnation is precise and complex, and constitutes the most
interesting and important among all sciences known to man, because it directly
deals with the purpose of our life and with the basic laws which govern it.
No other science can be more relevant in the cultivation of human knowledge.

Verse 61

EòÉä ¥ÉÉÀhÉè& ={ÉÉºªÉ&?
ko br€hmaŠaiƒ up€syaƒ?
Who should be worshipped by br€hmaŠas?

MÉÉªÉjÉÒ-+EÇò-+ÎMxÉ-MÉÉäSÉ®ú& ¶ÉÆ¦ÉÖ&*
g€yatri-arka-agni-gocaraƒ aˆbhuƒ
Lord ®ambhu, ®iva, who is perceived by senses through G€yatr…, sun and fire.

MÉÉªÉjªÉÉÆ +ÉÊnùiªÉä SÉ +MxÉÉè ¶ÉÆ¦ÉÉè SÉ ËEò xÉÖ?
g€yatr€ˆ €ditye ca agnau aˆbhau ca kiˆ nu?
What is there in ®iva, in G€yatr…, in sun and fire?

iÉiÉÂ iÉk´É¨ÉÂ*
tat tattvam
Reality.
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Explanation
Reality (tattva) is what eternally exists, beyond the magic illusion of the
material word: this is the supreme spirit (Brahman). In this world‚ Ÿvara
manifests in the form of Lord ®ambhu, ®iva, the Father of the material creation.
The science of ®iva tattva is extremely vast and deep, and one who actually
comes to realize it becomes able to enter into Divine Existence.
®iva is described by Brahma-saˆhit€ (5.45) as non different from ViŠu, in fact
as ViŠu Himself when coming in contact with the material energy (M€y€): k…
raˆ yath€ dadhi vik€ra-viea-yog€t sañj€yate na hi tataƒ pthag asti hetoƒ,
yaƒ ambh™tam api tath€ samupaiti k€ry€d. The material and spiritual teachers
of society (br€hmaŠas) should give the example to the general population by
worshiping Brahman in the visible forms described in this verse. Some people
criticize the worship of the sun and the fire, considering them “primitive”, but
such people have no real understanding of the power of such symbols and
manifestations of the Godhead.
It is also very interesting to note that G€yatr…, the Mother of all Vedas, is
represented in a female form that unifies the most popular aspects of the Mother
Goddess. The nature of Brahman is pure energy, as it is also confirmed by
modern science, which has come to study concepts which appear of mystical
meaning, related to the nature of matter in its most elementary and ultimate
forms: quanta, microcosm, energy vibrations, and so on. The recent discoveries
in nuclear physics have brought researchers to conclusions that remarkably
correspond to those contained in ancient Vedic literatures.
Brahman is manifested in this world in different pure and powerful forms that
we can observe and understand even in our present position, and from different
levels of awareness, such as the Sun, Fire, and spiritual Sound. These
manifestations are universal and people from all cultures are attracted by them
and appreciate their power, although only a few Traditions have preserved their
knowledge.
Fire (agni) is a fundamental principle of creation and dissolution and is present
everywhere in the form of heat (including the heat in the bodies of living
entities), fermentation and acid reactions, as well as electricity. Lamps and
incense are activated by fire, and the sacrificial fire is directly considered the
tongue of Deva — ViŠu as Yajña and all His limbs constituted by the various
devatas.
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The ancient Tradition of alchemy, also derived from the Vedic knowledge of
Yoga, considered Fire as the purifying principle at a subtle level. Native
traditions also give a great importance to fire in their sacred rituals and
symbolism, identifying it with the connection between the members of the
family and community, including those who are dead, between this life and the
next.
The Sun (arka, Aditya or S™rya) is described as the brilliance of the Lord, and is
the greatest visible manifestation of energy in this universe, the giver of life and
death, and the purifier. All religious traditions honor the Sun as the center of
life; even Christianity had to adopt the winter solstice as the birth day of Jesus
and the mysteric concept of resurrection (characteristic of the ancient worship of
the Sun) in the theological process of deification. It is important to note that the
present compilation of Vedic scriptures, attributed to Vy€sa about 5,000 years
ago at the beginning of the Kali yuga, often refers to a more ancient version of
Vedic knowledge, containing a deeper and vaster knowledge of the universe,
both material and spiritual, that Vy€sa feared could become lost due to the
inevitable degradation of people in this unfortunate age.

Verse 62

|ÉiªÉIÉnäù´ÉiÉÉ EòÉ?
pratyaka devat€ k€?
Who is the goddess manifested on the visible plane?

¨ÉÉiÉÉ*
m€t€
The Mother.

{ÉÚVªÉÉä MÉÖ¯û¶SÉ Eò&?
p™jyo guru ca kaƒ?
And who is the Preceptor we must honor?
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iÉÉiÉ&*
t€taƒ
Our Father.

Explanation
This verse stresses the importance of family in Vedic culture, and at the same
time teaches us that the relationship with the Godhead and the spiritual
Preceptor should be based on love, gratefulness, constant communication and
nurturing exchanges. And, most important, that all Dharmic relationships are
sacred.
As the worship offered to Lord ®iva, to G€yatri, Sun and Fire may become
distorted, trivialized and made mechanical by lack of awareness and knowledge,
Pranottara Ratna M€lik€ gives us an easy and visible reference in this verse.
One who is unable to respect and serve one’s good parents will not be able to
really respect and serve the Godhead. The valuable and extraordinary
opportunity offered by human birth is a wonderful blessing, for which we should
be eternally grateful.
Our Mother is the one who constantly takes care of us, feeds us, consoles and
educates us from our very first days of life; actually maternal care begins from
the first moment of our conception, even before we can realize it. Giving birth
and nurturing a child is the most sacred act in life, and the proper relationship
between mother and child is the foundation of all civilized cultures.
The present adharmic society disrespects motherhood in all possible ways:
becoming a mother is called “breeding” and considered as a mere act of material
production of “offspring”, “husbandry” is applied to the commercial exploitation
of animals, childbirth is called “delivery” and controlled by medical doctors who
have no respect for the sacredness of giving birth.
Women are forced to unnatural positions and procedures during childbirth,
babies are forcibly taken from them at birth, and breast-feeding of infants is
considered improper. Abortion, especially of female fetuses, is also widespread.
Girls are disrespected and often mistreated, kept uneducated and malnourished,
segregated as “inferiors” and taught complete submission to any adharmic
behavior of their family members and community. Eve-teasing is often
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benevolently considered a “normal youthful sport” and the victims of rape are
treated as criminals and ostracized by family and society, while their rapists are
excused.
This problem is also reflected in the ways that the other sacred symbols of
Motherhood are treated: Mother cow, Mother earth, and the Mother goddess.
Cows are formally worshiped once a year: painted, decorated with colorful
clothes, ornaments and garlands, shown lamps and incense, and given some
sweets. But too often they are callously mistreated for the rest of the year.
“Unproductive” cows are often sent to scavenge for food in garbage dumps,
“productive” cows are subject to artificial insemination and other unnatural
practices, and kept constantly segregated and immobilized, often tied to a very
short rope. Although cows are very sensitive, playful and loving animals, they
are denied a natural and healthy family and social life. In many places even in
India, cows and their children are slaughtered for meat and leather, or sold to
others who will slaughter them (which is actually not very different).
Sometimes, calf meat is sold on the market as “goat meat”.
Mother Earth is also disrespected, poisoned with dangerous artificial chemicals
and pollutants of all kinds, and kept in exclusive property by people who do not
care for the land. She is cultivated with artificial monocultures and “cash crops”
and genetically modified seeds, over-exploited for the extraction of petrol and
minerals, shaken with underground nuclear tests, devastated with all kinds of
weapons, and burdened with enormous numbers of adharmic people who inflict
unnecessary sufferings on her innocent children.
The Mother Goddess is still worshiped in India, but due to disrespect for women
such worship becomes careless and shallow and it is even considered as an
opportunity for the organizers to misappropriate the money collected by
exploiting the religious sentiments of the general people and use it for irreligious
purposes. When the proper respect and love for Mother is forgotten, one cannot
understand the proper position of Father as archetype model. This, in turn,
creates generations of ignorant and bad mothers and fathers in society, who do
not take their responsibility seriously or even desecrate their position with
adharmic behaviors, mistreating and abusing their children or giving them to
others who do so. This cultural degradation is compounded by TV soap operas
and films with a low ethical value that present a bad image of women and bad
role models in family and society with endless examples of bickering, hatred,
envy, vendettas, back-stabbing, violence and abuse, blind lust, greed over
material possessions and shallowness.
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Such films and serials very rarely present good examples of men and women
who successfully cooperate together, help each other, correctly teach Dharma to
their children by precept and example, and help their children to develop their
potential fully on all levels.
Mother and father should take care of our material and spiritual education,
protection, maintenance and happiness, by giving affection and fulfilling all our
desires because they have a deep love for us. Boys and girls should be properly
prepared for their future duties of motherhood and fatherhood by their own
parents and elders, so that the spiritually progressive tradition of Dharma can be
preserved.
Bh€gavata Pur€Ša (5.518) teaches: gurur na sa sy€t sva-jano na sa sy€t, pit€ na
sa sy€j janan… na s€ sy€t, daivaˆ na tat sy€n na pati ca sa sy€n na mocayed
yaƒ samupeta-mtyum, “Those who cannot deliver their dependents from the
path of repeated birth and death should never become a Guru, a family elder
(such as father and mother in law), a father or a mother, a worshipable superior
or a husband.”
In order to deliver one’s dependents from the saˆs€ra of repeated births and
deaths, it is necessary to personally attain such position through the proper
training under the tutelage of a genuine Guru; therefore the varŠ€rama system
prescribes a period of brahmac€rya (studentship under the direct and personal
care of a genuine and qualified Guru in order to attain the realization of
Brahman) before entering the stage of ghastha or family life.
This is the proper dharmic method for the happy and progressive development
of family and society.

Eò& ºÉ´ÉÇnäù´ÉiÉÉi¨ÉÉ?
kaƒ sarva-devat€tm€?
Who is the incarnation of all gods?

Ê´ÉtÉ-Eò¨ÉÉÇÎx´ÉiÉÉä Ê´É|É&*
vidy€-karm€nvito vipraƒ
The br€hmaŠa who possesses knowledge and proper conduct.
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Explanation
Even more important than our own parents — as loving and benevolent as they
may be — is the wise spiritualist who has a deeper knowledge of reality and
behaves consistently, always working for the benefit of all entities. In this sense
a br€hmaŠa is at the same time the father and mother of everyone, because he
constantly and tirelessly acts to protect them, nurture them with material and
spiritual knowledge, and train them on the path of progress. A mother and father
who love their children will naturally direct them to learn Dharma and spiritual
knowledge from a qualified br€hmaŠa who possesses knowledge and proper
conduct. Nowhere in Vedic scriptures or in the teachings of the great €c€ryas we
find that the concept of j€ti, or birth-right position, has any relevance in
choosing a br€hmaŠa as preceptor, spiritual guide or priest in religious rituals.
Without knowledge and proper conduct, birth in a traditional family of priests or
br€hmaŠas has no value and actually becomes a disturbance in society.

Verse 63

Eò¶SÉ EÖò±ÉIÉªÉ½äþiÉÖ&?
ka ca kula-kaya-hetuƒ?
What is the cause of the degradation of the family?

ºÉÆiÉÉ{É& ºÉVVÉxÉä¹ÉÖ ªÉÉä +EòÉÊ®ú*
sant€paƒ saj-janeu yo ak€ri
That which aggrieves the heart of good and saintly people.

Explanation
We have seen in the previous verse how important it is to protect and preserve
the moral and religious principles of the family, because from this basic nucleus
of society the whole human kind grows and progresses. Impressions absorbed
during our first years of life constitute an enduring memory and the life example
of parents and ancestors shapes our character and our tendencies.
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In this sense we could say that guŠa and karma can be powerfully influenced by
j€ti. However, j€ti in itself has no value, especially if the family where one has
taken birth had already lost the genuine knowledge and practice of Dharma and
only keeps the name and title without substantiating it with suitable guŠa and
karma.
If the descendants of families originally guided by noble principles continue to
follow the example of their parents and ancestors as recommended in verses 47,
38, 27, society will be able to prosper. However, we have seen in verse 23 that
in Kali-yuga ignorance and duality gradually become stronger and widespread,
and only good and saintly people (saj jana or s€dhu) are actually able to resist
degradation. Sometimes this degradation creeps in slowly, gradually and
silently, so that the families are affected without even realizing it. In order to
always maintain a careful control of the family’s moral values, it is mandatory
for all family members to keep contact with good and saintly people who will
help us to understand which actions or situations can cause them suffering and
therefore constitute a danger.
Basically, actions contrary to the principles of religion are committed out of
cruelty, insensitivity, lack of compassion, lack of interest for knowledge and
progress, arrogance, pride, craving for possessions and sense gratification, lust,
foolishness, ignorance, bad training, superficiality, lack of respect for
spiritualists, the authoritative scriptures and the Godhead.
All the above considerations also apply to the disciplic succession system, as the
“Guru-kula” is considered the actual family of the Guru. In particular, the
degraded and unworthy descendants of a good family or Kula contaminate and
destroy their family and disciplic succession by committing atrocities, injustice,
offenses and other horrible acts that cause suffering to good and saintly people.
Such offenders must be removed from the family or disciplic succession without
delay, otherwise the entire Kula will be lost. It is said that a bad and foolish son
is like a diseased and blind eye, as he is unable to perform his duty and gives
constant pain and disturbances instead, so if there is no hope of improvement he
should be removed from the family before he destroys it.

Eäò¹ÉÉÆ +¨ÉÉäPÉ´ÉSÉxÉ¨ÉÂ ?
ke€ˆ amogha-vacanam?
Whose words never fail?
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ªÉä SÉ {ÉÖxÉ& ºÉiªÉ-¨ÉÉèxÉ-¶É¨É-¶ÉÒ±ÉÉ&*
ye ca punaƒ satya-mauna-ama-…l€ƒ
Certainly those who observe good behavior, truthfulness, silence and mind
control.

Explanation
When we say something, we should only speak about what we know, with
respect for truth and for religious principles, and controlling our mind and
senses. One who observes these vows acquires a great spiritual power and when
he speaks, his words carry a greater weight and do not fail. The vow of silence
(mauna) is a very important practice because it helps the mind to be silent and
become able to listen to the conscience’s voice. When we are not able to tolerate
silence, it means that we are not able to tolerate ourselves or the voice of our
conscience.
Controlling the faculty of speech is the first and foremost requisite for progress
in spiritual life, because if we cannot keep silence when required we will never
be able to listen properly, and without listening, no knowledge can be acquired.

Verse 64

ËEò VÉx¨É?
kiˆ janma?
What is birth?

Ê´É¹ÉªÉºÉÆMÉ&*
viaya-sa‰gaƒ
The contact with sense objects.
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ËEò =kÉ®Æú VÉx¨É?
kiˆ uttaraˆ janma?
What is the best next birth of a person?

{ÉÖjÉ& ºªÉÉiÉÂ*
putraƒ sy€t
His own child.

Explanation
Without attachment for sense objects there is no more need for a new birth.
After death the soul travels in the subtle body in search of a destination that is
favorable for the fulfillment of his desires and attachments, particularly through
the contact of the senses with the sense objects. In the Bardo, the “betweenlives” situation, a materialistically oriented person is unable to satisfy his thirst
for sense enjoyment because the subtle body has no senses that can enjoy gross
material objects. This pushes the conditioned soul back to take another gross
body.
The wish to perpetuate the family traditions and attachments to sense objects
force a soul to take a new birth, often in the same family, to carry on the
activities he used to perform. In order to avoid the sufferings of repeated births
and deaths, we can detach ourselves from material interests by transferring them
to a qualified and intelligent child who will be able to carry them on with
detachment and efficiency. This is a natural tendency as loving parents wish to
offer all the best to their children in terms of material opulence and sense
enjoyment.
In one sense, children are an expansion of our own personality and traditions,
and this is why parents always try to mold their children according to their own
tastes and preferences.
However, parents should not be attached to the idea of shaping their children
into a replica of themselves, because each individual person is different and has
specific qualities and tendencies that need to be developed properly.
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Parents who are able to recognize their children’s individual personalities and to
help their progressive development can also become detached and progressive in
their own personal development.
If as parents we give a good example to our children, by honoring and following
the genuine tradition of Dharma and the authoritative teachings of scriptures and
€c€ryas, our children will spontaneously develop in the best possible way. After
properly executing our duties as parents, it will be easier for us to get free from
attachments and from the sense of duty to our ancestors by repaying our debt to
them, and thus becoming free from the wheel of material existence.
Pu-tra means “one who frees from hell” and indicates a qualified and welltrained son who saves his parents from the degradation of giving up their
prescribed duties (even for physical impossibility or other good reasons) by his
own sense of responsibility and loyalty in performing such duties personally.
In fact, a son is naturally entitled to represent his parents and act on their behalf
especially in regard to religious duties.

EòÉä +{ÉÊ®ú½þÉªÉÇ&?
ko aparih€ryaƒ?
What is inevitable?

¨ÉÞiªÉÖ&*
mtyuƒ
Death.

Explanation
Among all the things that may happen in this world, the most inevitable is surely
death.
G…t€ (2.27) states, j€tasya hi dhruvo mtyur dhruvaˆ janma mtasya ca, tasm€d
aparih€rye ‘rthe na tvaˆ ocitum arhasi, “One who has taken birth will
certainly have to die, and similarly those who die will get a new opportunity for
rebirth; lamenting for the unavoidable loss of the material body is useless.”
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In fact, the death of the body is not different from the constant smaller changes
of body that happen in the course of one lifetime, from childhood to youth to old
age (2.13): dehino ‘smin yath€ dehe karum€raˆ yauvanaˆ jar€, tath€
deh€ntara-pr€ptir dh…ras tatra na muhyati.
In fact, the fear of death is simply due to the illusion of material identification
with this temporary body and its relationships. Once we overcome this illusion
born from ignorance, we find out there is nothing to lament about (2.11):
aocy€n anvaocas tvaˆ prajñ€-v€d€ˆ ca bh€ase, gat€s™n agatas™ˆ ca
n€nuocanti paŠit€ƒ.
Becoming able to remember one’s past lifetimes is a special blessing because
one can directly understand the impermanence of material identification, and the
continuity of life in different situations.
Our material body is composed of elements which constantly transform and
change, and whose capacity of aggregation is constantly decaying with time. We
may prolong life in a more or less effective way, we can avoid getting sick (even
if this is extremely difficult, especially in Kali-yuga), and we may happen to die
before having the chance of getting old. Death, however, is awaiting everyone,
and nothing can be done to escape it when the time has come.

EÖòjÉ {ÉnÆù Ê´ÉxªÉºÉäSSÉ?
kutra padaˆ vinyasec ca?
Where should we put our foot?

oùC{ÉÚiÉä*
dk pute
In a place we consider clean.

Explanation
This verse tells us to avoid getting ourselves in muddy and complicated
situations where we can slip and end up in the slime. When we see and consider
the place and the situation sufficiently clean, we can step in to proceed in our
walking, otherwise we will incur great dangers.
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Verse 65

{ÉÉjÉÆ ËEò +zÉnùÉxÉä?
p€traˆ kiˆ annad€ne?
Who is the proper recipient of a gift of food?

IÉÖÊvÉiÉ¨ÉÂ*
kudhitam
One who is hungry.
Explanation
The best qualification for receiving food is the most natural one: being hungry.
When we offer food as a token of respect, affection or social tribute, we should
make sure that the person receiving our gift is in a position to appreciate it: if
food is offered to someone who is not hungry or is not able to digest the food, in
spite of our best intentions we are actually creating embarrassment and suffering
to the recipient of our offering, and this makes our gift absurd and negative both
for us and for the person we want to honor.
Offering a gift of food to a beggar who claims to be hungry is always the best
action for someone who is noble, charitable and wise, as by giving food one
does not risk of contributing money to the degradation of an unqualified person
who would spend it in a wrong and sinful way. If the beggar refuses the clean
and good food we offer, we can then understand that he is a liar and does not
deserve our charity.
If we want our charity to be as beneficial as possible, we should also remember
the teaching of Bhagavad-g…t€ (9.27): yat karoi yad an€si yaj juhoi dad€si
yat, yat tapasyasi kaunteya tat kuruva mad-arpaŠam, and offer to God
whatever action or sacrifice we do, whatever food we eat or distribute in charity.
In this way we will not simply distribute food, we will distribute pras€dam,
transcendental spiritual food offered to God, that is nourishing the soul as well
as the body.
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EòÉä +SªÉÉæ Ê½þ?
ko arcyoˆ hi?
Indeed, who is worthy of being worshipped?

¦ÉMÉ´Énù´ÉiÉÉ®ú&*
bhagavad-avat€raƒ
An incarnation of Godhead.

Explanation
The Lord regularly manifests Himself by descending in this world when the
religious principles are forgotten, irreligion advances and wicked and cruel
people are persecuting the good and saintly: yad€ yad€ hi dharmasya gl€nir
bhavati bh€rata, abhyutth€nam adharmasya tad€tm€naˆ sj€my aham;
paritr€Š€ya s€dh™n€ˆ vin€€ya ca dukt€m, dharma-saˆsth€pan€rth€ya
sambhav€mi yuge yuge (G…t€ 4.7, 8).
The word avat€ra literally means “one who descends” and defines the different
manifestations of Godhead who descend in this material world to manifest
divine plays (l…l€) and establish a perfect example, broadcast genuine teachings
on dharma, protect the devotees against the evil-doers and purify the world by
establishing sacred pilgrimage places.
According to the purpose and the potency manifested by each avat€ra we can
categorize the different manifestations of God as sv€ˆa (direct and complete
manifestations of the Personality of Godhead), vibhinn€ˆa (indirect
emanations of the Personality of Godhead) and aktyavea (“acquired” or
“empowered” manifestations, i.e. living entities who receive from God a special
power to execute a specific mission).
Any type of true avat€ra is a divine manifestation free from the defects of
conditioned souls, therefore all avat€ras are worthy of worship, especially as
they represent the incarnation of divine mercy who spontaneously and freely
descends among the suffering and illusion of this world in order to spread the
blessings of knowledge and liberation.
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It is not easy to recognize an avat€ra for ordinary people. The Pur€Šas describe
many stories where the avat€ras were not recognized immediately. KŠa says
in G…t€ (9.11), avaj€nanti m€ˆ m™h€ m€nu…ˆ tanum €ritam, paraˆ bh€vam
aj€nanto mama bh™ta-mahevaram, “Foolish people deride Me when I manifest
Myself as an avat€ra in a human form. They are unable to understand My divine
nature and My control over the material energy.”
However, it is said that in Kali yuga God manifests only as “hidden” or channa
avat€ra, to avoid encouraging degraded people to claim Godship in order to get
cheap material benefits. When God descends in Kali yuga as avat€ra, He
presents Himself as a devotee and spiritual teacher, accomplishing the mission
of establishing the principles of religion, protecting the good people and
annihilating the evil-doers, through His teachings on Dharma.
Bh€gavata Pur€Ša (6.3.19) explains: dharmaˆ tu s€k€d bhagavat-praŠ…taˆ,
“Only a divine manifestation actually has the power to establish the principles of
religion”, therefore as G…t€ teaches (4.7), yad€ yad€ hi dharmasya gl€nir
bhavati bh€rata, abhyutth€nam adharmasya tad €tm€naˆ sj€my aham, “I
manifest Myself whenever and wherever there is a decline in the principle of
religion and adharma becomes prominent.”

Eò¶SÉ ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ?
ka ca bhagav€n?
Who is God?

¨É½äþ¶É& ¶ÉÆEò®úxÉÉ®úÉªÉhÉÉi¨ÉEò&*
maheaƒ a‰kara-n€r€yaŠ€tmakaƒ
The Supreme Lord, who is at the same time N€r€yaŠa and ®a‰kara.

Explanation
The meaning of the word €tm€ is very complex, and it can be explained in
different ways, but basically we can translate it as “self”. Just like the “self” is
the essence, the soul, or the personality of an individual, we can say that the
“self” of the different forms or personalities of Godhead is considered their basic
essence or existence. Godhead is unlimited, and manifested in innumerable
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forms, defined as sv€ˆa, vibhinn€ˆa and vaibhava. Every primary
manifestation of Godhead emanates secondary manifestations in terms of
plenary expansions, partial expansions and energies.
The science of Godhead is extremely fascinating and includes the topmost
realizations of all sciences, like philosophy, theology, and even psychology,
physics, and medicine. In the ancient Vedic tradition such elevated science is
expounded in many texts which contain a very complex knowledge and cannot
be comprehensively explained in a few lines. However, we may say that
Godhead is unlimited and is manifested in innumerable forms, all coming from
the same supreme source or essence.
As we have already seen in previous verses (42, 45) there is no contradiction or
duality between N€r€yaŠa (also called ViŠu, Mukunda, Hari) and Lord ®iva
(also called ®ambhu, ®a‰kara or Mah€deva). The Lord is not limited by a
material body, therefore He manifests in various forms which constitute the
demonstration of His multifarious qualities and activities. Just like each one of
us possesses different qualities and activities (and in a sense different forms or
dresses) in a greater way the Supreme Lord, who possesses unlimited qualities
and is able to do everything, will have the power to manifest innumerable forms.
For the Lord there is no difference between dress and body, between body and
mind, between mind and spirit, because everything about Him is purely spiritual
and non-dual.
The Lord is omnipotent, complete and perfect in Himself, and remains the
complete Whole even when innumerable complete entities emanate from Him,
as confirmed in ®r… Ÿopaniad: oˆ p™rŠam adaƒ p™rŠam idaˆ p™rŠ€t p™rŠam
udacyate, p™rŠasya p™rŠam €d€ya p™rŠam ev€vaiyate. The Supreme Lord
moves and does not move at the same time; extremely far, He is also very near.
Present in every being and every thing, He is also outside all that exists: tad
ejati tan naijati tad d™re tad v antike, tad antarasya sarvasya tad u sarvasy€sya
b€hyataƒ (Ÿa Upaniad, 5).
Bhagavad-g…t€ (7.7) confirms that the Lord is the very essence of reality: mattaƒ
parataraˆ n€nyat kiñcid asti dhanañjaya, mayi sarvam idaˆ proktaˆ s™tre
maŠi-gaŠ€ iva.
We must understand the Lord as the one without equals, the unborn, who has no
other cause beyond Himself, infallible, the omniscient philosopher, the
omnipotent, self-sufficient, who fulfills all desires of all living entities from the
beginning of the universe. No veins irrigate His body, nothing stains His perfect
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purity: sa paryag€c chukram ak€yam avraŠam asn€viraˆ uddham ap€paviddham, kavir man…… paribh™ƒ svayambh™r y€th€tathyato ‘rth€n vyasadh€c
ch€vat… bhyaƒ sam€bhyaƒ (Ÿa Upaniad, 8)
The Supreme Lord, the support of all existence, veils His transcendental form
with the dazzling light of the Brahman (brahmajyoti).
A prayer in ®r… Ÿa Upaniad (15) asks the Lord to allow His devotee to
contemplate His lotus feet and obtain the direct vision of His form and abode:
hiraŠmayena p€treŠa satyasy€pihitaˆ mukham, tat tvaˆ p™ann ap€vŠu satyadharm€ya d˜aye. Only the devotees, who surrender themselves to the Supreme
Lord, can be blessed by this vision: n€haˆ prak€aƒ sarvasya yoga-m€y€sam€vtaƒ, m™ho ‘yaˆ n€bhij€n€ti loko m€m ajam avyayam (G…t€, 7.25).

Verse 66

¡ò±É¨ÉÊ{É SÉ ¦ÉMÉ´ÉnÂù¦ÉHäò& ÊEò¨ÉÂ?
phalam api ca bhagavad-bhakteƒ kim?
What is the result of devotion to the Supreme Lord?

iÉ±±ÉÉäEò-º´É°ü{É-ºÉÉIÉÉi´É¨ÉÂ*
tal loka-sva-rupa-s€k€tvam
Direct realization of His abode and His form.

Explanation
We can attain the supreme blessing, the realization of the form and the abode of
the Lord by cultivating love and devotion to the Supreme Lord according to the
nine prescribed ways: ravaŠa, listening, k…rtana, chanting or singing, smaraŠa,
remembering, vandana, offering prayers, pada-sevana, faithfully following His
instructions, d€sya, offering service, p™j€, offering homage and ritual worship,
sakhya, developing a friendly relationship where we see the Lord as our best
friend, €tma-nivedana, completely surrendering to the Lord.
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Without a genuine relationship of love and devotion for Godhead, developed
from knowledge and appreciation, it is impossible to actually understand the
Supreme. Theoretical scholarship does not help much.
Bhagavad-g…t€ explains how to obtain this supreme blessing and recommends to
always meditate on the Lord, consider oneself His devotee, offer Him homage,
worship Him and offer Him all our activities in sacrifice, completely dedicating
oneself to Him: man-man€ bhava mad-bhakto mad-y€j… m€ˆ namaskuru, m€m
evaiyasi yuktvaivam €tm€nam mat-par€yaŠaƒ (G…ta, 9.34).
Only devotional service allows one to really understand the Lord and enter His
abode: bhakty€ m€m abhij€n€ti y€v€n ya c€smi tattvataƒ, tato m€ˆ tattvato
jñ€tv€ viate tad-anantaram (G…ta, 18.55).
Verse 33 recommends searching the perfection of existence by constantly
contemplating the lotus feet of the Lord, i.e. by meditating on the form of the
Lord and His instructions, while verse 42 declares that devotion to the Lord is
the rarest and most valuable blessing which can be obtained, defined in verse 45
as “the greatest glory and power”.
It is certainly rare to find a human being who has attained the realization of the
personal form of the Lord, as confirmed in Bhagavad-g…t€: manuy€Š€m
sahasreu kacid yatati siddhaye, yatat€m api siddh€n€m kacid m€ˆ vetti
tattvataƒ (G…ta, 7.3)
Therefore, we should never underestimate the value of real devotion to the
Supreme Lord by mistaking it for cheap and sentimental bigotry. One who really
knows the Lord and understands the transcendental nature of His form and
activities can remember Him at the moment of death and attains His abode:
janma karma ca me divyam evaˆ yo vetti-tattvataƒ, tyaktv€ dehaˆ punar janma
naiti m€m eti so ‘rjuna (G…ta, 4.9).
Among all the yog…s and spiritualists, the greatest is one who worships the Lord
with pure devotion: yogin€m api sarve€ˆ mad-gaten€ntar-€tman€, 
raddh€v€n bhajate yo m€ˆ sa me yuktatamo mataƒ (G…ta, 6.47). Only those
who have purified their own existence and overcome the illusion of duality are
able to worship the Lord with real devotion: ye€ˆ tv anta-gataˆ p€paˆ
jan€n€ˆ puŠya-karmaŠ€m, te dvandva-moha nirmukt€ bhajante m€ˆ dhavrat€ƒ (G…ta, 6.45).
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¨ÉÉäIÉ¶SÉ Eò&?
moka ca kaƒ?
What is liberation?

Ê½þ +Ê´ÉtÉ +ºiÉ¨ÉªÉ&*
hi avidy€ astamayaƒ
Real liberation is getting rid from ignorance.

Explanation
We cannot judge if a person is liberated or not just by observing his body or
material position: the only method consists in ascertaining the level of ignorance
or freedom from ignorance and illusion. When we overcome the different levels
of the abyss through knowledge and finally come to see the sunlight, by freely
going out in it, all ignorance is automatically destroyed.

Eò& ºÉ´ÉÇ´Éänù¦ÉÚ&?
kaƒ sarva-veda-bhuƒ?
What is the origin of all the Vedas?

+lÉ SÉ +Éä¨ÉÂ*
atha ca aum
The sacred syllable Auˆ.

Explanation
The Vedas, the original source of all knowledge, emanate from the very breath
of God and are transmitted by realized souls in order to dissipate the ignorance
in this material world. The primordial sound vibration, the sacred syllable a-u-ˆ,
is also called praŠava in Vedic scriptures and constitutes the sound which
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permeates the various levels of creation and connects the subtle plane with the
gross plane. The whole universe is created through sound, the Word, the
vibration of energy which, condensed, transforms into all the material elements:
this knowledge is apparently incredible and difficult to understand, but has been
recently confirmed by the most advanced scientific research in the field of
atomic physics.
The sound oˆ constitutes an aspect of the Supreme Lord, as confirmed in
Bhagavad-g…t€ (7.8): raso ‘ham apsu kaunteya prabh€smi ai-s™ryayoƒ,
praŠavaƒ sarva-vedeu abdaƒ ke pauruaˆ nu. The Lord manifests in the
liquidity and taste of water, in the splendor and light of the sun and moon, in the
vital force of living beings, in the primordial sound which permeates ether and
space, which is the sacred vibration oˆ. This very same sound is constantly
vibrating in all space, inside and outside all bodies, and by developing our
perception power we can hear it distinctly.
G…ta (17.23) confirms that from ancient times the three words were used to
indicate the Supreme Absolute Truth in chanting the Vedic mantras and during
the performance of sacrifices: oˆ tat sad iti nirdeo brahmaŠas tri-vidhaƒ
smtaƒ br€hmaŠ€s tena ved€ ca yajñ€ ca vihit€ƒ pur€.
The praŠava oˆk€ra is the beginning, middle end of all creation, and by
remembering the transcendental form of sound vibration of the Godhead,
everything we do becomes perfect.

Verse 67

<iªÉä¹ÉÉ Eòh`öºlÉÉ |É¶xÉäkÉ®ú-®úixÉ¨ÉÉÊ±ÉEòÉ ªÉä¹ÉÉ¨ÉÂ*
iÉä ¨ÉÖHòÉ¦É®úhÉÉ <´É Ê´É¨É±ÉÉ¶SÉ¦ÉÉÎxiÉ ºÉiºÉ¨ÉÉVÉä¹ÉÖ**
itye€ kaŠ˜hasth€ pranottara-ratna-m€lik€ ye€m
te mukt€bharaŠ€ iva vimal€ c€ bh€nti satyam€jeu
Those who recite by heart this Gem Necklace of questions and answers shine by
their purity among the noble people, like a pearl necklace.
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<ÊiÉ ¸ÉÒ¨Éi{É®ú¨É½ÆþºÉ-{ÉÊ®úµÉÉVÉEòÉSÉÉªÉÇ-¸ÉÒ¨ÉSUÆôEò®ú-¦ÉMÉ´Éi{ÉÚVªÉ{ÉÉnùEÞòiÉÉ
|É¶xÉÉäkÉ®ú®úixÉ¨ÉÉÊ±ÉEòÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉ{iÉÉ**
iti r…mat-paramahaˆsa-parivr€jak€c€rya r…mac-cha‰kara bhagavat-pujyap€da kta
pranottara ratna m€lik€ sam€pt€
Thus ends the Pranottara Ratna M€lik€, the Gem Necklace of questions and
answers, written by Paramahaˆsa Parivr€jak€c€rya ®r…mad ®a‰kara
Bhagavatp€da.

oˆ tat sat
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